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Preface

It is a great pleasure to present the Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on
Cloud Computing (CloudComp 2014). This year’s conference continued its tradition of
bringing together researchers, developers, and industry professionals to discuss recent
advances and experiences in clouds, cloud computing, and related ecosystems and
business support. The conference also provided a forum for presenting the recent
advances and results obtained in the wider area of cloud computing, giving users and
researchers equally a chance to gain better insight into the capabilities and limitations
of current cloud systems.

CloudComp 2014 received 72 paper submissions, from which the Technical Pro-
gram Committee (TPC) selected 25 regular papers for presentation and publication in
these proceedings after rigorous reviews by expert TPC members. The acceptance rate
was 34.72 %. The conference consisted of six symposia that covered a broad range of
research aspects. In addition to these paper presentations, CloudComp 2014 also fea-
tured some inspiring invited talks, tutorials on advanced storage architectures for cloud
and cloud-assisted big data application, and a Workshop on Cloud Computing in
Industrial Systems and Applications was also given on the last day of the conference.
We hope that the conference proceedings served as a valuable reference to researchers
and developers in the area.

Located in the charming and cultural city of Guilin at an enchanting time of the year,
CloudComp 2014 was an exciting and stimulating event. It surely advanced our
understanding of cloud computing and doubtless opened up new directions for research
and development.

October 2014 Victor C.M. Leung
Roy Xiaorong Lai

Min Chen
Jiafu Wan
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A Hybrid Remote Rendering Approach
for Graphic Applications
on Cloud Computing

Chin-Feng Lai1(B), Han-Chieh Chao2, Zong-Ruei Tsai1, Ying-Hsun Lai3,
and Mohammad Mehedi Hassan4
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National Chung Cheng University, Chiayi, Taiwan
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4 College of Computer and Information Sciences,
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Abstract. Due to the fast development of mobile devices, the require-
ment of graphics processing has grown rapidly in recent years. Graphic
processing unit provides the computing of 3D effect in mobile devices,
such as user interface and 3D application. Comparing with personal com-
puter, the computing power of mobile devices is much lower. The con-
cept of remote rendering is connecting the graphic processing unit in
the server to improve the local rendering ability. However, when net-
work bandwidth is unstable or even unreachable, the user experience
would extremely drop. In the recent research, there are a couples mount
of topics in association with decreasing network packet transmission.
In the unstable network environment, the correlation research is still
lacking. This paper proposes a hybrid remote rendering approach for
craphic applications on cloud computing. It takes local rendering abil-
ity and network bandwidth as input arguments and dynamically sets the
frames drawing sequence on client and rendering server. In this study, the
experiment chooses 3 applications and runs in 2 different network envi-
ronments. In the 10 % higher than the lowest requirement bandwidth,
this framework could improve 44.99 % frames in each second. In lowest
bandwidth requirement, it could improve 44.57 % frames and 30.86 % in
10 % lower than lowest requirement. In the unstable bandwidth, there
are around 33.74 % increasing in frame rate.

Keywords: Hybrid remote rendering · Graphic applications · Cloud
computing

c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
V.C.M. Leung et al. (Eds.): CloudComp 2014, LNICST 142, pp. 3–17, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-16050-4 1
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1 Introduction

With continuous development of science and technology, cloud computing tech-
nology has been used to extensively improve the quality of network services.
However, there remain applications of complex operations in the graphic appli-
cations. When the user runs this drawing program, the image processor cannot
instantly complete calculation, resulting in picture delay, thus, user experience
is reduced. In the application of cloud service, data transfer often occupies the
network bandwidth. If part of the client-side mathematical capability is com-
bined with the server calculation, the complex parts are calculated by the server,
meaning the use of network bandwidth can be reduced, allowing the user to
use network transmission smoothly when using cloud services. Common cloud
services mostly accelerate CPU operations, and with the performance improve-
ment of the Graphic Processing Unit in recent years, cloud services for GPU
acceleration have appeared, and the research subjects regarding remote render-
ing have gradually received greater attention. It was originally implemented by
open source [1]; while the hybrid rendering architecture, etc., were proposed in
recent years [2–5]. However, there is no study regarding a remote rendering sys-
tem on network speed and quality. In view of this, this study intends to use the
graphics computing capacity of the current PC to enhance the graphic capa-
bility of mobile devices. As more network bandwidth will be consumed during
remote rendering, this study considers the image processing capacity of mobile
devices, current graphic capability of devices, and current network transmission
rates and quality as the decision parameters of the hybrid rendering system of
this study. Finally, the image processors of the client-side and server simultane-
ously execute calculation. Based on this parameter calculation, the user can use
a remote server for drawing even when the network transmission is unstable.

2 Related Works

2.1 General Remote Rendering

The remote rendering system, as proposed by Simon Stegmaier [6], is constructed
mainly on an X Server, with GLX protocols, and through dynamic linking, and
developers can use this system in application without modifying the application
source code. In most common remote rendering architectures, in order to reduce
packet transmission quantity, the computing time of the rendering server must
be prolonged. For better user experience, the interactive feedback of the user
application is increased, and packet transmission quantity shall be upgraded.
Marc Levoy proposed a solution [7] by dividing the complex rendering operation
into two parts. One is a simple geometrically physical architecture, and the other
is the final texture mapping, light effect, and fog effect. Figure 1 shows the remote
rendering system, as proposed by Marc Levoy.
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Fig. 1. General remote rendering system.

2.2 Hybrid Remote Rendering

Audrius Jurgelionis proposed the mode-optional remote rendering system based
on the Game Large architecture [8]. When the user-side hardware or network
connection quality is low, graphics rendering is handed over to the server by
video streaming, and the result is compressed into video streaming for the user.
When the mathematical capability of user’s hardware is high and the network
connection is stable, 3D Streaming is used to hand the 3D information to the
user for drawing calculation. The client-side shall have better processing core and
faster network connection. Figure 2 shows the hybrid remote rendering system
proposed by Audrius Jurgelionis.

Fig. 2. Hybrid remote rendering system.

The red part in Fig. 2 is the home edition of the Game Large system, and
for data transmission with the client-side, the indigenous Game Large system
nucleus and display interface are used. The left part of Fig. 2 shows the web
server, which is an Apache server combined with PHP and sqLITE modules,
and the application menu is displayed on the webpage. The right part of Fig. 2
shows the Database Transaction Layer, which is used for data transmission with
the database system and accessing the application files. The lower part shows
server rendering, when the user is connected to the server, this subsystem selects
3D Streaming or video streaming according to the Quality of Service (QoS).
This system uses the aforesaid three major subsystems as program operating
cores, the user is connected to the web server, and the database installation
program data are accessed, via this interface, in order to run applications.
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3 Approach Architecture

This paper proposes a hybrid remote rendering approach for graphic applications
on cloud computing. When the local side rendering capability is insufficient, the
3D application menu fluency can be enhanced by cloud computing power in
order to enhance the user’s experience. The Cloud rendering server is connected
via the network, and whether or not to use the server for rendering is judged
according to current network connection speed and quality. When the network
connection speed and quality are good, the rendering server is used for rendering
operations. When the network connection speed and quality are poor, the GPU
of the current mobile device is used for drawing calculations. The hybrid remote
rendering platform is implemented in the aforesaid manner. Figure 3 shows the
proposed approach architecture. The local side receives the function call from
the upper application. First, the Bandwidth Measurement Module collects cur-
rent network connection speed and quality, and submits the result to the Ren-
dering Selection Module for rendering decision. If the decision result is a local
drawing, the drawing instruction is directly processed systematically by GPU cal-
culation. If the decision result is submitted to the Rendering Server for drawing
calculation, the teledrawing function transfers the instruction, via the network,
to the server. When the rendering server completes the drawing, the image is
coded and fed back to the local side. The local side can obtain the drawing result
from the Frame Decoder. Finally, the drawing Buffer Manager decides when the
picture should be displayed on the Display, and the local side hybrid rendering
process is completed.

Fig. 3. Proposed approach architecture.

At the rendering server side, when the mobile device transfers the draw-
ing instruction to the server, the Rendering Context Receiver receives the draw-
ing program environment settings and drawing instructions. Afterwards, the
drawing instruction is drawn by the 3D graphics library, and calculated by
the hardware. Finally, the drawing result is coded and transferred to the local
side. In many common server architectures, the Virtual Machine only virtualizes
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the CPU; therefore, the 3D drawing is less supported in the virtual machine
environment, and at the rendering server side, the Low Level Virtual Machine
(LLVM) is used to translate the drawing instruction into the CPU machine code,
and 3D rendering is implemented by CPU. If the current picture is rendered by
the server, in order to reduce the consumption of network bandwidth, the picture
is coded before it is transferred via the network. The client-side must decode the
picture before it is used. The server rendering sequence diagram is shown, as
follows:

3.1 Bandwidth Measurement Module

The bandwidth measurement module measures the current network bandwidth,
network stability, and current application drawing complexity. In terms of
network bandwidth, the upload and download bandwidths of client-side and
server-side, as well as the current maximum bandwidth consumption, are mea-
sured. In terms of network stability, the rate of change in the previous network
bandwidth is observed, current network stability is obtained from the rate of
change, and the bandwidth for the next time interval is determined. Application
drawing complexity is related to current application drawing instructions. The
more complicated the application, the more drawing instructions shall be trans-
ferred, the more drawing instructions there are, and the larger the consumption
of network bandwidth. The detailed theories and implementation modes of the
aforesaid three items are described, as follows:

Measurement of Network Bandwidth: As mentioned above, regarding the
measurement of network bandwidth, the client-side measures the upload and
download bandwidths. The measured maximum upload bandwidth is expressed
as Eq. 1, and the download bandwidth is expressed as Eq. 2.

Bup = Bandwidth(upload) (1)

Bdown = Bandwidth(download) (2)

Network Stability Measurement: The measurement of network stability,
in addition to current bandwidth measured by the aforesaid two equations, is
expressed as Eq. 3.

UploadChangingRate = (CRup)

∑N
2

∣
∣
∣
Bup(n−1)−Bup(n)

Bup(n−1)

∣
∣
∣

N − 1
(3)

The download bandwidth stability is expressed as Eq. 4.

DownloadChangingRate =

(CRdown)

∑N
2

∣
∣
∣
Bdown(n−1)−Bdown(n)

Bdown(n−1)

∣
∣
∣

N − 1

(4)
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Current Application Drawing Complexity: In this study, the application
drawing instruction complexity is defined as the number of packets of an instruc-
tion to be transferred for the application to draw one single picture. Generally
speaking, when the drawing instruction is complex, as there are more required
scenes or objects, higher mathematical capability is required. If it is implemented
by remote rendering, more upload network bandwidth shall be occupied. The
application drawing instruction complexity is defined as Eq. 5.

Kup =
UploadBytes

FrameCount
(5)

The upload bandwidth is used mainly for transferring drawing instruction,
while the download bandwidth is used for transferring coded pictures. The coded
picture is related to current picture compression ratio, defined as Eq. 6.

Kdown =
DownloadBytes

FrameCount
(6)

The drawing complexity is usually related to the picture of a current scene,
and when the picture contains a large number of objects, the complexity is high.
It is unnecessary to measure the complexity when the complexities are similar to
each other. This study proposes using drawing instruction triggering to measure
drawing complexity. When the calculation and measurement of the aforesaid
three items are complete, the network packet transfer time for remote rendering
can be calculated. The required time for packet transfer is in the unit of one
single picture, the upload time can be defined as Eq. 7, and the download time
can be defined as Eq. 8.

Tupload =
Kup

((1 − CR) × 50% + 50%) ×Bup
(7)

Tdownload =
Kdown

((1 − CR) × 50% + 50%) ×Bdown
(8)

3.2 Rendering Decision Module

The rendering decision module decides the rendering position of each picture dur-
ing the next period of time, and the bandwidth measurement module obtains the
current network transmission rate and quality as the basis of deciding one item.
When the rendering position in the next time interval is decided, the draw-
ing instruction is transferred to the corresponding library by dynamic library
linking. The hybrid rendering system, as designed in this study, uses a remote
server to accelerate local rendering, and considers the local drawing computing
power and current network connection speed and quality. In terms of the network
connection information, the required information is obtained by the bandwidth
measurement module. An equation is defined for local graphic capability in this
study, Rendering Factor, expressed as Eq. 9.

RenderingFactor(RF ) =
CTclient

CTserver
(9)
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The CTclient represents the computing time of the client, which represents
the client hardware computing power. The larger the value, the longer the com-
puting time, and the mathematical capability is lower. The smaller the value,
the shorter the computing time, and the mathematical capability is higher. It is
generally known as local side computing performance, and is related to applica-
tions and hardware computing power. When the application complexity is low,
the hardware computing power is relatively high; and when the application is
complex, the hardware computing power is relatively weak. The CTserver rep-
resents the computing time of the server, which represents the time for server
rendering, and this rendering process is as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, it is related
to the client hardware computing power, server computing power, and network
speed and quality.

Fig. 4. Rendering process.

The client hardware performance is different from the aforesaid CTclient.
The CTclient is mainly related to CPU and GPU operations. In comparison to
CTclient, the CTserver is only related to CPU computing power. The server com-
puting power is related to the rendering operation of the server, i.e. the speed
of processing OpenGL ES instruction. The network connection speeds are the
upload and download times, which are obtained by the bandwidth measurement
module. The network connection quality is also obtained by the bandwidth mea-
surement module. As stated above, the CTserver can be expressed as Eq. 10.

CTserver = f(Pc, Ps, B,K, Tenc, Tdec) (10)

In Eq. 2, CTserver represents the time for server rendering, as related to six
factors. Table 1 lists the meanings of the six factors.

The six factor times in Eq. 2 are summed up, and defined as Eq. 11.

CTserver = Pc + Ps + Tenc + Tdown + Tdec (11)

The above two items of CTclient and CTserver are calculated as Eq. 1, in
order to obtain the local side and Server computing performance proportion.
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Table 1. Six factors of the CTserver

Factor name Meanings

Pc The required 3D model computing time when the graphics
application is executed at the Client, e.g. vector vertex,
rotation angle, matrix operation, etc

Ps The server responds to the drawing function call, and the time
is spent on rendering. This item is mainly related to the
server GPU

B Measured by the bandwidth measurement module, current
network bandwidth, and stability

K Measured by bandwidth measurement module and complexity
proportion of current application

Tenc Picture coding time at Server

Tdec Picture decoding time at Client

When the server performance is higher, most rendering can be completed by
server rendering; however, a few pictures are still drawn by the local side. On
the contrary, if the local side performance is higher, most picture rendering
is implemented by the local side. The Rendering Factor (RF) is calculated by
Eq. 9, and this factor is calculated by Eq. 12 to obtain the local side and Server
rendering picture configurations in the next time interval.

(
1

CTclient
− Fsub

)

+ (Fsub ×RF ) = 30 (12)

In Eq. 12, Fsub represents how many frames shall be subtracted from the
frames per second of the local drawing at the client. This study intends to use
the hybrid operation model in order to increase the picture refresh rate per
second to 30 frames. The value of Fsub is the time of rendering the pictures
that shall be reduced by the local side, and this time is rendered by remote
server to increase the picture refresh rate. Equations 9 and 12 are changed into
simultaneous equations, expressed as Eq. 13.

{
Rendering Factor(RF ) = CTclient

CTserver(
1

CTclient
− Fsub

)
+ (Fsub ×RF ) = 30

(13)

The Fsub is obtained from simultaneous equations, expressed as Eq. 14.

Fsub =
30 − 1/CTclient

RF − 1
(14)

Table 2 shows the meanings of Fsub in this work.
FPSclient is the number of pictures to be rendered by the local side in the

next time interval, expressed as Eq. 15.

FPSclient =
1

CTclient
− Fsub (15)
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Table 2. Meanings of Fsub in various conditions

Condition Meanings

Fsub < 0 When Fsub is smaller than 0, it means RF
is smaller than 1, and local side
rendering performance is greater than
remote performance

0 < Fsub ≤ 1/CTclient When Fsub meets this condition, it
means the hybrid rendering system of
this study can be used for picture
rendering configuration

Fsub > 1/CTclient When Fsub meets this condition, it means
that only remote rendering is allowed,
and the current network environment
is inapplicable to hybrid rendering

FPSserver is the number of pictures to be rendered by the server in the next
time interval, expressed as Eq. 16.

FPSserver = Fsub ×RF (16)

After Eq. 9 calculation, the number of pictures rendered by the client is calcu-
lated by Eq. 15, and the number of pictures rendered by the server is calculated
by Eq. 16. When the rendering picture configuration in next time interval is
completed, the rendering sequence shall be completed.

According to the aforesaid assumptions, the server drawing rate must be
higher than the client drawing rate. Therefore, in the picture rendering time
sequence, the client pictures are equally allocated in the server rendered picture,
as shown in Fig. 5, thus, the time delay is distributed evenly in the rendering
time sequence. If the rendering time sequence is allocated nonuniformly, there
will be unsteadiness when the user views pictures. In a uniformly distributed
rendering time sequence, there is still unsteadiness; however, this phenomenon
can be eliminated by the buffer management mechanism in the next section.

3.3 Rendering Decision Module

Figure 6 shows the flow of this system. The operation flow of this system is
described below, as per initialization, bandwidth measurement, calculating RF,
rendering process, and picture display.

This study uses three application working programs as the test programs.
The three application working programs are tested, where each application is
tested in both stable and unstable network environments of variable bandwidths.
In the experimental network environment, adjustment is based on the upload
bandwidth, and the upload and download speeds are limited by speed limiting
software. The network transmission rates are different when the applications
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Fig. 5. Picture rendering time sequence.

Fig. 6. System flow.

are tested in the same manner, as drawing instructions are often related to
applications. When the drawing program is complex, the number of drawing
instructions to be transmitted increases. In terms of download bandwidth, as
the rendered picture is transferred, it is related to the image compression ratio
and resolution.

4 Analysis of Approach Implementation Results

In this section, the results of three application programs on stable/unstable
network condition are analyzed.

4.1 Stable Bandwidth

In terms of application I, the following figure shows the tested network band-
width and picture refresh rate of application I. In the case of stable bandwidth,
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and in terms of picture configuration, the server renders 20 frames, the local side
renders 10 frames, and the overall picture refresh rate is 30 frames. For current
bandwidth, the download bandwidth consumption is smaller than the upload
bandwidth consumption. As the system calculates download and upload times,
the upload bandwidth greatly influences the picture refresh in decision making
(Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Application I on stable bandwidth.

Application working program II is also tested in highly stable bandwidth, and
this working program is correlated with texture mapping. The client computing
power is lower in rendering, thus, at the same network speed, as Client rendering
time is very different from the server rendering time, the RF is large. In terms
of the allocation proportion of pictures, more pictures will be rendered by the
server. The following figure shows the tested network bandwidth and picture
refresh rate of application II. In the case of stable bandwidth, in terms of picture
configuration, the server renders 27 frames, the local side renders 3 frames, and
the overall picture refresh rate is 30 frames. For current bandwidth, the download
bandwidth consumption is smaller than the upload bandwidth consumption. As
the system calculates the download and upload times, the upload bandwidths
greatly influence the picture refresh in decision making (Fig. 8).

Application working program III is tested in highly stable bandwidth, and
this program is the 3D graphics application for 3D blocks flying to the user.
The application calculates the rotation angle and color setting of each block,
and transfers the information to the GPU or rendering server for drawing. The
following figure shows the tested network bandwidth and picture refresh rate
of application III. In the case of stable bandwidth, and in terms of picture
configuration, the server renders 26 frames, the local side renders 4 frames, and
the overall picture refresh rate is 30 frames. For current bandwidth, the download
bandwidth consumption is smaller than the upload bandwidth consumption. As
the system calculates the download and upload times, the upload bandwidths
greatly influence the picture refresh in decision making (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 8. Application II on stable bandwidth.

Fig. 9. Application III on stable bandwidth.

4.2 Unstable Bandwidth

This experiment analyzes the scenario of unstable bandwidth, the network
change script of a wireless network connection, and speed limiting software
changes the network transmission rate every second. The three application work-
ing programs are tested in this network environment and the results are ana-
lyzed. Application I is an OpenGL ES example program, and the following text
analyzes the drawing performance of application I using the hybrid rendering
architecture, as designed in this study, in unstable bandwidth. The following
figure shows the tested network bandwidth and picture refresh rate of application
I. The above figure shows application I tested in unstable network bandwidth.
The picture refresh rate at the fourth and the fifth time point is 30, which is
hybrid rendering, where the server renders 20 frames, while the local side renders
10 frames. The remote rendering mode is at the 6th to the 19th time point, and
all pictures are rendered by the server. The hybrid rendering mode is at the 21st
and 23rd time point, where there is an error between the decided bandwidth
and actual bandwidth, thus, the current rendering configuration is wrong, and
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server rendering fails to be completed on time. However, in the hybrid rendering
architecture, the basic picture refresh rate is maintained by the local side, thus,
reducing the changes in the picture refresh rate (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Application I on unstable bandwidth.

Application II is an OpenGL ES program related to texture mapping. The
following text analyzes the drawing performance of application II using the
hybrid rendering architecture, as designed in this study, in unstable bandwidth.
The following figure shows the tested network bandwidth and picture refresh
rate of application II. The above figure shows that application II is tested in
unstable network bandwidth. The picture refresh rate at the fourth and the
fifth time point is 30, which is hybrid rendering, the server renders 27 frames,
and the local side renders 3 frames. The remote rendering mode is at the 6th to
the 19th time point, and pictures are rendered by the server. The hybrid render-
ing mode is at the 21st and the 23rd time point, where there is an error between
the decided bandwidth and actual bandwidth, thus, the current rendering con-
figuration is wrong, and server rendering fails to be completed on time. However,
in the hybrid rendering architecture, the basic picture refresh rate is maintained
by the local side, thus, reducing the changes in the picture refresh rate (Fig. 11).

Application III is the application of squares flying to the user. In an unsta-
ble network environment, the picture rendering decision varies with the network
environment. The following figure shows the tested network bandwidth and pic-
ture refresh rate of application III. The above figure shows application III tested
in an unstable network bandwidth. The picture refresh rate at the fourth and
the fifth time point is 30, which is hybrid rendering, and the server renders 25
frames, while the local side renders 5 frames. The remote rendering mode is at
the 6th to the 19th time point, and the pictures are rendered by the server. The
hybrid rendering mode is at the 20th and the 24th time point, where there is an
error between the decided bandwidth and actual bandwidth, thus, the current
rendering configuration is wrong, and server rendering fails to be completed on
time. However, in the hybrid rendering architecture, the basic picture refresh
rate is maintained by the local side, thus, reducing the changes in the picture
refresh rate (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 11. Application II on unstable bandwidth.

Fig. 12. Application III on unstable bandwidth.

5 Conclusion

Most previous studies selected only one rendering mode. This paper designs a
hybrid rendering system, which is combined with the rendering server and local
side computing power, and reduces the dependence of the remote rendering
system on network speed. In good bandwidth, each application can increase the
picture refresh rate to 30 frames through the server computing power. In poor
bandwidth, working program I can increase the picture refresh rate by 30.86 % in
the architecture designed in this study. In unstable bandwidth, as the bandwidth
is variable, the bandwidth estimation is wrong, and the overall picture refresh is
increased by 33.74. In future research, if the packet size and quantity of drawing
instructions transferred by applications can be reduced, the rendering efficiency
of the rendering system can be increased. As this study uses real-time drawing
instruction processing, the user control response delay can be reduced; however,
the load of the upload bandwidth is increased.
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Abstract. In this paper, to deploy scientific application service among
advanced computing applications to the mobile cloud environment, we integrate
mobile cloud system with policy-based resource management providing SLA
adaptive resource management called as mobile cloud broker. However, we do
not use the conventional policy-based resource management because of some
problems which cannot guarantee the performance of cloud resource required by
user. To resolve this problem, we propose the policy based resource manage-
ment for the mobile cloud system providing scientific application service to
provide the cost efficient SLA adaptive resource management to guarantee SLA
required by cloud service user while minimizing cost. We describe the function
and architecture of mobile cloud broker and the proposed policy-based resource
management scheme in the mobile cloud broker. In addition, we show that the
proposed policy-based resource management guarantee the QoS of scientific
application and reduces the cost compared to the conventional cloud broker
system through the evaluation.

Keywords: Mobile cloud computing � Mobile cloud broker � Policy-based
resource management

1 Introduction

As the demand for high computing-intensive mobile application have been increased,
there have been the attempts to apply cloud computing service to mobile environment
for various mobile services [1]. Through mobile cloud computing, it is expected that
the limited resources of mobile device can be overcome and mobile device accom-
modates the high performance computing application. To realize mobile cloud com-
puting, a main way is to build the mobile cloud system to provide the specific mobile
services to mobile users. There are many previous works in this way providing the
various services such as mobile business, mobile commerce, mobile learning and
mobile healthcare [4–7]. In the case of advanced computing application service (e.g.
scientific application service focused on this paper) which is computing-intensive and
requires many computing and storage resource [2], it is important to guarantee service
level agreement (SLA) such as deadline, budget required by user [3]. However the
conventional mobile cloud systems have difficulty to guarantee the SLA required by
user because they do not have some functions to realize SLA adaptive resource
management which enables dynamic virtual machine (VM) scaling to control QoS
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based on SLA for high performance computing. Y. Jinhui et al. [8] proposed the
mobile-cloud framework to constitute and execute scientific workflow on bioinfor-
matics using mobile device. This framework supports the collaboration of researchers
on an experiment of genome bioinformatics in mobile device. However, only the basic
functions such as service repository, service composition, service execution and the
user interface are considered to execute scientific workflow on mobile device. In
addition, the SLA required by user is not considered and the resource scheduling and
provisioning on each sub-task within workflow also is not considered for executing
scientific workflow. To resolve this problem of the conventional mobile cloud system,
we apply the policy-based resource management. There is the previous work on policy-
based resource management proposed by Ren et al. [9]. However it is difficult for Ren’s
work to guarantee the performance of cloud resource required by user. Even in the
same VM specification (the number of CPU cores, memory size and storage size), there
are different performance between cloud resources provided by CSPs because of the
heterogeneity [10] of cloud resource. However, Ren’s work considers the VMs which
have the same VM specification as the same performance so, cannot provide the
optimal resource on performance and cost. In this paper, to resolve this problem of
Ren’s work, we propose the policy based resource management scheme for the mobile
cloud system providing scientific application service to provide the cost efficient SLA
adaptive resource management to guarantee SLA required by cloud service user while
minimizing cost.

2 Mobile Cloud Broker for Scientific Application

To provide a brokering service for scientific application in mobile cloud, we integrate
the mobile cloud system with the proposed policy-based resource management which
provides cost effective and SLA adaptive resource management. This system is called
as mobile cloud broker in this paper. The mobile broker system for scientific appli-
cation in mobile cloud is described with its functionality in Fig. 1. There is connector
which is the mobile application installed in mobile device to access to the mobile cloud
broker. Connector is mobile application and provides easy interface for user to sign up
and login. After login, connector accesses user’s own virtual device provided by
mobile cloud broker and show remote control screen of the virtual device through VNC
client. In the mobile cloud broker system, the virtual device service which provides the
augmented resource virtualized to mobile environment (called as Virtual Device in this
paper) with various contents providing some services (e.g. scientific application ser-
vice, business application service) is provided. Mobile cloud broker admits user to
virtual device service and provides the connection between mobile device and virtual
device. Mobile cloud broker basically store and maintain the executable file and meta-
data of content for the specific service through virtual device. Especially for typical
scientific application services represented by workflow, mobile cloud broker provides
workflow designer through virtual device to receive the requirement (i.e. SLA) from
user and submit it to the policy-based resource management function (Figs. 2 and 3).

The proposed policy-based resource management is the key function which makes
it possible for the mobile cloud system to provide scientific application while satisfying
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user’s SLA by providing cost effective SLA adaptive resource management. Policy
means the strategy to satisfy SLA required by user for providing service. Policy-based
resource management provides the convenient and transparent resource management
interface for system to be adaptive about user SLA [16, 17]. In our case, we define two
phases of policy – resource type policy, resource provisioning policy. Resource type
policy is the strategy to decide the resource type (i.e. VM flavor type) for each sub-task
within requested workflow based on given SLA (e.g. deadline, budget). Resource
provisioning policy is the strategy to decide the certain physical node of the certain
cloud among multi-cloud for creating VM based on given SLA (e.g. computing-
intensive application, network-intensive application). The proposed policy-based
resource management in the mobile cloud broker provides several policies for each
phase and the adaptiveness on various user’s SLA. The detail of these policies will be
explained in Sect. 3. Scientific application services considered in this paper are rep-
resented as Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) as [3] and are submitted by user with SLA
description to the policy-based resource management function through workflow
designer of virtual device in the mobile cloud broker. The SLA description which user

Fig. 1. The model of the integrated broker for scientific application in mobile cloud
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should specify in the workflow designer is composed of user id uid, application
information A and workflow description G: Application information A represents the
characteristics of an application such as computing-intensive and network-intensive. To
represent the workflow G of DAG, ni denotes the i th node of workflow G (node is
identical to sub-task) in our notation. The connection or dependency from node i to j in
the workflow is represented as edge ei;j and the set of edge is represented as E. In
addition, the deadline D, i.e. the execution time constraints required by user for
requested workflow, is also included in the workflow. The workflow description is
represented as {N ¼ fn1; n2; . . .; nkg;E;D}.

Firstly, the workflow in the submitted SLA description is parsed and divided into
sub-tasks. Then, the two phases of policy are decided based on the submitted SLA.
Secondly, the flavor type of VM is allocated for each sub-task based on the decided
resource type policy and the scheduled workflow description g including task-VM
flavor type mapping information is returned. Finally, each sub-task within workflow is
executed based on the scheduled workflow description by provisioning VM with the
decided resource provisioning policy. This provisioning process is support by resource
profiling function that predicts and evaluates the computing performance of each
physical node (i.e. Server Rack) provided by cloud service providers in multi-cloud
environment and maintains the network performance between VMs provisioned by
each user. After completing the workflow, the result of requested service is returned
through the virtual device.

3 Policy-Based Resource Management

As mentioned in Sect. 2, the proposed policy-based resource management provides two
phases of policy for cost effective SLA adaptive resource management.

Fig. 2. The procedure of policy-based resource management in C-ARCF
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When a request is submitted, the policy-based resource management makes a
decision on two phases of policy sequentially for that request. In resource type policy,
there are two policies – deadline policy, budget policy according to given SLA from
the request. If user requests a service with deadline in SLA, the policy-based resource
management decides the deadline policy to satisfy the requested deadline for sched-
uling workflow while minimizing the cost for leasing VM. If user requests a service
with budget in SLA, the budget policy is decided to satisfy the requested budget for
scheduling workflow while minimizing the total execution time. These policies use
heuristic based traditional workflow scheduling with VM Packing [13] for deadline
policy and Loss/Gain [15] for budget policy.

In resource provisioning policy, there are also two policies – compute-aware and
network-aware resource provisioning policy according to given SLA. If the application
information in submitted SLA has compute-intensive, the compute-aware resource
provisioning policy is decided to provide the cloud resource having better computing
capability in fixed cost, considering the heterogeneity [10] of cloud resource. To
achieve this object, we use CPU model rank table based on benchmark program
provided from [14]. The available racks in multi-cloud environment are sorted based on
rank in CPU model rank table and the high-ranked rack is provisioned with high
priority. Algorithm 1 shows the compute-aware resource provisioning policy.

If the application information in submitted SLA has network-intensive, network-
aware resource provisioning is decided to provide the cloud resource having better
network performance on the past created VM for each user. For the application which
need lots of data transmission between tasks, this policy can guarantee the data
transmission time between VMs. To achieve this object, last used resource table is
maintained for each user. When user request first, in order words, there is no available
last used resource information, load-balancing based provisioning is done so VM is
provisioned to the rack having maximum remaining resource capacity. After creating
the VM, the cloud and rack of the created VM is recorded to last used resource table.
When user requests later and there is available last used resource information, the VM
in the same rack with the last used resource is provisioned if possible. If there is not
available resource capacity in last used resource for requested flavor type, new rack as
close as possible to the rack of last used resource is decided. After finding the new rack
and creating VM, the new rack is updated to last used resource table for the corre-
sponding user. After policy decision process, workflow scheduling and executing
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process with resource provisioning are continued based on two decided policies and the
result of the request is returned to user. Algorithm 2 show the network-aware resource
provisioning policy.

In conclusion, C-ARCF can guarantee the several user’s SLA adaptively for sci-
entific application in the policy-based resource with two phases of policy management.

4 Experiments

We evaluate the proposed policy-based resource management in this paper compared to
the policy-based resource management of Ren’s work. Especially, we evaluate the
performance of the proposed policy, i.e. compute-aware resource provisioning policies
(Algorithm 1), of the resource provisioning policy phase in this paper except the
network-aware resource provisioning policy and the policies in the resource type policy
phase which uses traditional workflow scheduling. For the experiment of compute-
aware resource provisioning policy, we use QSAR service of MapChem service [9] as
compute-intensive application which is an integrated chemical application for collab-
orative pharmaceutical research and the available input data types are sdf30, sdf100,
sdf200(sdf100 means the input data which includes a hundred of chemical compounds
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info expressed by structure data format [12]). We use openstack cloud environment and
the available resource policies in openstack cloud environment are small type(1 CPU,
2 GB MEM, 10 GB Disk), medium type(2 CPU, 4 GB MEM, 10 GB Disk) and large
type(4 CPU, 8 GB MEM, 10 GB Disk). The SLA of QSAR service is defined as
deadline and it is set in random on each request. We build the cloud testbed using 6
nodes with the deployment of openstack cloud environment [11]. Node 1, 5 is nova
controller and node 2, 3, 4, 6 are nova compute nodes. Nova controller manages the
operation between the nova compute nodes such as create or delete instance or snap-
shot and received the result from the nova compute nodes. Each node has the hardware
specification described in Table 1.

In this experiment environment, to evaluate the adaptiveness on SLA required by
user, we measure the SLA violation when the requests are occurred in the fixed interval
over a period of time first. Second to evaluate the ability which guarantees SLA
required by user while minimizing cost, we measure the total cost when the requests are
occurred in the fixed interval over a period of time. We repeat the experiment with
different request interval over a period of time. In addition, we refer the metrics which
Ren et al. use for evaluation so, we use relative cost [9] which does not have monetary

Fig. 3. The experiment environment of integrated broker with openstack

Table 1. The specification of computing node in openstack environment

Node1 Node2 Node3 Node4 Node5 Node6

Function Nova
Controller
Node

Nova
Compute
Node

Nova
Compute
Node

Nova
Compute
Node

Nova
Controller
Node

Nova
Compute
Node

Specification H/W: Intel, Xeon E5620
2.4G, Core 16,
MEM 16G, HDD 1T

OS: Ubuntu 12.04

H/W: Intel,
Xeon W3520 2.67G,
Core 8, MEM 16G

OS: Ubuntu 12.04
IP address Eth0

(143.248.
152.64)

Eth0
(143.248.
152.61)

Eth0
(143.248.
152.62)

Eth0
(143.248.
152.63)

Eth0
(143,248.
152.16)

Eth0
(143.248.
152.17)
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meaning in reality but, the cost has theoretical meaning for comparison between
algorithms or models. A lower relative cost means the lower monetary cost in reality.
Therefore, we can save the monetary cost in reality by reducing the relative cost.

• The result of policy-based resource management.
We make the request in the different interval time (4 s, 3.6 s, 3.2 s, 2.8 s, 2.4 s, 2 s,

1.6 s, 1.2 s, 0.8 s) within 3 min. The input data type of the request is randomly chosen
from available input data such as sdf30, sdf100, sdf200. QSAR service of MapChem
service is used and the deadline is chosen randomly as mentioned above. Since QSAR
service of MapChem service is compute-intensive application, compute-aware resource
provisioning policy (Algorithm 1) is decided in this experiment.

In Fig. 4, we see that the total cost of Ren’s work is higher than that of the proposed
policy-based resource management over all interval times of the request. Ren’s work
prepares the extra VM in advance with auto-scaling to reduce the delay from VM
initiation time. According the proposed auto-scaling in Ren’s work, at least one empty

Table 2. Cost performance comparison of proposed system and conventional system

Fig. 4. Cost performance comparison of proposed system and conventional system defined
in Table 2
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VM is always kept. This mechanism makes the waste of resource and occurs the high
cost. On the other hand, the proposed policy-based resource management do not makes
the extra resource because we judge that the VM initiation time is not critical com-
pared to the execution time of a request. Since the proposed policy-based resource
management launches VM only when a request is submitted and release VM imme-
diately after the requests in VM are finished, the cost of the proposed policy-based
resource management is lower than that of Ren’s work. In addition, the proposed
policy-based resource management can allocate the proper amount of cloud resource
for the request to guarantee the SLA while minimizing the cost with predicted per-
formance. However, Ren’s work cannot allocate the proper amount of cloud resource
based on the SLA of the request because Ren’s work allocated VM statically based on
the size of the input data type. For example, sdf30 is only mapped to small type and
sdf100 is only mapped to medium type and sdf200 is only mapped to large type.

For measuring SLA violation, we also makes the request in the different interval
time (4 s, 3.6 s, 3.2 s, 2.8 s, 2.4 s, 2 s, 1.6 s, 1.2 s, 0.8 s) within 3 min with the same

Table 3. SLA violation comparison of proposed system and conventional system

Fig. 5. SLA violation performance comparison of proposed system and conventional system
defined in Table 3
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environment as above experiment. The metric of SLA violation is defined as the
number of request which violate the deadline required by user.

Figure 5 shows that Ren’s work has the higher SLA violation over the entire
request interval time compared to the proposed policy-based resource management. In
addition, as the interval time of request decrease, the gap of SLA violation between
Ren’s work and the proposed policy-based resource management is increased.
Therefore, in the high rate of request, the proposed policy-based resource management
will show better performance on SLA violation. In the same reasons on the result of
cost experiment, Ren’s work cannot allocate the proper amount of cloud resource based
on the SLA of the request because Ren’s work allocated VM statically based on the
size of the input data type and does not consider the SLA required by user. However,
the proposed policy-based resource management can achieve cost effective SLA
adaptive resource management which guarantee the SLA while minimizing the cost.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we integrate the mobile cloud system with the policy-based resource
management for scientific application to provide the scientific application service such
as chemical and bio applications with satisfying the SLA required by user in mobile
cloud environment. However for this, we do not use the conventional policy-based
resource management because of some problems mentioned in Sect. 1. Therefore, to
resolve the problem, we propose the policy based resource management for the mobile
cloud system providing scientific application service to provide the cost efficient SLA
adaptive resource management to guarantee SLA required by cloud service user while
minimizing cost. Finally, we evaluate that the proposed policy-based resource man-
agement guarantee the SLA required by user and reduces the cost compared to the
conventional policy-based resource management. Therefore, we prove that the pro-
posed policy-based resource management can achieve cost effective SLA adaptive
resource management which guarantee the SLA while minimizing the cost for
providing scientific application service in mobile cloud broker.
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Abstract. Recommender systems have been proven as an essential tool
to solve the information overload problem due to the burst of Internet
traffic, however traditional approaches only consider to recommend items
that users have not seen before, and thus ignore the significance of those
items in a user’s historical records. This is motivated by the fact that
users often revisit those items they have watched before, especially for
TV series. Based on this, in this paper, we introduce a new concept
called “revisiting ratio”, to uniquely represent the ratio between the new
and old items. We also propose a “preference model” to aid selecting the
most related historical records. Finally, theoretical analysis and extensive
results are supplemented to show the advantages of the proposed system.

Keywords: Recommender system · Revisiting ratio · Reference model

1 Introduction

When the original conceptual foundation of the Internet was laid back in the
50s, no one had the slightest idea of how easy it will be for us to receive infor-
mation. With the easy access to the Internet, users can acquire the most recent
knowledge and information, including daily news, friend’s moments, new movies,
almost everywhere with their laptop, iPad, smartphones, and other forms of
smart devices. Meanwhile, users gradually feel stressful to make wise decisions
on what piece of information to choose, since there exists far more amount of
available information than a user can consume, and thus, information overload
on the Internet has become a series problem. In order to address this issue, rec-
ommender systems have been widely investigated and proposed as an essential
tool for users to navigate the plethora of contents according to their personal
interests [1]. For example, most e-Commerce websites (e.g., Amazon.com, Net-
flix, Last.fm, etc.) have already embedded this feature into their products, both
static and mobile, to provide convenient and personalized services for users.
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The use of recommender systems not only brings high monetary benefits to
the service operators (e.g., through precise ads), but also significantly aids the
use of their services. As a result, a number of recommendation engines (i.e.
item-based recommendation [2], user-based recommendation [3], Collaborative
Filtering (CF) algorithm [4], and SVD algorithm [5]) have blossomed.

Nevertheless, there are still many fundamental issues to be considered from
theoretical analysis perspectives [6]. One is the ignorance of recommending his-
torical items as the part of final recommendation list to users. Most recommender
systems only recommend new items since they claim that users will not revisit
those items they have seen before [7]. It might be the case in some scenarios,
e.g., for on-line bookstore since customers barely read the same book they have
selected before. However, in most of other practical scenarios like online video
sharing the viewing website, users may prefer to repeatedly watch the same
video (or more likely the same channel) they viewed before. This always hap-
pens when a famous TV series are lively broadcasting online. Therefore, an ideal
recommender system (and its embedded algorithm/strategy) should fully con-
sider everything a user prefers and those items they are in need of [8], and then
use these pieces of information to optimally recommend corresponding items
to individual users in a timely manner [9]. Unfortunately, most existing recom-
mender systems did not consider this, and as a result users are forced to browse
their viewing history. Towards this end, in this paper, we aim to design a novel
online video recommender system, whose final recommendation list to individ-
ual users contains both the historical and new recommended items. Our main
contribution of this paper is three-fold:

– We propose a new concept of “revisiting ratio”, to represent the percentage
of new recommended items and old ones. It will be dynamically calculated
every time when new usage data feed into the system to follow the migration
of user’s interest.

– We propose a preference model to represent a user’s preference to an item,
where three parameter metrics are considered: a newly defined loyalty value,
an item’s watching times and the last watching time by a user.

– We build a large-scale, distributed computing environment to evaluate our
proposed recommender system on a real on-line video website data set.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we depict the related
work. In Sect. 3, we introduce a formal model of our system. Section 4 describes
the design of two selection models and the architecture of the whole proposed
recommender system. A complete case study is presented in Sect. 5, and finally
conclusions and future work is presented in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Plenty of research activities on recommender systems across different aspects
have been recently proposed [10–15]. Collaborative Filtering (CF, [4]) is one of
the earliest and most successful recommendation algorithm, that assumes users
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will not change their preference over time [16,17]. Specifically, the process of
making recommendations can be summarized as three steps. First, it measures a
user’s distance by calculating the similarity between their preferences. Second, it
selects the K nearest users as neighbors of the target user [18]. Finally, the system
predicts how much the targeted user may be interested in a particular item
according to his/her neighbors’ attitudes [19]. Since pure CF strategy does not
require any information about items, it can handle every recommended objects
including unstructured complex objects such as music and movies. However,
this approach also has some shortcomings. As it is based on the historical data,
it has the cold start problem to new users and items [20]. In addition, it also
requires much computation resource since user preferences are often stored in a
sparse matrix [21].

Furthermore, content-based recommendations [22] have been widely used in
the field of information retrieval and information filtering, that emphasizes the
content of an item. Different from CF, it does not require a user’s evaluation of
that item, but uses his/her interests and preferences extracted from the descrip-
tion about the content, and uses machine learning techniques to make recom-
mendations [23]. Focusing on an item’s feature, this approach can achieve high
accuracy without the help of large amount of users, and thus it has the capability
to work in situations where no-one in a community has ever rated those items.
However, it requires good structural characteristics during the extraction, which
are often difficult to obtain [24].

All these recommender systems so far focus on exploiting new items that a
user may prefer, and ignore the significance of historical records. In practice,
users often revisit those items they are interested in, especially for TV series.
Therefore, it’s important and necessary to make recommendations including
both new and historical items.

3 System Model

In this section, we first present a formal model to describe the system architec-
ture, and then introduce the system flow.

We assume that there is a dynamic recommender system embedded in an
on-line video website/smart device application, where users regularly browse
our recommended items, and click the ones they are interested in to browse.
The website/application will store all usage files l(t) as a log into a back-end
persistent database at the end of day. We define T (t) as the training data set,
consisted of N daily logs in the reverse order starting from day t, as: T (t) =
{l(t), l(t − 1), ..., l(t − N)}. The proposed recommender system will use T (t) as
the input after the daily backup is completed, and re-train the system model
background using the new training set T (t+1). During this process, we find out
a user’s current viewing behavior by analyzing his/her historical records, and
determining how many new and old recommended items should be added into
the final recommendations. Meantime, we propose a novel concept of “preference
model” to select old items from current user profile. Since the training set of
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Table 1. List of notations and descriptions

Notation Explanation

l(t) Log file at day t

T(t) The set of all �(t) at day t

Rn(t) The set of items produced by original recommender system

Ro(t) The set of items produced by historical model

u(t) User profile at day t

λr Revisiting ratio of recommendation list

λu Revisiting ratio of user profile

Ψ Loyalty value

� Viewing times of the item

j Distance from the last view

Fig. 1. Sequence diagram of the proposed recommender system operations.

this model changes on the daily basis, recommendations will be different. Thus,
users will receive daily personalized recommendations every time they log in the
website/application. Table 1 shows the list of notations used in this paper.

Figure 1 illustrates the procedure of the proposed recommender system
with historical items and new recommendations, and this can be summarized
as follows:

First, the system takes l(t) as the input and performs pre-processing, includ-
ing data cleaning and reduction. For the former, we directly delete records that
are lack of attribute values or contain errors because their amount is relatively
very small. Meantime, we remove less important attributes to obtain a reduced
representation of l(t). Then, preprocessed data is added into T (t − 1) to com-
pose the new training set T (t). After, our recommender system (see Sect. 4.4)
generates new recommended items, donated as Rn(t). Meanwhile, the proposed
preference model (see Sect. 4.3) selects old ones from a user profile, denoted as
Ro(t). Finally, we combine Rn(t) and Ro(t) to make the final recommendations
Rf (t), and push it to the targeted user’s front-end website/application.
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Fig. 2. User1’s profile for 30 days. This user watches videos every day and most of
them are the old ones he/she has watched before.

4 Proposed Personalized Video Recommender System

In this section, we first describe our observations of user behaviors from a real
data set, and then explain the proposed new concepts of revisiting ratio and
preference model. Finally, we show how we make final recommendations with an
open source recommender system and our proposed preference model. Here, we
donate an item as a video in our dataset. Meanwhile, we adopt channels to be
the content of our recommendations, which contains videos with similar tags.

4.1 Observations of User Behavior from a Real Data Set

Our data set is made up of forty-one watching logs from a famous on-line video
website that contains 1,000,000 users and 2,000 videos in total. An average of
1,500,000 records per file is observed, and its size is around 8 GB each. Each
record has 48 attributes, including user ID, item ID, watching time, IP address,
user location, etc., describing different aspects of the user’s watching behavior.
Since user behaviors are a crucial, but dynamic parameter to make personalized
recommendations, we specifically select two representative users to analyze and
visualize the content of their profiles within 30 days.

Figures 2 and 3 show the profiles of these two representative users, respec-
tively. We first analyze their watching frequencies. It is obvious that user 1 visits
the website almost everyday, while user 2 is absent for 18 days. That is, the
watching frequency of user 1 is higher than user 2. Then, we compare the num-
ber of items they have watched in total. The average daily viewing times of user
1 is 15, while 24 times from user 2. It is worth noting that although user 2’s
watching frequency is lower than user 1’s, the amount of items he/she watched
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Fig. 3. User2’s profile in the same time. This user only watches videos on some days,
but the amount he/she watches is a lot each time. Different from user 1, he/she watches
roughly the same amount of new items as the old ones.

are eventually more than user 1. Therefore, when the system makes personalized
recommendations, it should clearly consider both the frequency and amount of
the watching to decide how many recommendations it should make every day to
different users.

Finally, we examine at the composition of the daily user profiles. We separate
all items into two categories: new items and old ones. Among all of them, new
items indicate those items that have never occurred in a user profile before, while
old ones represent those items a user has viewed. It is clear that both of users not
only watch new items but also review old ones most of the time. But the ratio of
new and old items is different for each user, and also tends to change every day.
Take user 1 for example, the average of this ratio is 0.63 for the first three days
(except day 1 since we believe that all appeared items are new to the user at the
beginning). This indicates that he/she has the similar preference to new items
and old ones. However, only using this parameter to decide whether a user likes
new items or not is unreasonable, since he/she may change his/her preference
after that. We observe that the average value of the ratio from day 4 to day
15 is 0.30, and it falls down to 0.15 from day 15 to day 32. These information
indicates that this user prefers old items than new ones. From Fig. 2, it is clear
to see that old items occupy a large portion of all viewing times, and thus, only
the overall trend of the ratio between the number of new and old items can best
reflect a user’s preference.

Different from user 1, user 2 tends to watch more new items than old ones.
During the 12 days when he/she watches videos, the maximum value of the ratio
is 0.7, and the average is 0.49. Thus, we believe that this user does not have
special preferences to new or old items, and it is understandable that the system
should recommend roughly the same amount of old items as new ones.
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4.2 Revisiting Ratio

As mentioned earlier, the ratio of new and old items is different for each user and
can largely reflect a user’s viewing preferences/behavior. Thus, it is important to
observe the trend of this parameter in a user profile, and adjust the composition
of the final recommendation list each day according to this time-varying ratio.
Here, we call it as the “revisiting ratio”. The value between 0 to 0.5 indicates
that a particular user prefers old items while the ratio between 0.5 to 1 indicates
he/she prefers new ones more. Since there are two item lists (i.e., user profile
and recommendation list) to be used in our recommending process, we use λu

and λr to denote them, respectively. We claim that revisiting ratios of a user
profile from u(0) to u(t − 1) can best reflect a user’s preference at a particular
day t, so that the ratio of recommendation list λr can be also predicted by using
the Moving Average (MA) approach. MA is a calculation to analyze data points
by creating a series of averages of different subsets of the full data set and is
used to predict the future trend of this time series [25]. Here, we adopt an un-
weighted form of its variation, named Simple moving average(SMA), that simply
calculates the average of the full data set and use it as the prediction of the next
day [26]. If the value is high, it means that this user prefers new items than the
old ones; otherwise, old recommended items should be more emphasized in the
final recommendation list. Since users’ interests may be changed and/or affected
by seasonal trends, λr is time-varying and should be recalculated every day using
the most recent user profile, as:

λr(t) =
λu(t − 1) + λu(t − 2) + · · · + λu(0)

t − 1
. (1)

4.3 Preference Model

Without loss of generality, three parameters are key to affect a user’s preference
to an item. The more frequent the user views an item, the more he/she may
like it. Thus, historical viewing times, denoted as �, is the first parameter of our
concern to the system design. Furthermore, we consider a user’s last viewing of an
item, denoted as j. If an item has not been watched for a relatively long period of
time, one may conclude that this user highly likely has already lost interests of it.
Finally, we introduce a new metric called “loyalty value”, to uniquely represent
the cyclical viewing behavior of a user. That is, if an item has been viewed on
every Saturday, it is more likely to be viewed again next Saturday. This always
happens for TV series that has predefined showing time. Loyalty value can be
computed by two variables, the number of intervals ε and loyalty times � as:

Ψ =
ε

�
. (2)

An example to calculate the loyalty value is shown in Fig. 4. First, we pick
the days when the item has been watched by a user. Second, we number the
intervals of neighboring two days and mark the ones lower than the loyalty
cycle (i.e., 7 days) as �. Third, we sum up the overall number of intervals as ε.
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Fig. 4. The way to calculate loyalty value by using the video watching. In this scenario,
10 intervals are observed in total, and the user is not “loyal” in the third and eighth
day, marked by a red cross. Thus, � = 0.8 (Color figure online).

Finally, we calculate the loyalty value as shown in (2). As shown in the figure,
we randomly select a video watching log of a user, and arbitrarily set the loyalty
cycle to five days. It is clear that there are ten ε and eight � in this example.
Therefore, the loyalty value of this user to this particular video is 0.8, that shows
a high degree of user loyalty to this item.

Then, we compute a user’s preference Θ to an item as:

Θ = a × Ψ2 + b × � + c × j + d, (3)

where a, b, c, d are four parameters estimated by logistic regression.

4.4 Open Source Recommender System - Myrrix

In our design, we leverage an open source recommender system, called “Myrrix”
[27] to make new recommendations. Myrrix is an open source project powered by
Apache Mahout, and it is proposed to build a temporal, high-scalability recom-
mendation engine in big data environment. As shown in Fig. 5, by using machine
learning model updated by the computation layer, serving layer can answer
requests, records input and provides recommendations in real-time. Considering
that user ratings are not usually available, it employs a generalized model that
can ingest any event (e.g. clicks, views) besides ratings. Therefore, we believe
that the fundamentals of Myrrix serve as the ideal recommender system due to
its simplicity, scalability and universality.
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Fig. 5. Open source recommender system Myrrix’s architecture [27].

4.5 Making Final Recommendations

As mentioned above, the final recommendation list Rf (t) consists of two parts:
Rn(t) and Ro(t). Therefore, after integrating l(t) into T(t), we follow the follow-
ing steps to produce Rf (t):

Step-1: We first make a prediction on the size of Rf (t) by using SMA approach
[25], as:

|Rf (t)| =
∑t−1

i=0 |Rf (i)|
t − 1

. (4)

Step-2: The size of Ro(t) and Rn(t) can be computed:

|Ro(t)| =

⎧
⎨

⎩

1
1 + λr(t − 1)

× |Rf (t)| , t ≥ 1

0.5 × |Rf (t)| , t .= 0
(5)

|Rn(t)| =

⎧
⎨

⎩

λr(t − 1)
1 + λ(t − 1)

× |Rf (t)| , t ≥ 1,

0.5 × |Rf (t)| , t .= 0,

(6)

where λr(t) donates the revisiting ratio of recommendation list on this day,
|Rf (t)| denotes the number of final recommended items, |Ro(t)| denotes the
number of old items, and |Rn(t)| is the number of new items.

Step-3: The system first makes |Rf (t)| recommendations using Myrixx, and
pick top |Rn(t)| items as the list Rn(t). Then, we calculate the preference value
of each item in the user profile U(t), and select the highest |Ro(t)| items as Ro(t).
After, final recommendations provided to the user can be donated as:

Rf (t) = Ro(t) ∪ Rn(t). (7)
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5 Performance Evaluation

Having described the design of our proposed recommender system, in this section
we evaluate its correctness and effectiveness on a real data set. We first explain
our experiment environment, and then show the results. Since there is no direct
information showing a user’s interests to items (i.e. through user ratings), with-
out loss of generality, here we assume that a user’s number of viewing times can
directly indicate his/her preference, i.e., higher frequency users click an item, the
more he/her likes it. Based on this, open source project Myrrix [27] is selected
to build explicit ratings of user and item.

5.1 Environment

We use Apache Hadoop [28], as an open-source platform to develop reliable,
scalable, and distributed computing, allowing for the distributed processing of
large data sets across clusters of computers using simple programming models.
Considering the scale of our used data set, we implement a Hadoop cluster with
11 nodes, one as the Master Node and the others as Data Nodes. These nodes are
all virtual machines supported by VMware with Intel Core i-5 CPU, 20G disk
and all running Ubuntu 12.04. All virtual machines are connected with a 10 Mbps
switch as a local network. In our experiment, we use log data from l(0) to l(10)
as original training set, denoted as T (0). Since there are an average of 1,500,000
records per file, T (0) contains 15,000,000 records on average. Meanwhile, it is
worth noting that in order to avoid the problem of data sparsity, channels are
considered as our final recommended items, which is a combination of a set
of online videos with same tags/features. However, our proposed model is still
applicable to recommend single items.

5.2 Results

First, we compare the performance of two historical records selection strategies.
One is our proposed preference model, and the other one is called “frequency
model”, i.e., to simply select the most highest frequently viewed items in the
current training set as the final recommendations. Clearly, frequency model nei-
ther considers the impact of the last viewing of an item nor a user’s periodical
viewing behavior, compared with our proposed model.

Figure 6 shows the performance of these two strategies from day 11 to day
40. This is done by setting the loyalty cycle to five days, and evaluating system
performance as the training set accumulates. We first pick data from day 1 to
day 10 as the initial training set. Then, we recommend ten items based on these
two models every day, and calculate the accuracy of our recommendations. After
the evaluation, the newest record is added into the new training set.

From the figure, it is clear that the preference model performs better than
frequency model most of the time. The precision of the preference model reaches
80 % three times, while the highest accuracy achieved by the frequency model is
only 70 %. Furthermore, there are four times when the attained precision is lower
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Fig. 6. Comparison of two historical records selection strategies, preference model and
frequency model.

than 40 % by frequency model, while only two times by the preference model. On
day 17 and day 40, the precision of frequency model even falls to 20 %, indicating
that only 2 out of 10 recommendations has eventually been watched by the user
on the next day. Then, we compare the change of the accuracy as more training
data accumulates from time being. We observe that these two models has a huge
contrast from day 31 to day 34, that the average accuracy of preference model is
65 % while only 42.5 % achieved by the frequency model. When we examine the
corresponding user profile of this period of time, we find that most of the items
the user have watches are on day 30. Since their appearances are not frequent,
frequency model does not recommend them to the user. Instead, these items
are selected by our proposed preference model, since the user watched them
recently and in turn their revisiting ratios j are high. It is also worth to explain
the reason why the accuracy of preference model reaches 60 %, while frequency
model has achieved only 30 %. From the profile, we find that most of them are
TV series. Take one item for example, the user has watched it on day 17, 23,
and 30, respectively. Since its appearance frequency is far lower than others’,
the frequency model will not recommend it. However, our proposed preference
model detects this regular cyclic behavior and recommends it for its high loyalty
value. Thus, our preference model can successfully adapts its decision based on
a user’s dynamic behavior and make accurate recommendations on time.

In order to explain the impact of the three proposed considerations (i.e.,
historical viewing times, the user’s last viewing, and loyalty value) in our pro-
posed preference model, we evaluate its performance in Fig. 7. On day 19 and
20, most of the items a user watched are those he/she watched regularly (i.e.,
heavy hitters). Thus, the preference model fully considering a user’s viewing
times achieves the best performance. However, on day 12, 16, 21, and 26, the
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Fig. 7. System performance with three parameters considered in our proposed prefer-
ence model.

best model should be the one using the loyalty value, because most of items
the user watched these days are the ones he/she watched periodically. Thus, the
model integrated with loyalty value have the capability to detect a user’s period-
ical viewing behavior. However, when the user changes his/her interests, above
two models cannot make accurate recommendations anymore since both of them
rely on the precise analysis of a user’s historical records. For example, the user
watches many new items on day 27. Since they are new to training set, only this
model can quickly find out these items and recommend them on the next day.
Therefore, when we consider the capability to respond to the user dynamic, the
model with a user’s last viewing of an item get the best performance.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have shown how to use the revisiting ratio and preference
model to design and implement a novel recommender system that recommends
both new and historical items. Our solution fully considers the probability of
an item’s appearance and uniquely incorporates new concepts of revisiting ratio
and loyalty value. Extensive experimental results on a real data set have fully
explained the advantages of our proposed preference model and indicates the
necessity of factors we concerned in this model. As for the future, a meaningful
study will be considering how to control the dynamics of users. Since users may
change their preferences, it can be useful to find a solution for maintain the
stability of a recommender system.
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Abstract. We deal with a reservation-based cloud service broker (R-CSB). The
main role of the R-CSB is to provide application execution services or Software-
as-a-Service. The R-CSB makes a profit by an arbitrage between cloud service
consumers and providers, and service fees from the consumers. In this paper,
we first present detail concepts and architecture of the R-CSB. Also, to reduce the
VM leasing cost, we discuss two schemes. The VM reservation scheme
(C-VMR) makes the R-CSB reduce the VM leasing cost via leasing an appro-
priate number of reserved VMs. In addition to the C-VMR, we also present the
VM allocation scheme (C-VMA) to allocate applications to VMs cost-effectively.
Performance evaluation results show that the C-VMR has lower cost than other
approaches and the C-VMA shows has higher average VM utilization than the
conventional methods in most cases.

Keywords: Cloud service brokers � VM reservation � VM allocation

1 Introduction

According to Gartner, cloud service brokers (CSBs) are one of the top 10 strategic
technology trends for 2014 [1]. There are many related companies to provide services
for selecting best services of multiple clouds, adding monitoring services, metadata
managing services, and providing Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). Liu et al. [2] classified
these services as three forms: service intermediation to improve services by adding new
value-added features, service aggregation to combine and integrate services into new
services, and service arbitrage to arbitrage and aggregate service with not fixed services.

We suppose that a CSB operates independently to cloud service providers (CSPs)
and cloud service consumers (CSCs). It means that the CSB is a business entity which
creates values between CSPs and CSCs, and we call it as a VM reservation-based CSB
(R-CSB). The main role of the R-CSB is to provide application execution services or
SaaS using virtual machines (VMs) leased from CSPs. Because it is difficult for most
CSCs to perform effective VM allocation and application execution management, the
R-CSB has advantages of choosing the optimal resources to execute the applications
with characteristics of CSCs (e.g. geographical location, network topology, vari-
ous types of resource requests, etc.), and reallocating VMs in dynamic situations via
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monitoring performance. Also, because we consider the actual and general pricing
policies of CSPs, the R-CSB is easily applicable in today’s industry.

In this paper, we present detail concepts and architecture of the R-CSB, and its VM
reservation and allocation schemes. The VM reservation scheme (C-VMR) and the
VM allocation scheme (C-VMA) especially focus on reducing the VM leasing cost.
The C-VMR is designed to lease an appropriate number of reserved VMs (RVMs) by
demand with time. Also, as an extension of BestFit, the C-VMA is operated with both
on-demand VMs (OVMs) and RVMs by considering residual times of VMs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related
work. Section 3 presents detail concepts and architecture of the R-CSB. Sections 4 and
5 present the C-VMR and C-VMA respectively. In Sect. 6, we evaluate the C-VMR
and C-VMA. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

For VM reservation in clouds, Chaisiri et al. [3] proposed the OVMP algorithm to
optimize resource provisioning and VM placement. The authors formulated the opti-
mization problem to minimize the total cost of resource provisioning using stochastic
integer programming and presented a method to solve it using Benders decomposition
and sample-average approximation algorithms. Wang et al. [4] presented VM reser-
vation strategies to minimize the VM leasing cost using dynamic programming and the
corresponding approximation algorithms for CSBs.

For VM allocation in clouds, Genaud et al. [5] divided strategies for it into four
categories: 1VM4ALL, 1VMPerJob, Bin-Packing, and Relax. 1VM4ALL allocates
every job to a single VM, 1VMPerJob allocates each job to a VM, Bin-Packing allocates
jobs to VMs using heuristics such as FirstFit, BestFit, andWorstFit, and Relax considers
SLAs by including a bound on the waiting time. Leitner et al. [6] presented a scheme to
minimize the sum of changes of the VM leasing cost and the SLA penalty cost. They
described the change of the VM leasing cost after the VM κ is selected to allocate the
application as depicted in Eq. (1) where Treq is the execution time of the application
requested to execute, Tres

j is the residual time of the VM κ, BTUj is billing time unit
(BTU) of the VM κ, and pBTUj is the price of the VM κ in the BTU.

Dlcj ¼
Treq�Tres

j
BTUj

� pBTUj

��� ���; if Treq [ Tres
j

0; if Treq � Tres
j

(
: ð1Þ

We note that selecting a VM to minimize the change of the VM leasing cost is the
extension of BestFit which selects a VM whose residual time is longer than the exe-
cution time and the nearest to it. We call it as modified BestFit (MBF) in the remainder
of this paper. In addition, WorstFit is identical to the BestFit except that it selects a VM
whose residual time is the farthest to the execution time. We call the corresponding
extension of the WorstFit as modified WorstFit (MWF). Shen et al. [7] presented a
scheme using a portfolio of integer programming problems (IPP) and heuristics-based
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approaches. In the scheme, VM allocation strategies are produced by the IPP and the
various heuristics in limited time, and the best strategy is selected as its VM allocation
decision. They also extended the scheme to consider both OVMs and RVMs by
determining the number and types of RVMs. A scheme presented by Deng et al. [8]
used a trace-based simulator to select a suitable strategy for each VM provisioning, job
selecting, and VM selecting in a portfolio. In addition, they propose an algorithm to
enlarge the chance of selecting the best policy in limited time.

3 Reservation-Based Cloud Service Broker

The R-CSB executes applications on behalf of CSCs or provides SaaS using VMs
leased from CSPs. A profit of the R-CSB is made by an arbitrage between CSCs and
CSPs, and service fees from CSCs. To increase the profit, the VM leasing cost of the
R-CSB should decrease, and we solve it via cost-effective VM reservation and allo-
cation. The VM reservation is based on the following fact. The resources provided by
CSPs is generally divided by OVMs and RVMs. The OVMs and the RVMs refers to
VMs leased in comparatively short BTUs (e.g. an hour) and long BTUs (e.g. a month, a
year) respectively. Prices of RVMs during unit time is set to be cheaper than those of
OVMs, and the VM reservation can reduce the VM leasing cost. However, because
BTUs of RVMs are much longer than those of OVMs, the cost-effectiveness of the VM
reservation can rather decrease if utilizations of the RVMs are low. Therefore, the
R-CSB should lease an appropriate number of RVMs.

In addition to the VM reservation, the VM leasing cost can be reduced by the
effective VM allocation via increasing average VM utilization. If the number of leased
RVMs is greater or equal to the current demand to the R-CSB, it is enough to allocate
applications to the RVMs, and the OVM leasing cost is not imposed. Otherwise, an
additional OVM should be leased to allocate the application. Therefore, increasing
average VM utilization decrease the number of OVMs leased additionally, and it results
in the reduction of the VM leasing cost.

Figure 1 depicts architecture of the R-CSB. A VM reservation module is to
determine the number of RVMs to be leased by time. The VM reservation strategizing
in the VM reservation module is performed based on demand monitoring and pre-
diction. RVMs leased by the VM reservation module and OVMs additionally leased are
managed in a VM pool management module. We divide the VM pool into two kinds:
VM pools which contains VMs whose status is idle (an idle VM pool) and VMs on
which the applications is executed (an active VM pool). For application execution
requests of CSCs via a user interface, the R-CSB parses the requests and profiles the
applications if the profiling isn’t done before. The applications are scheduled and
allocated to appropriate VMs in the idle VM pool, and VM scaling is performed if it is
empty. Then, the application execution module starts to execute the applications via a
cloud interface. To guarantee performances of applications in the dynamic nature of
public clouds, the R-CSB is designed to reallocate VMs if performance degradations
are monitored or current VM allocation cannot satisfy SLAs of CSCs. In addition, we
need a security and authentication management module for a secure service of R-CSB.
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4 C-VMR

The C-VMR is presented to determine the appropriate number of RVMs to be leased in
the VM reservation module. In this section, we suppose that BTUs of OVMs and
RVMs are fixed as BTUOVM and BTURVM respectively. The basic idea of the C-VMR is
adaptively determining the number of RVMs to be leased based on predicted demand.
The demand refers to the number of VMs needed to service application execution
requests of CSCs.

The C-VMR uses the auto regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model
to predict demand based on Brockwell et al. [9], Fang et al. [10], and Ha et al. [11]. The
demand prediction is performed with the following three steps. First, time series of
the demand are preprocessed to apply the ARIMA model. Because the ARIMA model
is only applicable with stationary time series, the non-stationary time series of the
demand should be processed to be stationary. It can be achieved by obtaining deri-
vations of the time series. Second, the order of the ARIMA model is determined based
on the auto correlation function (ACF) and the partial auto correlation function (PACF)
of the preprocessed time series. Validity of the ARIMA model is also checked in this
step. Third, the ARIMA model is applied to predict the demand.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the R-CSB.
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A mechanism of the C-VMR is as follows. The C-VMR is operated every period
Tr. At each time t at which the C-VMR is operated, the demand from the time t for Tp is
predicted. Then, nlRVM tð Þ which denotes the number of RVMs to be leased at the time
t is determined as Eq. (1) where Dp tð Þ is the predicted demand during ½t; t þ 1�, and
neRVM tð Þ is the number of RVMs in the VM pool at time t.

nlRVM tð Þ ¼ 1
Tp

XtþTp

k¼t

Dp kð Þ � neRVM kð Þ
$ %

: ð2Þ

5 C-VMA

The C-VMA is operated as online VM allocation. We assume that the applications are
indivisible. To reduce the VM leasing cost, the C-VMA focuses on increasing VM
utilization. Whenever each application execution request is arrived, the C-VMA is
operated as follows. If there exist OVMs which satisfy α < the residual time – the
predicted application execution time < β in the idle VM pool, the MBF is applied for
the OVMs. Otherwise, if there exist RVMs in the idle VM pool, one of the RVMs is
selected. Finally, if there does not exist the corresponding OVM or RVM, the MBF
is applied for all the VMs in the idle VM pool. Obviously, an additional OVM is leased
and added to the idle VM pool if it is empty.
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6 Performance Evaluation

6.1 C-VMR

In this section, we evaluate the C-VMR. For the evaluation, the actual demand is
generated for 4 years as depicted in Fig. 2(a) as a solid line. The actual demand is unit
of the average number of VMs needed to service application execution requests of
CSCs per hour. We use ASTSA package in R [12] for the demand prediction using the
ARIMA model, and the prediction result is also depicted in Fig. 2(a) as a dotted line. In
the evaluation, we suppose that there are 5 RVMs in the VM pool initially, BTUs of
OVMs and RVMs are 1 h and 1 month, and the leasing costs are $0.24 per an hour and
$131.4 per a month respectively. We note that the VM leasing costs are from the
pricing policy for large standard cloud servers in GoGrid [13]. Also, we set Tr, Tp, and
Th as 1 week, 1 month, and 30 weeks respectively.

We compare the C-VMR with three other approaches: No VM reservation, Fixed
VM reservation, and BTU-fixed VM reservation). The No VM reservation is the
approach which uses no RVM. Therefore, application execution requests are serviced
using only OVMs. The Fixed VM reservation is the approach which reserves an
optimal fixed number of RVMs for every time. The optimal fixed number is determined
to minimize the VM leasing cost. The BTU-fixed VM reservation is the approach
which reserves an optimal fixed number of RVMs for each period as much as BTU.
Therefore, the optimal fixed number is recomputed at each period. Figure 2(b) shows
the result. The result shows that the VM leasing cost of C-VMR is less than other three
approaches.

6.2 C-VMA

In this section, we evaluate the C-VMA. The evaluation is performed in our cloud
testbed based on OpenStack Essex [14] as depicted in Fig. 3. Each physical machine
(PM) in the testbed uses two quad-core processors with Hyper-Threading [15] (Intel®
Xeon® Processor E5620). It also has 14 GB for the main memory and 1000 GB for the
hard disk. For the evaluation, we developed the several modules highlighted in Fig. 3,
and the modules are operated on Apache Tomcat 7.0 [16]. The experimental procedure

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. An example of VM allocation in the R-CSB: (a) VM allocation when it is not necessary
to lease OVMs, (b) VM allocation when it is necessary to lease OVMs additionally.
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is as follows. We start the experiment after building VMs which have 1 VCPU, 1 GB
of memory, and 10 GB. Five VMs of them are set for the initial RVMs in an idle VM
pool, and we suppose that BTU of the RVMs are longer than the experiment period.
Application execution requests are arrived to the R-SPCSB via RESTful web ser-
vices via Jersey [17] during an hour by inter-arrival times which follows a Poisson
distribution whose mean is 5 s. For the applications, we use three applications whose
expected execution times are 15.99, 38.23, and 60.08 s and they are based on Map-
Chem [18] which performs a high performance bio and chemical analysis. We note that
the inter-arrival time and the application for each request is predetermined randomly
before the experiment. Application execution requests are written in JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) [19] via Gson [20] and transmitted to the R-CSB via a POST method.
After receiving each request, the R-CSB parses the request using Gson, and a VM to
execute the application is selected by a VM allocation strategy. Then, the application is
executed on it. We suppose that BTU of OVMs is 100 s, and extra delay to lease new
VMs including transaction time is 5 s. These are considered as scaled down values of
BTU and extra delay in real world respectively.

We evaluate the C-VMA for six cases by difference between predicted and
expected application execution times.

Case 1 (predicted application execution times ≪ expected application execution
times). Predicted application execution times of the three applications are 10.99, 26.23,
and 40.08 s respectively. α = 7 and β = 27.
Case 2 (predicted application execution times < expected application execution
times). Predicted application execution times of the three applications are 10.99, 30.23,
and 50.08 s respectively. α = 5 and β = 25.
Case 3 (predicted application execution times = expected application execution
times = actual application execution times). Predicted application execution times of
the three applications are 15.99, 38.23, and 60.08 s respectively. α = 0 and β = 20.

Fig. 3. The experimental environment for evaluating the C-VMA.
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Case 4 (predicted application execution times = expected application execution
times). Predicted application execution times of the three applications are 15.99, 38.23,
and 60.08 s respectively. α = 0 and β = 20.
Case 5 (predicted application execution times > expected application execution
times). Predicted application execution times of the three applications are 20.99, 46.23,
and 70.08 s respectively. α = −5 and β = 25.
Case 6 (predicted application execution times ≫ expected application execution
times). Predicted application execution times of the three applications are 20.99, 52.23,
and 80.08 s respectively. α = −7 and β = 27.

We note that the experiment for the case 3 was performed with just waiting (i.e.,
executing sleep()) during the corresponding expected application execution times
instead of executing application actually.

Figure 4 depicts the results. We compare the C-VMA with the MBF, the MWF, and
reservation-based MBF (R-MBF). We note that the R-MBF is identical to the MBF
except that it tries to allocate applications to RVMs first. The results of the MBF shows
that the average VM utilization gets lower as the predicted application execution times
are farther from the expected application execution times. Because the MBF is based
on the prediction of application execution times, the MBF can fail to select VMs whose
residual time is the closest to the actual application execution times. In addition, the
unnecessary VM leasing cost can occur if the predicted application execution times
are shorter than the actual application execution times in the selected VMs. Therefore,
the C-VMA is designed to overcome these problems via using the specific bound of the
residual time – the predicted application execution time. On the other hand, the results

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4. The average VM utilization of the MBF, the MWF, the R-MBF, and the C-VMA:
(a) case 1, (b) case 2, (c) case 3, (d) case 4, (e) case 5, and (f) case 6.
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of the MWF are the same for all the cases except for the case 3 because it selects a VM
whose residual time is the longest regardless of the predicted application execution
times. In the results of the R-MBF, the average VM utilizations of the R-MBF are
higher than those of the MWF if the predicted application execution times are close to
the expected application execution times. Otherwise, the average VM utilizations are
higher than that of the MBF because the R-MBF checks RVMs whether there exist
RVMs available to allocate first. Finally, the average VM utilization of the C-VMA is
the highest for all the cases except for the case 4.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a VM reservation-based cloud service broker and its per-
formance evaluation. Among many issues enabling to be addressed in the R-CSB, we
focused on reducing the VM leasing cost. To achieve it, the C-VMR and the C-VMA
were presented for cost-effective VM reservation and allocation respectively. The
evaluation for the C-VMR showed that the VM leasing cost of the C-VMR is the lowest
compared with the other methods. To evaluate the C-VMA, we implemented a prototype
of the R-CSB. The results showed that the average VM utilization of the C-VMA is the
highest compared with the conventional methods in most cases. As on-going and future
work, we are extending the C-VMR and the C-VMA to consider various types of OVMs
and RVMs of multiple CSPs, and constraints such as budget, performance, etc.
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Abstract. Current IP Multimedia System (IMS) industry faces the
issue that the complicated architecture of IMS and the huge early invest-
ment in its network construction has slowed down its deployment and
service innovation. Furthermore, IMS network also causes more comput-
ing and network resource waste than current telecom network becuase no
existed method can be used to predict the capacity of data service with
guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) in IMS network. Present research
and practice consider that virtualizing IMS core and running it on cloud
can be a way to solve these problems. However, current research shows
the virtualization brings at least five times longer response delays to IMS
and makes it unfeasible to be used. We argue that hardware-assisted vir-
tualization technology can improve the virtual machine performance, and
through carefully tuning the virtual machine parameters, the overhead
caused by virtual machines can be minimized. We choose OpenIMSCore
as an IMS core network, IMS Benchmark SIPp as a traffic generator,
design and conduct a performance test. The results show that running
IMS core network on virtual machines has comparable response delays
with it running on bare boxes. It is feasible to virtualize the IMS core
network and run it on private clouds.

Keywords: Cloud computing · Virtualization · IMS architecture ·
Performance testing

1 Introduction

IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is an all-IP core network architecture designed
by 3GPP to replace the current mobile circuit switch communication system
and support wide range of multimedia applications [1]. It has been deployed in
current Long-Term Evolution (LTE) systems to provide core network control for
both voice and data services with Quality of Service (QoS) guaranteed. However,
IMS network architecture is fully new and very complicated, which creates a
big difficulty in network understanding and deployment, and causes huge early
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investment and resource waste. These issues have slowed down the IMS network
deployment and service innovation in the reality. Finding a way to reduce the
deployment difficulty and the resource waste is significant for IMS industry.

Cloud Computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resource that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction [2,3]. The Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) provided by a cloud can
dynamically scale up and down the resource without interrupting the applica-
tions running on top of it. Virtualizing IMS core network and running it on cloud
PaaS environment can be a way to reduce IMS network deployment difficulty,
early investment, and resource waste. Because IMS core is an application with
rigid network requirement especially for response delay and applications running
on public clouds may have undecidable network overhead caused by the uncon-
trollable network infrastructures for application service providers, virtualizing
IMS core on a private cloud environment with fully controlled network infrastruc-
ture can greatly reduce the possible negative network performance influencing
factors, which can be a way to solve the problems in current IMS industry with-
out sacrificing the performance.

Currently, there are a couple of research work on IMS core virtualization.
Reference [4] is focused on the scalability. It avoids the response delay com-
parability between running IMS core network on virtual machines and physical
machines. Reference [5] targets to building a virtual IMS test bed with acceptable
performance, but it doesn’t provide the definition of an acceptable performance,
and its way to measure delays lacks accuracy. Reference [6] presents a feasibility
research on IMS core virtualization and gives five times longer response delay
when running it on a virtual machine comparing to run it on a physical machine.
However, to the best of our knowledge, all of them are based on software virtu-
alization technology, and no effort has been made to investigate the feasibility
to virtualize IMS core on hardware-assisted [7,8] virtual machines, which has
shown the great performance improvement on I/O and network benchmark test-
ing. This paper argues that virtualizing IMS core network on hardware-assisted
virtual machines and running it on private clouds can be feasible. A performance
test is designed and conducted to show the comparable network latencies when
running IMS core network on a bare box and virtual machines.

The main contributions of this paper are three folds: (1) the mainstream
virtual machines and the virtualization technologies used are summarized, and
the parameters affecting the performance of virtual machines are highlighted;
(2) a performance testing is designed and conducted to quantitatively com-
pare the performance that running IMS core on bare boxes and different vir-
tual machines; and (3) running IMS core on hardware-assisted supported virtual
machines have comparable network latency as running it on bare boxes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The background of IMS and
cloud computing is introduced in Sect. 2; the mainstream virtual machines and
the virtualization technologies they used are summarized in Sect. 3. The perfor-
mance testing is provided in Sect. 4 and the conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5.
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2 Background

IMS and Cloud Computing are concepts belonging to the telecom and the Inter-
net domains. In this section, the basic concepts in IMS and Cloud Computing
domains are introduced.

Fig. 1. IMS layered architecture.

2.1 IMS

IMS is a layered reference architecture. A simplified IMS architecture consists of
three layers from the bottom up: the transport layer, the control layer, and the
service layer as shown in Fig. 1 [9]. The transport layer enables the access from
the different access networks and ensures the network inter-connectivity and
bearer controlling with the collaboration of the IP core domains. The transport
layer supports multiple access mechanisms and provides inter-connectivity to
multiple networks [10]. The control layer is the IMS core network. It provides the
call session controls, user managements, multimedia service resource controls and
multimedia applications supporting, network inter-working. The service layer
consists of various media capabilities servers and application servers, and has
the ability to provide multiple multimedia services.

The main features of IMS can be summarized as the follows: (1) decoupling
the access from applications to be the transport layer and the control from
applications to be the control layer, such that the multimedia application ser-
vices can be an independent layer on top of both; (2) the control is IP based
through Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) to control call sessions, such as ses-
sion creating, modifying and terminating. By working with Session Description
Protocol (SDP), the media identification and negotiation is achieved; the QoS
can be guaranteed for both voice and other multimedia services over IP. The
major concerns of IMS include the complication of its system architecture and
the possible performance bottleneck in its core and access components.
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2.2 Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is defined by National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) as a model for service sharing. It is a layered architecture with three ser-
vice delivery models and three service deployment models [11]. Hoff presents this
layered architecture in [12] as shown in Fig. 2, in which the three service deliv-
ery models from the bottom up are Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-
as-a-Service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). In such architecture, the
lower level services form the base of the upper level services. IaaS provides the
infrastructure, including network resources, servers, and storage space, in a way
of on-demand usage and pay as you go hardware provisioning. PaaS facilitates the
environment for developing, testing and implementing applications without hav-
ing any control over the underlying operating system and hardware infrastruc-
ture. It is often termed as the development platform for SaaS. SaaS is the most
commonly used service delivery model that provides software or application,
on-demand, to the customer, using the Internet.

Fig. 2. Cloud layered architecture.

Based on the network infrastructure, physical location of the computing
resources, the cloud deployment model can be classified to private cloud, public
cloud, hybrid cloud. Private cloud is the infrastructure fully operated and used
by a single enterprise with full control over the underlying hardware and soft-
ware environment. Public cloud is owned by the cloud service provider, and the
services are offered to and shared by public users based on the resource’s usage
through the Internet. Hybrid cloud is a mix of private and public cloud model.
In this model, companies connect their private cloud to public clouds. It is used in
the scenario where companies want to store and process the critical data in their
private cloud and take the advantage of highly available and scalable resource
in the public cloud as well.
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Cloud computing has known the features as (1) On-demand self-service;
(2) Broad network access; (3) Resource pooling; (4) Rapid elasticity; (5) Measured
service. The major concerns in cloud computing consist of accurately billing and
auditing, QoS monitoring, network troubleshooting and inter- operating, perfor-
mance isolation, and security.

2.3 Virtualizing IMS Core

As we have mentioned in last subsection, IMS is a layered architecture, which
decouples the access and control from applications and provides independent
interface for the service on top of them. It is designed and supposed to greatly
reduce the difficulty in new service innovation and integration. However, this lay-
ered structure itself is complicated, which causes the difficulty in system under-
standing and implementation and further slows down the third party multimedia
service innovations and deployments in the reality. And furthermore, such lay-
ered structure in theory avoids the central bottleneck but splits the bottleneck
into many points, especially for the control functions and database in its core
network. In order to have guaranteed QoS for each service, the core has to have
the capability to handle a big number of requests in a short time from both
voice and other multimedia users. However, as a fully new IP core to support
both voice and data services with guaranteed QoS, there is no existing ways to
predict the usage of IP users, which can cause huge resource waste or service
degrading. Even the IMS network provider can bear this huge resource waste,
no matter how much resource has been reserved, there is always a day when the
resource is used up with the users growing, and a system capacity expansion is
unavoidable, which means the serve interruption and all the invest in the old
system is wasted.

Since cloud can provide elastic environment to support resource scaling up
and down without service interruption, virtualizing IMS core and running it on
cloud can be a way to achieve the goal of reducing deployment difficulty and
resource waste, and provide system capacity expansion without service interrup-
tion. As public cloud is traditionally considered as a platform for CPU consumed
applications rather than network consumed applications, an application such as
IMS core with rigid network requirement may not be fitted into its environment.
However, private cloud model gives the applications on top of it the fully com-
puting and network resource controlling, which can greatly reduce the possible
factors to influence the application performance. On the other hand, telecom ser-
vice providers have the experiences and requirements to fully control the network
and services, and constructing a private cloud in their data center is workable
for telecom service providers.

The big difference on running IMS core on bare boxes and private cloud is the
computing resources on private cloud are virtualized; and virtual machines con-
tributes most part of the performance difference. Virtual machines with different
virtualization technology employed perform varied. Choosing the right virtual
machines can reduce the performance influence to minimum and it is the key for
virtualizing IMS core.
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3 Virtualization technologies

Virtualization for x86 architecture (such as IA32 and IA64) was happening in
recent a couple of years [13]. The main obstacles to virtualize x86 systems are
the visibility of privileged state and lack of traps when privileged instructions
run at user-level. The main approaches are used to conquer these two obsta-
cles are Binary Translation (BT) and special privileged partition. Regarding to
the various approach, current virtualization technology, which creates a virtual
machine working like a real computer with an operating system to provide an
isolated running environment to the applications on top of it, can be categorized
into the following three types:

• Full virtualization: It almost completely simulate of the actual hardware to
allow an unmodified guest OS and other applications to be run in isola-
tion. The key technology used in full virtualization is BT, which translate
the guest binary code (including all privileged instructions) to mostly user-
mode instructions, such that they can be safely used on host OS with high
performance. VirtualBox fills in this category.

• Para virtualization: It has not to totally simulate a hardware environment, but
it offers a special API to modify the guest OS such that it can be run in this
environment. Instead of using BT to handle the privileged instructions, para
virtualization addresses it by creating a special privileged partition, whose
privilege is lower than host OS privilege instructions but higher than the host
OS user-mode instructions. The guest OSes run in this special partition and
all the privilege system calls made by guest applications are also directed to
run in this partition, for example, the Dom0 of Xen.

• Hardware assisted virtualization technology is a way of improving the effi-
ciency of hardware virtualization. It involves employing specially designed
CPUs and hardware components that help improve the performance of a guest
environment, for example the Intel VT and AMD-V.

Table 1 lists some popular open source or free virtual machines. Kernel-based
Virtual Machine (KVM) is a full virtualization solution for Linux on x86 hard-
ware [14]. It consists of a loadable kernel module to provide the core virtualiza-
tion infrastructure and a processor specific module. It has shown great I/O and
network performance improving in many performance testings. VirtualBox is a
virtualization product of Oracle using full virtualization technology [15]. It sup-
ports x86 and AMD64/Intel64, and easy to use with rich features. It is freely
available for enterprise as well as home users. Xen is a virtualization solution
using a Para virtualization technology [13]. It is first developed by the University
of Cambridge Computer Laboratory and now it is open-source and maintained
by Xen community.

There is no simple way to compare the performance of different virtual
machines. Different test scenario and configuration makes big difference in per-
formance testings. However, Hardware-assisted method shows a big performance
improving [16–20], some best practice in tuning the virtual machine performance
are widely used [21,22]:
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Table 1. Virtual machine and the virtualization technoligies used

Virtual machines Virtualization type Hardware-assisted supported

KVM Full Yes

Virtualbox Full Yes

Xen Para and Full Yes

• Image type: each type of virtual machine defines its own image format to
support some advanced functionality, but raw images always get the better
performance and compatibility.

• Cache mode: the write cache mode affects the performance of disk I/O. Virtual
machines normally support three write cache modes: none, write through, and
write back. None is the mode without cache; write through is the mode that
the host page cache is enabled while the virtual machine disk cache is disabled;
write back is the mode that both the host page cache and virtual machine disk
cache are enabled. Cache back mode has the best disk performance because
the virtual machine disk cache improves the disk performance greatly.

• Device driver type: Virtual machines normally support para virtualized device
drivers, these device drivers have been performance optimized. Using virtio to
enable para-virtualized device drivers gets better performance.

• Network type: virtual machines normally supported two networking types:
Network Address Translator (NAT) and Bridged. Bridged mode has the better
performance.

4 Performance Benchmark

In order to demonstrate that hardware-assisted virtual machine can reduce the
performance overhead, we design and conduct a performance test. We introduce
the test bed and test scenarios used and discuss the test result in the rest of this
section.

4.1 OpenIMSCore and IMS Benchmark SIPp

OpenIMSCore [23] is an open-source implementation of IMS core network. It
realizes the fundamental functions of IMS core network, which includes the
Call-Session Control Functions (P-CSCF, I-CSCF, S-CSCF), and a lightweight
Home Subscriber Server (HSS) developed in compliance to the IMS architec-
ture standards given by the 3GPP. P-CSCF is the first point connecting to
users. It receives the service requests and transfers them to the next point.
I-CSCF is the gateway point of IMS, it allocates the service requests to a par-
ticula S-CSCF, answers the routing requests, and hides the topology of the IMS
domain. S-CSCF is the key control element in IMS. It controls the call sessions,
user data, and user registration authentication. HSS stores all the information
about the subscribers. It is a database including all the data about the basic iden-
tifications, routing information, and the QoS levels. OpenIMSCore implements
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CSCFs in C and HSS on MySQL database. The IMS Bench SIPp [24] is a free
open source traffic generator for the SIP protocol. It is a test tool that meets the
criterion of IMS Performance Benchmark specification, ETSI TS 186.008 [25].
The whole test system consists of three modules:

• one manager instance that controls the whole benchmark running,
• a fixed number of SIPp load generators,
• a monitoring tool for the System Under Tests (SUT) to collect information

about CPU load and memory consumption.

The manager instance uses a xml file to predefine the test configuration,
which consists of the IP of each load generator, the IP and Port number of
the SUT, the distribution of scenarios, and the number of Inadequately handled
Scenario(HIS). The test system also provides some Perl scripts to add new user
to HSS, to report the test data, and to analysis the test data.

4.2 Test Bed

We choose OpenIMSCore as IMS core network to test the performance, espe-
cially the delay when it runs on bare mental and multiple virtual machines. IMS
benchmark SIPp is used to generate the test traffic. Our test bed consists of two
PCs, one is the SUT, which runs the OpenIMSCore and the SIPp monitoring
module; the other is the test system, which runs the SIPp with one manager
instance and one load generator. The SUT and the test system is connected
through a Syslink compact wireless broadband router with 4 Ethernet ports.
Table 2 lists the test bed hardware configurations.

We run P-CSCF, I-CSCF, S-CSCF, and HSS modules of OpenIMSCore in a
bare mental as the base line. Two test cases are considered: running P-CSCF,
I-CSCF, S-CSCF, and HSS modules of OpenIMSCore in one virtual machine
instance and in 4 virtual machines. Each virtual machine in our test has 1 CPU,
1 G memory, 10 G raw image file, the write back cache, the bridged network, the
virtio device driver, and hardware-assisted enabled. We use this configuration
for each virtual machine instance under test.

4.3 Test Result and Discussion

In this sub section, we analyze three typical scenarios: calling, messaging, and reg-
istering. We present the test results and discuss the possible reasons to cause them.

Calling Scenario: A full IMS calling scenario consists of three sub-scenarios: ses-
sion setup, invite arrive, and session release. The session setup is the period from a
caller sending a SIP INVITE request to a callee receiving the corresponding ACK
message; the invite arrive is the period from a caller sending a SIP INVITE request
to a callee receiving a SIP INVITE request, and the session release is the period
from the first BYE to the corresponding 200 OK. We test the delays under differ-
ent test load for each sub-scenario on each type of the virtual machines. The test
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Table 2. Performance benchmark test bed

Machine CPU Memory Hard disk Network OS

SUT Intel Core i7-2600, 3.4GHz*8 8G 400G 1000Mb/s Ubunbu 12.04 LTS

Test machine Intel Core i3-M370, 2.4GHz 4G 200G 1000Mb/s CentOS 6

load is expressed in Scenarios Attempts Per Second (SAPS), which are 10, 15, 20
in our testing. SIPp calculates the number of delay in mean, minimum, maximum,
percentile 50, percentile 90, percentile 95, and percentile 99. We choose the data in
percentile 90 and draw them in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 for the delays in each sub-scenario.
It can be observed that the 90 percentile of delay is in the range of 4 to 9 ms during
the session setup sub scenario, 1 to 3.5 ms during the invite arrive sub scenario,
and 2 to 5 ms during the session release sub scenario, and they does not increase
with the increase of the number of SAPS during the testing. The delay in 4 VMs
is longer than the one in 1 VM, because the Round Traffic Time(RTT) between
virtual machines is longer than the communication time between the applications
inside a virtual machine instance. Among the three types of virtual machines, Xen
with hardware-assisted supported has the shortest delay, which is even shorter
than the delay on physical machines. The most possible reason for it is the Xen vir-
tual machine creates a performance isolation environment for the OpenIMSCore
running on top it, whereas the performance of OpenIMSCore running on the phys-
ical machine can be affected by the other applications sharing the same running
environment (Fig. 7).

Fig. 3. Delay in call session setup (left: running on 1 VM, right: running on 4 VMs).

Fig. 4. Delay in call invite arrivel (left: running on 1 VM, right: running on 4 VMs)
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Fig. 5. Delay in call session release (left: running on 1 VM, right: running on 4 VMs)

Fig. 6. Delay in message scenario (left: running on 1 VM, right: running on 4 VMs)

Messaging Scenario: IMS benchmark specification includes a message sce-
nario. The delay is the time in milliseconds between the sending of a message
and the corresponding 200 OK. We test this scenario under different load of 10,
15, 20 SAPS for each type of virtual machines. Figure 6 shows the test results in
90 percentile. It can be observed that the 90 percentile of delay is in the range
of 2 to 6 ms in this scenario, and it does not increase with the increase of the
number of SAPS. The delay in 4 VMs is longer than the one in 1 VM in terms
of longer RTT between virtual machines than application in the same virtual
machine. Xen has the shortest delay among the three types of virtual machines.
The delay for all the OpenIMSCore modules running in a Xen virtual machine
instance has even shorter delay than the one running in the physical machine in
terms of the possible reason mentioned in last subsection.

Registration Scenario: A full IMS registration scenario consists of 2 sub-
scenarios: between the first SIP Register request and the 401 Unauthorized
response and between the second Register message and the corresponding 200
OK message. We test the delay under different test load of 10, 15, 20 SAPs for
each sub-scenario on each type of virtual machine. Figures 5 and 6 show the test
results in 90 percentile. It can be observed that the 90 percentile of delay does
not increase with the increase of the number of SAPS during the testing. For
each type of virtual machine, the delay in 4 VMs is longer than in 1 VM in terms
of the longer RTT between virtual machines than applications within the same
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Fig. 7. Delay in first registration (left: running on 1 VM; right: running on 4 VMS)

Fig. 8. Delay in second registration (left: running on 1 VM; right: running on 4 VMS).

virtual machine. The delay on Xen is the shortest among the three types of vir-
tual machines. The same, the delay of OpenIMSCore running in one Xen virtual
machine instance is shorter than the one running in the physical machine, the
possible reason has been mentioned in last subsection.

Discussions: We conduct an IMS core network performance test by virtualizing
OpenIMSCore on KVM, Xen, and VirtualBox virtual machines with Hardware-
assisted virtualization technology supported. We use IMS Benchmark SIPp as
test tool to compare the performance of running OpenIMSCore on a bare box
and the virtual machines. The results show that the response delay of running
on virtual machines is comparable to that running on bare boxes, which greatly
improves the delay (at least 10 times longer) provided by current researches.
Hardware-assisted virtualization technology and current best practice in virtual
machine performance tuning can really improve the network performance. Under
our test scenarios, the Xen presents the shortest delay among all three types of
virtual machines tested in either para or full virtualization mode Fig. 8.

5 Conclusions

In order to solve the problem that the complicated architecture, the huge early
invest, and the big possible resource waste in IMS network deployment has slowed
down the IMS network deployment and its service innovation, this paper firstly
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introduces the basic concepts in IMS and cloud computing, then designs and
conducts a performance testing to test the response delays of OpenIMSCore
under different loads and configurations. The test bed, the test tool, and test
scenarios are provided in detail, and the results are advanced discussed. The test
results show that running OpenIMSCore on virtual machines with Hardware-
assisted virtualization technology enabled can greatly reduce the response delays,
and all the response delays running on all the virtual machine types used are
comparable to those on bare boxes. Virtualize IMS core network and running it
on a private cloud is feasible.
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Abstract. Although Virtual Machine (VM) is a fundamental technique
for Cloud Operation System (Cloud OS), lack of task model and dynamic
usability evaluation are great challenges in VM migration. Hence, this
paper proposes a VM multicast migration based on comprehensive load
forecasting mechanism named VM3. In this paper, we design a VM place-
ment algorithm based on comprehensive load forecasting, which provides
an accurate selection of destination host according to the comprehen-
sive network performance including bandwidth, latency, etc., while only
the computing node offloading is considered in the tradition algorithms.
Furthermore, we propose a multicast migration mechanism to reduce the
computation before migration, and support parallel migration. Through
implements and experiments it proves that VM3 improves the accuracy
and efficiency of VM cluster migration, and it is practical and widely
applicable.

Keywords: Cloud operation system · Virtual machine · Multicast ·
Placement algorithm · Migration mechanism

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a kind of computing model and service model driven by
business. From the prospect of computing resources, it is a computing model
that provides users with services accessing to computing resources through the
network. Users can conveniently use computing resources (i.e. data, software,
hardware, network bandwidth, etc.) according to their own demand, without
understanding the details of the process of services.

From the perspective of the specific application, cloud computing offers the
resource services at three levels, i.e. software as a service (SaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [1]. These three levels focus
on different applications, but they meet the same challenges, such as resources
and tasks scheduling. For example, Amazon Elastic Cloud ensures utilization
of each VM through reasonable scheduling. Enterprise Resources Plan (EPR)
of Eight Hundred Passengers improves customer satisfaction and loyalty with
more reasonable task scheduling. Scheduling is an important issue of cloud com-
puting, which directly affects the system stability, resource usage efficiency, user
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
V.C.M. Leung et al. (Eds.): CloudComp 2014, LNICST 142, pp. 66–75, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-16050-4 6
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satisfaction and operational costs. Therefore, scheduling plays a significant roles
in cloud computing.

Virtualization is one of the cornerstones to build a cloud computing system,
especially the server virtualization technology, which provides the infrastructure
layer for cloud computing [2]. Specifically, High Availability (HA) [3,4] is able
to maintain real-time synchronous mirroring for VM, avoiding one single phys-
ical machine breakdown impacting on other VMs. Live Migration [3,4] enables
rapid online VM migration among different physical machines without interrupt-
ing VM operation. These techniques can effectively improve availability of VM,
maintenance convenience and energy efficiency of physical machine.

With continued growth in demand demands, the number of VMs in the data
center is increasing rapidly, which brings up a new challenge to the resource
scheduling. In large-scale VM cluster, the number of VMs and VM loads often
change along with demands. Then static resource allocation will cause waste of
resources or lack of resources, while artificial dynamic resource adjustment have
obvious limitation in efficiency, practicability, etc. Therefore, dynamic resource
scheduling is available for VM. When the number of VMs is small and average
load is low, we can migrate VMs onto fewer physical machines and shut down
part of others to save energy and improve the calculation/energy ratio. When the
number of VMs is large and average load is high, we can activate more backup
physical machines for load balancing. Moreover, because the application load on
VM changes over time, the more resource should be timely allocated for VMs in
the high load level.

At present, the server virtualization applications are mostly implemented
with static resource allocation, in which VMs do not have good adaptability to
load changes. In scheduling the VM cluster, most applications on the physical
machines are still based on the traditional task scheduling strategy. Since the
task-based application does not cover all types of applications, task-based clus-
ter scheduling has significant limitations. Furthermore, scheduling granularity is
large, so it is difficult to adapt to the special advantages of VM cluster.

In terms of VM resource allocation under a single physical node, most resear-
ches focused on the Virtual Machine Manager (VMM), such as VM CPU time
slice allocation algorithm, paged memory management, and distribution. Only a
small amount of literatures proposed dynamic resource allocation based on VM
load. In [5], Menasce et al. proposed a dynamic scheduling of CPU resources
under a single node. In [6], Zhao et al. proposed an approach for load balancing
of memory between VM under a single-node. In [7,8], Song et al. proposed a
dynamic resource allocation within a single node, and a multi-layer VM cluster
task scheduling. Dynamic resource allocation under single node has the features
of high speed and small overhead, but the scheduling range is limited within
a single node, and only CPU and memory resources on VM can be dynamic
allocated.

In terms of multi-node resource scheduling, VMware’s commercial product
DRS [9] contains the load balancing of multi-node via virtual machine migra-
tion, but there is no analysis of mechanism of scheduling for DRS. In [10],
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Hu et al. proposed an approach for scheduling CPU and memory resource under
multi-node to save energy. Although various approaches have been proposed
for VM scheduling and allocation strategy, there are the following challenges in
scheduling [11,12].

– Lack of task model: Various resource scheduling policy in cloud computing
can be higher practicality only after the verification of properly task model.
However, due to the lack of cloud computing task log, most researchers still use
only-mathematical models or existing task models to evaluate the performance
of resource scheduling policy under parallel system. Because these task models
are not built according to task loading under specific cloud environment, the
analysis is unconvincing. Hence, it is an urgent issue to build a properly task
model under cloud environment.

– Lack of dynamic availability evaluation: Currently, there has not been any
mature usability evaluation system of resource in cloud computing. Although
there are some resources assessment and prediction system in distributed and
grid computing, which can be integrated into various scheduling or resource
management systems to guide scheduling, these evaluation models are not
suitable in cloud computing. Dynamic cloud resource workloads lead to uncer-
tain capacity and availability of resources, which plays an important role
in guiding to select the best resources-task scheduling. Therefore, accurate
knowledge of the dynamic available resources is a key issues in scheduling
decisions.

In this paper, we survey the development status and existing problems of VM
scheduling. This paper proposes a VM multicast migration based on compre-
hensive load forecasting mechanism named VM3. In this paper, we design a VM
placement algorithm based on comprehensive load forecasting, which provides
an accurate selection of destination host according to the network performance.
Furthermore, we propose a multicast migration mechanism to reduce the com-
putation before migration, and support parallel migration. Through implements
and experiments it proves that VM3 improves the accuracy and efficiency of VM
cluster migration, and it is practical and widely applicable.

2 VM Placement Algorithm Based on Comprehensive
Load

In the migration of VMs, the host selection is extremely important. Excellent
selection algorithms and strategies can greatly improve the efficiency of migration
and the stability of VM. This paper presents a novel host evaluation model,
considering a combination of factors, such as server comprehensive load, network
environment and migration time. According to the proposed algorithm, we can
choose the most appropriate host for VM migration.
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2.1 Comprehensive Load Evaluation Model

Finding a suitable computing node is to look for one of the most efficient path
in the set of computing nodes, which need to consider the following issues:

– Expected execution time: refers to the expected time-consuming of completing
task of migrate VM to the destination node.

– Network bandwidth: refers to the maximum bandwidth provided by the path
connecting the VM node to the destination node.

– Network latency: refers to the maximum network latency.
– Comprehensive load of physical machine: refers to comprehensive load of the

destination node. This is an important parameter, which generally has several
quantitative indicators, such as, the actual utilization of the CPU, the actual
memory usage, the number of tasks, the number of threads, etc.

We assume the constraint function of computing node as presented in Eq. 1.
Wherein, tc(m) represents the expected execution time; bw(m) represents the
network bandwidth; dl(m) represents the network latency; and ld(m) the com-
prehensive load of physical machine.

res(m) =A·tc(m)+B·dl(m)+C·ld(m)
D·bw(m) (1)

And the constraints is defined in Eq. 2.

s.t.

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

tc(m) < TL
dl(m) < DL
ld(m) < LD

bw(m) < BW

(2)

The selection process to find the resource and path meeting the constraints
in Eq. 2 while the value of res(m) is as small as possible. Wherein, A, B, C,
D are the weights of four constraint conditions, while TL, DL, LD, BW are
boundary restrictions, which may be different in various cloud environments.

2.2 Migration Time Prediction Algorithm

Heterogeneous is a very important feature in the entire cloud environment, so
the structure of each node, hardware and software environment, and the per-
formance of capacity and throughout will be different. Meanwhile, the situation
of network is more complex, so the load of any line at any time will be unpre-
dictable. Because the bandwidth of cloud computing environment is lower than
traditional grid environment, so the situation of network will unexpected fluctu-
ation. Therefore, it is a great challenge to calculate the execution speed of the
node to complete the migration.

However, in cloud computing, the task is usually assigned to the comput-
ing resources with the highest efficient and lowest consumption, which greatly
improves the performance. Hence, it’s necessary to pre-estimate the execution
time of available nodes during the process of allocation.
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Considering the heterogeneous and dynamic of cloud computing, we design
a prediction algorithm to estimate the execution speed of the next task through
accumulating the history value. The algorithm makes separately prediction of
efficiency and time spent by each node to complete the next task. This model
can be expected to get a relatively accurate prediction no matter what the
level of the load of computing resources. Due to the current load degree of each
computing node has been known and the load degree of the last completed job
can be obtained, so we use the following Eq. 3 algorithm to predict the speed of
execution.

ET
ldk+1
m (k + 1) = ldk+1

ldk
((1 − ρ)ET ldk

m (k) + ρRT ldk
m (k)) (3)

Wherein, ET ldk
m (k) refers to the k-th predicted execution time of the m-th

computing resource; ldk refers to the k-th prediction of the comprehensive system
load, RT ldk

m refers to the k-th actual execution time of the m-th computing
resource; ρ is an adjustable parameters to adjust the specific gravity of the
experience value and the predicted value in different cloud environments, in
order to achieve the optimum prediction of the model. On each computing node,
the node will record the actual loss of time of each migration, which is combined
with the previous prediction result to calculate the possible execution time of
the next migration. Meanwhile, the comprehensive load ld is recorded.

3 Multicast Migration Mechanism

Multicast Migration mechanism adopts the principle of multicast and calculate
the virtual machine migration path in advance, which is stored in the mapping
table to be updated regularly. Hence, during the VM migration the path can
be directly queried instead of calculation. According to the corresponding path
in the mapping table, the migration task will be conducted directly. With the
multicast migration and thread pool, VMs can be migrated in parallel, which
greatly improves the efficiency of migration. As shown in Fig. 1, the main migra-
tion framework consists of the following components.

– Controller: Controller is mainly responsible for maintaining the mapping table.
– Mapping Table: Mapping table stores the mapping relationship between VM

and destination host machine. VM migration refers to the mapping table
information directly without calculation process.

– Scheduler: Scheduler is mainly run the VM placement strategy model based on
comprehensive computation strength to determine the best destination host
machine real-timely. Furthermore, it updates the information to the mapping
table collaborative with Controller.

– Sender: According to the taks in the pool, sender calls the migration API to
migrate VMs.

– Task pool: The migration request is broken down into a batch of migration
task in task pool. Through the thread pool, VMs can be migrated in parallel
while the resource consumption can be controllable.
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Fig. 1. Framework of multicast migration mechanism

Fig. 2. Flow char of multicast migration mechanism.

Specific migration includes the follows processes as shown in Fig. 2.

1. VM migration task is sent.
2. In task pool, the corresponding multiple migration threads are created.
3. Controller finds the corresponding VM migration path in mapping table.
4. If the corresponding migration path exists, the migration path information

will be sent to sender.
5. Sender executes the migration task and returns the result.
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6. If there isn’t the corresponding VM migration path in mapping table, the
Scheduler will calculate the optimal migration path according to the VM
placement strategy, and sends it to sender and updates mapping table.

7. Scheduler, mainly running virtual machine placement algorithm based inte-
grated load, real-time host for the purpose of determining the optimal virtual
machine and update the mapping table by Controller.

4 Implementation

In this paper, VM3 has been successfully implemented in the Inspur Incloud·Cloud
Operating System(Incloud OS).

Incloud OS is the core production of the cloud computing solutions, which
manages the virtualization platform to provide flexibility, on-demand virtual
resource services and a full range of monitoring, while support security isola-
tion multi-tenant resources management to provide safe and reliable resources
services. In Fig. 3, it illustrates the architecture of Incloud OS.

Fig. 3. Incloud OS architecture

VM3 has been successfully implemented in the intelligent scheduling module
of cloud resource management platform, which is used to compute node load
balancing, HA and VM migration. Moreover, intelligent scheduling module has
been testified by many industry manufacturers.

5 Case Study

VM3 proposed in this paper is mainly to improve the efficiency and accuracy of
VM migration. In this section, VM3 is mainly compared with the traditional VM
migration. The experimental environment consists of the follows components.
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– Management node mainly running WEB services, database, authentication,
authorization, cloud resource management and other management services of
cloud operating system, which is configured as a two-way servers with CenOS
6.0, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU, 16G memory, Mysql 5.1.42 database, OpenAM,
etc.

– Computing nodes is mainly responsible for the VM resources available. There
are four compute nodes, which is four-way servers of Inspur-iVirtual with
Intel(R) Xeon R) CPU, 32G memory, which are virtualized as iVirtual devel-
oped by Inspur.

– Storage centralized storage IP-SAN, OCFS cluster file system, which provides
1 T storage space.

– Network provides Gigabit networks.
– VM consists of 2 CPU, 2G RAM, 120G hard drive, Windows XP system, etc.

One fixed computing node runs a static number of VMs, and other three
nodes run several VMs randomly. The number of virtual machines on the fixed
node is repeatedly adjusted, and the efficiency is compared with traditional VM
migration. In Eq. 4, it defines the calculation for efficiency.

Efficiency = (SerialMigration − MulticastMigration)/SerialMigration
(4)

In the experiments, the values of several parameters in VM placement strat-
egy based on comprehensive load are: A = 0.4, B = 0.4, C = 0.2,D = 1, ρ = 0.5.
The experimental results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental results

Number of virtual Multicast Serial Efficiency

machine migration migration promotion

1 3.0 3.11 3.54

5 12.41 15.20 18.36

10 25.13 33.0 23.85

20 44.00 62.38 29.46

30 60.66 95.93 36.77

From the experimental results shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the proposed VM3

greatly enhance the efficiency of VM migration compared with the traditional
migration. Furthermore, with the incasement of VM clusters, the migration effi-
ciency is also improved.

Analyzing from the time complexity, assuming that the time complexity of a
single VM migration in the serial migration is O(1). Then the time complexity
of VM cluster migration is nO(1). The complexity of proposed VM3 proposed is
O(1), which greatly enhances the migration efficiency.
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Fig. 4. Migration time comparison

Fig. 5. Efficiency schematic

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we study the current development situation and existing problems
of VM scheduling. For the lack of task model and dynamic usability evalua-
tion techniques in migration, we propose VM3, which consists of two parts,
i.e. VM placement algorithm based on VM comprehensive load, and multi-
cast migration mechanism. With VM3, we can select the destination host with
higher accuracy, and make it available to migrate VM in parrel. Through actual
implementation and comparative experiments, it shows that VM3 can greatly
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improve the efficiency and accuracy of VM cluster migration, and have a wide
range of applications and applicability. However, VM3 can be improved for
migration time forecast, which is our future work.
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A Phased Workflow Scheduling Scheme
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Abstract. In the science area, workflow management systems (WMS) coor-
dinate collaborative tasks between researchers of many research organizations.
Also, WMS effectively compose the high performance computing system with
globally distributed computing resources. In addition, with the maturity of cloud
computing technology, many researches try to enhancing the economic feasi-
bility and system tolerability. While executing a workflow application, a
workflow scheduler, which is in WMS, should recognize the dynamic status of
resources and decide to assign appropriate resource on each task. With the
negotiation procedure, users can ask for saving processing cost or shortening
completion time. However, satisfying these multiple objectives at the same time
is hard to achieve. Therefore, the existing workflow scheduling schemes try to
find the near optimal solution with heuristic approaches. In this paper, we
propose heuristic workflow scheduling scheme with petri-net workflow mod-
eling, resource type mapping in accordance to workload ratio and policy based
task division to guarantee the deadline constraint with minimum budget
consumption.

Keywords: Workflow scheduling � Colored patri-net � Task division policy �
Cloud computing

1 Introduction

In an aspect of modularization, automated processing, expandability, collaborative
works and ease of control and monitor, workflow is appropriate tool for modeling
complicated application. Especially, a scientific workflow is the computerized auto-
mation of a scientific process, in whole or part, which usually streamlines a collection
of scientific tasks with data channels [1]. Since the correct integration of these dis-
tributed services may require an efficient management scheme and tools, a well-
designed workflow management system in cloud is required to completely define,
manage, monitor, and execute scientific workflows through the execution of tasks
whose execution order is driven by a computerized representation of the workflow
logic. To process request of computing workflow from user, workflow scheduling
(resource planning), which allocate available computing resources to each workflow
tasks with amount and allocation time of resources, is required. However, it is difficult
to make optimal scheduling with consideration of multiple QoS (Quality of Service),
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inter-task dependency and dynamic status of resources. In cloud environment, we
should also consider the variation of resource capacity over time, the heterogeneity of
resources and the VM (Virtual Machine) leasing cost model from cloud service pro-
viders. Because it is generally considered as NP-complete problem to solve multi
object-workflow scheduling problem, many previous studies generally utilize heuristic
strategies to acquire real-time decision with relatively high optimality [2].

Yu [3] proposed a workflow management system in grid with MDP (Markov
Decision Process) based workflow scheduling scheme while guaranteeing the assigned
deadline. By using the workflow partitioning strategy, they try to find optimal solutions
(assign sub-deadline) on each partial task groups with MDP method. To achieve
deadline guarantee, they consider critical path concept. By assembling local optimums
on each partitioned task groups, they tried to find the global near optimum. However,
since their algorithm can’t consider complexity of cloud price policy, cost can be
wasted in cloud environment. Although, MDP is calculated on partial task groups,
MDP is relatively complex to compute.

In this paper, we propose heuristic workflow scheduling scheme with petri-net
workflow modeling, resource type mapping in accordance to workload ratio and policy
based task division by resolving problems in Phased Workflow Scheduling Scheme [4]
to guarantee the deadline constraint with minimum budget consumption.

2 Workflow Scheduling in a Cloud Broker

In this paper, we consider Users, Cloud Brokers and Cloud Service Providers (CSP) as
actor of our system framework. When user composite and request their own workflow
instance to cloud broker with QoS constraints and budget contraction, it should be
scheduled by Workflow Scheduling Engine (WSE) in cloud broker. Then, WSE should
execute each task depending on scheduling decision in available cloud resources which
are provided by CSP. With cooperation of Resource Provisioning Manager (RPM)
which give abstraction to the VM leasing contraction, CSP cost policy and physical
details of VMs, WSE can easily allocate tasks into proper VMs. RPM manages the
Virtual Machine Pool (VMP) in cloud broker to provide resources into multiple
application sets in efficient way. Because RPM makes reasonable contraction between
multiple CSPs with the profiling and comparing manners, it is more efficient then 1:1
VM leasing contraction between applications and CSPs. Therefore, with the scheduling
to find optimal resource planning to execute workflow and resource provisioning to
make efficient proxy contraction, user doesn’t need to consider the details of complex
procedure to execute workflow after making contraction with cloud broker. Because
billing contraction also contains service level violation penalty which is pay back cost
from cloud broker when cloud broker can’t satisfy service level, cloud broker should
reject the contract when it is unable to achieve. There are many ways to set the
violation penalty cost, but we will use linear penalty cost model [5] in this paper.

Figure 1 shows functional architecture of the proposed cloud broker. It simply has
two core components – Workflow Scheduling Engine and Resource Provisioning
Manager.
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Workflow Scheduling Engine (WSE). WSE provides unified user interfaces for
creating, managing and executing workflow application service. User can compose the
workflow instances with deployed services which are registered by participants for-
merly with service profiling data. When execution requests are given, the WSE should
decide to assign appropriate resource on each task based on the scheduling scheme.
Finally, with task dependencies, collaboration with RPM and resource mapping table,
WSE can execute each tasks to the available VMP resources in order.

Resource Provisioning Manager (RPM). RPM manages virtual machine pool (VMP)
as a logical container. The resources in the VMP represent the leased VMs from the
underlying CSPs. Therefore, the RPM allocates or deallocates the resources in VMP
based on its own resource leasing strategy. Also, RPM shares resources among various
applications.

A problem which finds a schedule for a workflow W ¼ P; Tr;Að Þ to be executed
within user-specified deadline D is defined as Workflow scheduling problem with
deadline constraint. That is, deciding assigned computing resources-to-be set R ¼
fR1;R2; . . .;Rng and assigned time set T ¼ fT1; T2; . . .; Tng according to petri-net
model is illustrated as the problem.

Cloud Virtual Machine Type is defined by combination of parameters which are
time-invariant and continuously capable of being guaranteed by cloud service pro-
viders. (e.g. number of CPU cores: VTc, clock rate of a CPU: VThz, memory size of the
virtual machine: VTm, storage size of the virtual machine: VTs) In this paper, we only
consider factors which are directly related with job processing time. Therefore, a Cloud
Virtual Machine Type is illustrated as VTj ¼ ½VTcj ;VThzj ;VTmj � and exists as a finite set
VT ¼ fVT1;VT2; . . .;VTmg. In addition, leasing cost per unit time for arbitrary virtual
machine VTj is defined as CVTj .

Fig. 1. Architectural model of the proposed cloud broker
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Application Profiling is the method to figure out expected execution time for a task
ti when it is processed on virtual machine type VTj and manage the execution time data
in the form of table. The row of table represents different task type ttkð¼ ti;type; 1�
k� lÞ and the column represents virtual machine type VTj Each execution time data
Tttk
VTj is the average value acquired from enough times of repeated execution.
Also, we define cost model to figure out workflow processing cost using cloud

resources. When denote VM usage time for the VM type VTj as T
ttk
VTj , Then, execution

cost required to process given workflow is described as following equation

execution cost ¼
X

i
CVTj � Tttk

VTj : ð1Þ

3 Phased Workflow Scheduling Scheme with Task
Division Policy

In order to resolve the cost minimization while deadline-guaranteed workflow sched-
uling problem, we should pay the least at individual task processing by assigning
appropriate resource. Also, the whole workflow schedule made by individual task
scheduling should satisfy user-specified deadline. Kim [4] proposed phased workflow
scheduling scheme. With the colored petri-net model, colored token which conducts
different action on workflow topologies according to its color is defined to control the
scheduling of given workflow topology. The scheme is composed with two phases:
First one is Scheduling Phase, which decides the workload proportion and allocate sub-
deadline into each task by backward token forwarding of scheduling token through
petri-net. Second one is Execution Phase, assigns proper resource according to the load
proportion of each task not to violate sub-deadline by forwarding execution token. As a
result, the path which is in charge of the most portion of load in the workflow, namely,
critical path is found out and delivered by the scheduling token. Because scheme use
quietly simple and intuitive heuristic, it is fast enough to utilize in real-time workflow
management system. Although this scheme takes advantage of static estimated task
processing time, it is categorized as the dynamic scheduling as it carries out task
scheduling according to the remaining service level indicator. Therefore, workflow
management system can endure system fault from resources. However, when deadline
which is shorter than the shortest estimated execution time of given workflow is
required from user, it is not able to find a schedule which can satisfy user-specified
deadline because of its finite resource set. Also, with the finite resource set, if pro-
cessing delay exceed certain level, we can’t guarantee the deadline, because we can’t
utilize better resources to compensate delays for processing remaining tasks.

To overcome the problems, we defined divisible task using the concept of arbi-
trarily divisible task. A task ti which can be partitioned as they do not have any
precedence relations and all elements in the task ti are identical type of processing is
defined as divisible task [6]. A divisible task ti whose critical degree (cd), which is
defined as the maximum number of partition of a task, is n can be divided into sub-
tasks ti;1; ti;2; . . .; ti;n

� �
. For these divisible task, we can reduce job processing time by
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distributing partitions of tasks to multiple resources. Though task division makes
workflow processing time reduced, task division is not always carried out as it is not
appropriate to reduce required cost and processing time, namely, the goal of workflow
scheduling problem. Therefore, we should determine when we have to proceed division
based on processing time and required cost.

In this paper, we only consider half-load division to control scheduling complexity
and size of historical data in low level. In addition, it is assumed that the load of each
partitioned task is the same. Also, subtask type is defined by its size of load. r partial
tasks gathers to compose subtask type ttk;frg whose cdðttk; rf gÞ ¼ r. Additional appli-
cation profiling for all kinds of task bunches is required to measure execution time of
each subtask type ttk;frg on different resource type VTj. Example of application profiling
table is shown in Table 1.

Workflow Scheduling Phases
When a user submits a workflow execution request, then the cloud broker should map
proper resources to tasks. We introduce the QoS constraints scheduling scheme which
is used to schedule each task onto appropriate VM type. We assume that token forward
and backward matrix is already extracted by analysis of workflow topology. Then we
can move our token with multiplication of token status vector and token forward/
backward matrix.

Phase I. Calculate the load rate r(p) for each task
We set the initial marking of token vector for first phase as M ¼ ½0. . .01�. Then the

token moves through backward matrix along the workflow topology path reversely
investigating each task’s the load rate. The load rate rðpÞ on a place p is the rate of the
transition (task)’s relative load compared to relative load of its critical path.

r pð Þ ¼ rl pð Þ
cpl pð Þ : ð2Þ

Also, relative load is defined as average execution time for a task on VM types:

rl pð Þ ¼ avrj Ttype p�ð Þ
VTj

� �
¼ 1

m
�
X

j
Ttype p�ð Þ
VTj : ð3Þ

In addition, Critical path on a task is defined as set of following tasks which is
composed of biggest relative load [7]. Then, we can figure out critical path load:

Table 1. Example of application profiling for divisible task whose cd equals 8
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cpl pð Þ ¼ f xð Þ ¼ maxp�� cplðp��Þ; if p�� exist
0; otherwise

�
: ð4Þ

Because we assume that we already collected the application profiling matrix for all
tasks on different VM type, we can calculate load rate on entire workflow in static way.

Phase II. Allocate sub-deadline and assigns proper resource according to the load
proportion of each task

We set the initial marking of token vector for second phase as M ¼ ½10. . .0�. Then
the token moves through forward matrix along the workflow topology path investi-
gating each task’s the sub-deadline and assigning cheapest VM which can guarantee
sub-deadline. Sub-deadline is ways for guarantee the entire deadline. When we allocate
sub-deadline properly, and if each task can guarantee the sub-deadline, we can achieve
successful scheduling. Therefore, we allocate sub-deadline rationally based on
remaining time (deadline D subtracted by current execution time TcðmÞ) and load rate.

sd p�ð Þf¼ rl pð Þ � ðD� Tc mð ÞÞ: ð5Þ

Then based on Application Profiling matrix, we can find cheapest VM which can
execute task in sub-deadline, and can execute task into available VM with the support
of Resource Provisioning Manager. When execution is over, token can be moved to
next step.

When there are no available resource types to guarantee sub-deadline, it may cause
deadline violation for entire workflow. Therefore, we token is not moved to next step
and should apply task division policy in phase III.

Phase III. With the cost model check whether task division policy is necessary
As mentioned before, we should determine when we have to proceed division

based on processing time and required cost. Also, we should consider the service level
violation penalty on required cost. To determine profit in one dimension we define cost
model to maximize profit while considering the cost and processing time. The profit
Model for the scheduler is represented as follows:

Pt ¼ B� Cl � Cp ð6Þ

In the formula above, Pt indicates Profit. B is budget which is supplied by user. Cl

is cost for leasing VM(s) from cloud provider which is specified in (1). Penalty cost Cp,
which is caused by SLA violation, is represented as follows:

Cp ¼ aþ b � SV ; if SV [ 0
0; otherwise

�
ð7Þ

SV ¼ ECT � D; if ECT � D[ 0
0; otherwise

�
ð8Þ

In Eqs. (7) and (8), variable SV indicates the degree of SLA violation. There are
many models of violation penalty cost, but in this paper we use simple linear violation
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penalty model (7) [5]. As shown in (8), SV is described as subtraction deadline D from
estimated completion time ECT.

We estimate SLA violation SV and SV’ in a deterministic way. We define SV
Estimation Token me in order to calculate penalty cost by proceeding them. Initially,
the location of me is replicated from current execution token m. Also, each token save
temporal current execution time Ttc með Þ which is replicated from current execution
time TcðmÞ. Then, by moving each token with forward matrix, calculating the esti-
mated-sub-deadline, allocate temporal VM, cumulating the Ttc með Þ for each transition
with the method in phase II until token reach the final place, we can get the estimated
execution time Ttc með Þ in heuristic way.

Table 2. Algorithm of task division policy in workflow scheduler
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Then with the comparison of profit between the non-division case and division case
(half division), we can determine the cost efficient decision. Therefore we should
calculate profit P for non-division case and profit P’ for division case. For calculating
profit P’ of division case, application profiling for divisible task (Table 1) will be
needed.

If P < P’, apply the half division and return to phase II. If division case not yet
guarantee the deadline, division can be occurred recursively until task is no further
divisible (critical degree equals 1). If P > P’, allocate biggest VM to transition and
return to phase II for forwarding to next step (Table 2).

4 Experimental Evaluation

4.1 Experiment Environment

The experimental environment consists of workflow designer, cloud broker, and
OpenStack Cloud Infra as shown in Fig. 2. We composed three workflow topologies
using workflow designer, and requested execution of one workflow within a certain
deadline. The task request was sent to the cloud broker, and then a cloud broker did
allocated each sub-task within the sub-deadline. The workflow management system
used in the experiment was implemented for OpenStack cloud to run each sub-task.

Three examples of workflow applications are shown in Fig. 3. Workflow type 1 (a)
has some sequentially connected split-merge pairs that have some parallel tasks.
Workflow type 2 (b) has little split-merge pairs. However, they have lots of parallel
tasks. Workflow type 3 (c) are composed of hybrid structures. We used 4 kinds of task
type in random distribution for each tasks.

4.2 Experimental Results and Discussion

We requested the execution of each workflow applications repeatedly with various
SLAs (deadlines), and investigated the actual execution time and cost. Additionally, we

Fig. 2. Experimental environment
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calculated the difference between the given SLA and the actual execution time or cost
to see how well each policy guaranteed the given SLA. Therefore, we should check
whether the proposed scheme work properly so that the actual execution time follows

(a) Workflow topology 1 in serial case with 70 tasks

(b) Workflow topology 2 in parallel case with 50 tasks

(c) Workflow topology 3 in hybrid case with 70 tasks

Fig. 3. Three types of workflow topology used in experiment

(a) Measured completion time in workflow 
topology 1 with scheduling schemes

(b) Measured execution cost in workflow 
topology 1 with scheduling schemes

(c) Measured completion time in workflow 
topology 2 with scheduling schemes

(d) Measured execution cost in workflow 
topology 2 with scheduling schemes

(e) Measured completion time in workflow 
topology 3 with scheduling schemes

(f) Measured execution cost in workflow 
topology 3 with scheduling schemes

Fig. 4. Experimental results with scheduling schemes (PWSD and PWS) on completion time
and execution cost
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the given deadline. Proposed scheme (PWSD) is compared with phased workflow
scheduling without division policy (PWS) [4]. Because of the limitation on amount of
cloud resources compared to the workload on each workflow instances, experiment was
performed in emulation.

Figure 4 shows the experimental results according to the scheduling scheme. (a),
(c), and (e) represent the actual execution time with different workflow types versus
increment of deadline on PWSD and PWS scheme. Dotted lines is plotted to support
comparison with the QoS (deadline) constraint. Line with circular points shows
experimental result with PWS scheme and line with square points shows experimental
result with PWSD scheme. We can find that three graphs show the similar result. When
the deadline is too low, the deadline policy cannot meet the deadline in PWS although
the broker allocates whole computing resource with large VM types. Therefore, there
are some QoS violations in low deadline requirement. In this region, request should be
rejected before it pass the admission controller. However, in case of PWSD, it guar-
antee the QoS region, which PWS can’t guarantee, with task distribution and division
policy. When the deadline is given adequately, the both scheme can schedule for
adequate VM types with assurance of the requirement and might work in same way. In
advance, (b), (d), and (f) show the execution costs of different workflow types when we
change the deadline. In PWS scheme and, larger type VM are used frequently in order
to meet deadline. Also because of violation penalty cost, the execution cost tends to be
more expensive, when the deadline is small. However, in PWSD in the same manner,
the execution cost does not increase because broker do not have to pay violation
penalty. Because we do not consider the management load (split and merge) and data
transmission delay between tasks, cost goes down with the profit from frequent task
division.

In this experiments, we can conclude that the division policy schedules workflow
with guaranteeing the deadline, while trying to use resources in efficient way. We
checked this policy works well in various types of workflow.

5 Conclusion

We propose the adaptive workflow scheduling scheme based on the colored Petri-Net
model which tries to schedule in the cheapest way while assuring the deadline. Our
model uses the phased scheduling model. Therefore, it can schedule dynamically with
low complexity. Also, we showed that our result ensures the deadline. Our work was to
distribute sub-deadline to each tasks based on its importance compared to the rest of the
workflow. We can extend this idea to distribute budgets to each tasks based on the
same importance and make user to choose the policy they want. Further work will
contain these extensions. Also, we can generalize the problem by using the utilization
concept consisting of deadline and budget.
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Abstract. As an open-source big data solutions, Hadoop ecosystem have
been widely accepted and applied. However, how to import large amounts
of data in a short time from the traditional relational database to hadoop
become a major challenge for ETL (Extract-Transform-Load)stage of big
data processing. This paper presents an efficient parallel data extraction
method based on hadoop, using MapReduce computation engine to call
JDBC(The Java Database Connectivity) interface for data extraction.
Among them, for the problem of multi-Map segmentation during the data
input, this paper presents a dynamic segmentation algorithm for Map in-
put based on range partition, can effectively avoid data tilt, making the
input data is distributed more uniform in each Map. Experimental results
show that the proposed method with respect to the ETL tool Sqoop which
also using the same calculation engine of MapReduce is more uniform in
dividing the input data and take less time when extract same datas.

Keywords: ETL · Hadoop · MapReduce · Big data · Range Partition

1 Introduction

Now, with the development of information technology, especially Internet tech-
nology, more and more data is generated, today’s society is facing the era of big
data. Data as the important asset and strategic resource in corporation, reflecting
the growing number of economic value in the ear of big data. The construction
of business intelligence and data warehouse system can provide comprehensive
data sharing for enterprises, and help businesses make decisions. At present,
the solutions for dig data focus on commercial solution and hadoop ecosystem
solution [1–3]. Commercial solution has high performance, high integration, and
easy to use features, but the diversity, flexibility and scalability of the member
of current hadoop ecosystem is very attractive for SMEs(Small and Medium
Enterprises), Hadoop ecosystem has become the preferred solution when they
are face with big data. A major challenge of ETL technology is how to collect
large amounts of data from different data sources in particular relational data-
base into hadoop platform in a short time.

The distributed processing technology for the ETL process has high research
value. Kettle [4,5] and Talend [6,7] is a similarly open-source ETL tool, can use
multi-threaded parallel processing data method. However, these two methods to
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
V.C.M. Leung et al. (Eds.): CloudComp 2014, LNICST 142, pp. 87–97, 2015.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-16050-4 8
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integrate data into hadoop clusters with a lot of inconvenience, although they have
developed their own big data expansion packages, but these expansion packages
are only available for some particular hadoop version or enterprise version.

Making MapReduce [8,9] in the hadoop as ETL execution engine, and using
JDBC or ODBC(Open Database Connectivity) interface can easily doing data
extraction, clean and load operation parallel for relational database. Xiufeng Liu
et al. presented A Highly Scalable Dimensional ETL Framework Based on MapRe-
duce [10]. Using the MapReduce framework proposed solutions for different
dimensions and facts, but this method did not give constructive suggestion for the
problem of multi-Map segmentation of the input data of relational databases. For
relational databases, it’s need to segment data in database table when multiple
Map extract data. Chen et al. [11] proposed a hadoop big table import program-
ming model based on MapReduce. The segmentation algorithm of the big table in
this model is first to statistic the total number of rows in the big table, then figure
out the logarithmically step of the big table’ total number of records by Map, get
each Map’s beginning line and interval length of extracting data. This method can
ensure the workload of importing data by each Map is identical. The segmentation
of Map input data in this method is similar to the query page of database, although
each Map input data very uniform, this method less flexible, dependent on rowId
data table for data segmentation, and this method’s cost is large when extract
data in order. Sqoop [12,13] is a commonly used ETL tool to call the MapReduce
computation engine under hadoop ecosystem. For the data segmentation problem
of giving each Map a data interval from relational database, Sqoop uses a canned
query (select min(<split column>), max(<split column>) from<table name>)
to determine boundaries for creating splits in all cases by default. To provide flex-
ibility for using different queries based on distinct usages, a new boundary-query
argument is provided to take any arbitrary query returning two numeric columns
for the same purpose of creating splits. The Map input segmentation is highly flex-
ible, but if the range of the selected field unevenly divided, prone to Map Data tilt
at the time of extracting data, some Map may draw a lot of data entry, some may
have little or even close to zero.

This paper presents an efficient parallel Hadoop-based data extractionmethod,
mainly for relational databases, using MapReduce computation engine calls JDBC
interface for data extraction. In order to solve the multi-Map data segmentation
problem, this paper presents Map input dynamic partitioning segmentation algo-
rithm based on data range –RPDS Algorithm, which reasonably divides data range
of each Map input according to the data distribution, and effectively solves the
problem of uneven distribution of Map input data in Sqoop. Experiments show
that the method in this article keeps flexibility, and at the same time, can shorten
the time of extracting data, and improve theHadoophardware resource utilization.

2 OverView

Figure 1 expresses the process of extracting data from the relational database
to HDFS by using MapReduce calculating framework. Before extracting, choose
a field in a relational database and find the minimum and maximum values of
this field, then averagely cut the range formed by the minimum and maximum
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Fig. 1. Data Extracting Flow

into several Range Partitions, calculate weight value according to the number
of data entries of each Range Partitions. Then calculate the number of Splits of
each Partition according to weight value, the greater weight value, the greater
the number of the divided Splits, all number of Splits add to the set number of
Map. The calculated number of Splits of some Partitions is 0 for weight value
too small, then you need to merge them into the Splits of other Partitions. Each
Map corresponds to a Split range when extracting data.

Each Map executes a query to extract data via JDBC interface connect-
ing RDBMS, boundary values for each Splits query as a filter condition, the
data can be directly extracted to HDFS (HadoopDistributed File System) [1].
Before calculating the weights of each Partition, need to get data entries of each
Partition, which is got by using multi-threaded parallel query via JDBC inter-
face (Select Count (*) from <table name>). Since the database table primary
keys and indexes can speed up queries of the database, this method takes full
advantage of this feature, selecting the primary key or index field as a range
segmentation field has a good effect.

3 RPDS Algorithm

3.1 Range Partitions

The effect of Range Partitions is generally obtaining the distribution of data
in a database table, and then reasonably dividing input data according to the
distribution of data.

Before data extraction must first select a database table field id and set
the Range Partitions number M and Map number N. Then check the minimum

Fig. 2. Range Partitions
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Min(id) and maximum Max(id) in the database, execute a query through JDBC
interface in a relational database:

select max(id), min(id) from <table name>

Divide the queried id field range [Min(id), Max(id)] into M Range Parti-
tions evenly. As shown in Fig. 2, divide id field range consisting of minimum
Min(id) and maximum Max(id) into M Range Partitions and set 1 to M as
the number of each Range Partition. Assume T = Max(id)−Min(id)

M , the m-th
Range Partition interval denoted by RP (m). the left and right boundary of the
interval denoted by Rleft(m) and Rright(m) respectively, when 1 ≤ m < M ,
RP (m) =

[
Rleft(m), Rright(m)

]
, in which

Rleft(m) = Min(id) + T ∗ (m − 1) and Rright(m) = Min(id) + T ∗ m (1)

when m = M , RP (m) =
[
Rleft(m), Rright(m)

]
, in which

Rleft(m) = Min(id) + T ∗ (m − 1) and Rright(m) = Max(id) (2)

3.2 Input Splits

Step 1: Query Range Partition data rows
After getting Range Partition need to query their data rows Cm(1 ≤ m ≤ M).
Open M threads and execute parallel query.For the number m of Range Partition
(when 1 ≤ m < M), the corresponding thread executes the SQL query in a
relational database via JDBC interface:

select count(*) from <table name> where id ≥ Rleft(m) and id < Rright(m)

when m = M , the corresponding thread executes SQL query in a relational
database via JDBC interface:

select count(*) from <table name> where id ≥ Rleft(m) and id ≤ Max(id)

Assume as the number of obtained m-th Range Partition rows, the value of the
total number C of extracted data table rows is:

C = C1 + · · · + Cm + · · · + CM , 1 ≤ m ≤ M (3)

Step 2: Calculate the weight of Range Partition
This article take ratios of Range Partition and total number of rows of data as
a value for each Range Partition weights wm, that is, sum of weights of each
Range Partition is 1, as shown in Eq. 4.

{
wm = Cm

C , 1 ≤ m ≤ M
w1 + · · · + wm + · · · + wM = 1

(4)

According to the above formula, the more Range Partition data rows, the
greater its corresponding weight.
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Step 3: Split Splits
Calculate the number of Splits of each Range Partition segmentation according
to the weight of each Range Partition. Take the product wmN of weight wm

and total number N of Map as the divided number of Splits of each Range
Partition, but wmN may be a decimal, so first allocate INT (wmN) Splits to
m-th Range Partition(INT is rounded down). The remaining unallocated Splits

is No = N −
m=M∑

m=1
nint(m).

For the mth Range Partition, the fractional part of wmN is ndec (m) =
wmN − INT (wmN), the set of

{
ndec(1), · · · , ndec(m), · · · , ndec(M)

}
(1 ≤ m

≤ M)is made up with M numbers decimals. To traverse this set and extract the
front Noth elements , each element which corresponds to the Rang Partition
builds the K set . Let the set K to be K = {k1, k2, · · · , kNo

}, kx ∈ K and the
Splits number which corresponds to the number kx of Range Partition add one.

When Splits have been allocated, Range Partition will be splited by the
number of Splits.

3.3 Range Partitions Merging

The number of Splits may be zero if the weight of Range Partition is much
smaller, therefore, such Splits need to be merged to neighbor area in order to
ensure all the datum can be extracted. The default method is to merge the zero
Splits into the right Splits area, but sometimes it should be merged into left area
which locates at the end of the Range Partition. The specific steps are:

Fig. 3. Range Partition Merging

1. As Fig. 3 shows , if the mth Splits is zero and the right side is larger than
zero(nc(m) is equal to zero and nc (m + 1) > 0 ), the default measure is to
merge the mth field into the right first field of (m+1)th, i.e. rgm+1 (1) =
rgm+1 (1)∪RP (m).

2. If the mth Splits is zero and the left side is larger than zero(nc(m) is equal
to zero and nc (M − 1) > 0), the default measure is to merge the mth
field into the left the rightest field of (M-1)th, i.e. rgM−1 (nc (M − 1)) =
rgM−1 (nc (M − 1)) ∪RP (M).

3. If several consecutive Splits digits are zero, we will merge them as one and
then step to (1) or (2).

When Range Partition has been merged, the value field of the original database
tables would transform into several relatively uniform Splits partitions. Every
Splits has a Map. The filter condition for the select execution is the boundary
value of Splits.
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4 The Analysis of Time Complexity

RPDS algorithm of this paper has added the computation of Range Partition
and the spliting of Splits compared with Sqoop algorithm. As it is shown at
Table 1, let the C be the number of data table rows, M and N the total number
of Map and Range Partition separately. If C is larger, the main increased time
complexity of RPDS by contrast with Sqoop is caused by the selection of Range
Partition rows, however, the computation of Range Partitions and Input Splits
could be ignored. We use M threads to execute the selection of Range Partition
rows, therefore, the cost will not be large if we set key or index as the split field.
The cost of this part is within 2 seconds at experiment.

Table 1. RPDS algorithm and Sqoop algorithm time complexity analysis

Steps Sqoop time Ours time

complexitym complexity

RDBMS:(Select
min(id),Max(id) from
<table name>)

O(C) O(C)

Value field uniformly split O(N)

Computation of Range
Partitions

O(M)

RDBMS:(Select count(*)
from <table name where
Conditions>) executation

Approximately O(C/M)

Computation of Input Splits Approximately O(2M+N))

Sqoop is easy to happen uneven splited digits for input, the time of extraction
data is determined by the maximum entries of map which have costed. While
this cost of RPDS is relatively smaller because we split the input Map data
uniformly.

5 The Analysis of Experiment

In order to verify this method, we have taken series experiments. The experiment
is based on Hadoop enterprise Inspur In-Cloud CloudCanyon 2.0 and Oracle 11g.
The hardware environment are: five faster 1.2 GHZ two road compute nodes,
76 total central processing units, 329 G memory, 1000M switch in cluster. The
Hadoop configuration of Sqoop and this paper are the same. In order to guarantee
the fair, the data tables which is used to test come from a real marketing system.

5.1 Range Partitions Merging

In order to test each Map data distribution, we get 4 tables to extract data from
Oracle to Hadoop and take Sqoop algorithm and ours separately. The size and
rows details of this 4 table as follow (Table 2):
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Table 2. Size and rows of tables

Table Name Size(GB) Counts

Table-1 1.032 9,840,195

Table-2 4.567 28,812,669

Table-3 9.634 47,171,170

Table-4 17.457 80,992,567

(a) Table-1 Comparison of the map input data distribution

(b) Table-2 Comparison of the map input data distribution

(c) Table-3 Comparison of the map input data distribution

(d) Table-4 Comparison of the map input data distribution

Fig. 4. Comparison of the map input data distribution from Sqoop and our method
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The Experiments use 20 Map to extract data, method of this article sets the
number of Range Partition to be 20, both methods select the primary key of the
table as splits field. After four tables extraction, distribution of the extraction
data for every Map from Sqoop and this method is as shown in Fig. 4

Figure 4 left is the size distribution of reading data for each Map using Sqoop,
the right is the size distribution of reading data for each Map using this articles
method. As we can see from the figure, the distribution of input data is more uni-
form using our method, To use Sqoop, the distribution of input data is seriously
unbalanced. The method here can make full use of the cluster resources.

5.2 Time Comparison

Because the data distribution is relatively uniform, Using the method of this
paper to extract data will save a lot of time. The time recording of the experiment
is as shown in Table 3, Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the time more intuitively.
As can be seen, this method uses less time when extracting data. Compared with
the Sqoop method, this algorithm increases the time of statistics for each Range
Partition data rows, reduces the time of each Map data extraction. The reduced
time is greater than the increased time, so the total time of data extraction will
become less.

Table 3. Time recording of experiment

Table Name Sqoop(Sec) Ours(Sec)

Table-1 51.47 33.97

Table-2 97.89 86.1

Table-3 336.93 275.21

Table-4 1095.80 921.84

Fig. 5. Comparison of Sqoop method and our method
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5.3 The Relationship Between the Number of Partitions
and Data Distribution

In order to further verify how the number of Range Partition affects the unifor-
mity of extraction data from each Map, this paper sets different Range Partition
numbers to do experiments based on a table. The experiments have two groups,
10 Map and 20 Map. Figure 6 shows the comparision experiments of 10 Map,
(a)(b)(c)(d)(e) show the distribution of map input data size when RP(Range
Partition) is equal to 1, 4, 6, 7, 10 respectively. Figure 7 shows the compari-
sion experiments of 20 Map, (a)(b)(c)(d)(e) show the distribution of map input
data size when RP(Range Partition) is equal to 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 respectively.
(f) of Figs. 6 and 7 is the Standard Deviation of Map input data according
to different Range Partition numbers. From the Figs. 6 and 7, along with the
increase of Range Partition values, Map input data distribution is more and more
balanced, the Standard Deviation of Map input data is more and more small,
the data skew is more and more unconspicuous.

Actually, calculating each Range Partitions rows and weight is measuring the
distribution of the input data, then according to the distribution of the input
data and Map numbers to split. The greater the Range Partition value is, the

(a) Map=10,RP=1 (b) Map=10,RP=4

(c) Map=10,RP=6 (d) Map=10,RP=8

(e) Map=10,RP=10 (f) Standard Deviation of
Map input data according
to different Range Partition
numbers

Fig. 6. Map input data distribution according to different RP values when Map is 10
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(a) Map=20, RP=1 (b) Map=20, RP=5

(c) Map=20, RP=10 (d) Map=20, RP=15

(e) Map=20, RP=20 (f) Standard Deviation of

Map input data according

to different Range Partition

numbers

Fig. 7. Map input data distribution according to different RP values when Map is 20

more accurate measuring the distribution of the input data, but Split is limited
by the number of the Map, when the Range Partition value is greater than the
number of the Map, there must be merge of Range Partition, which lack of splits,
with Split from other Range Partition. Merging more can also cause data skew.
So in the process of extracting data, the recommended value of Range Partition
is set to the number of the Map size.

6 Conclusions

This paper presents a parallel data extraction method based on Hadoop, which
can efficiently use MapReduce compute engine to extract data parallelly from the
relational database data. In order to avoid the data skew, this paper proposes
an efficient data segmentation algorithm – RPDS, this method relies on the
primary key of the database table or index field, adopts multi-thread method
to rapidly implement the uniform segmentation of the input data. Experiments
show that, relative to Sqoop method, the proposed method makes the Map input
data segmentation more even, improves the resource utilization in the process of
using MapReduce to extract data, at the same time shorten the time of extracting
data. The Spark computing framework has faster computational efficiency than
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the MapReduce framework, future plan is to transplant this paper method to
Spark computing framework, and do further optimization.
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Abstract. Fraud control is important for the online marketplace. This study
addresses the problem of detecting attempts to deceive orders in Internet transac-
tions. Our goal is to generate an algorithmmodel to detect and prevent the fraudulent
orders. First, after analyzing the real historical data of customers’ orders from
Dangdang Website (http://www.dangdang.com. E-commerce China Dangdang Inc
(Dangdang) is a leading e-commerce company in China. Dangdang officially listed
on the New York Stock Exchange on December 8th, 2010, and is the first Chinese
B2C e-commerce company which is completely based on online business to list on
New York Stock.), we described characteristics related to transactions that may
indicate frauds orders. We presented fraudulent orders characteristic matrix through
comparing the normal and abnormal orders. Secondly, we apply Logic Regression
model to identify frauds based on the characteristic matrix. We used real data from
Dang company to train and evaluate our methods. Finally we evaluated the validity
of solutions though analyzing feedback data.

Keywords: Internet translation � Fraud order � Big data � Fraud detection �
Fraud prevention � Logistic regression

1 Introduction

Online transactions have been experiencing rapid growth over the past few years. Some
marketplaces, such as Amazon1 and Taobao2, have reached great popularity and high
level revenue, emerging as a very relevant model in the Business-to-Consumer (B2C)
and Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C) e-commerce scenario [1]. It is convenient for
people to purchase or return products through the Internet. On the other hand, huge

1 http://www.amzon.com.
2 http://www.taobao.com.
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financial benefits and difficulties for network monitoring offers temptations and
opportunities for criminal activities [2].

Many malicious persons are able to commit their crimes by stealing other con-
sumer’s accounts at unsuspecting websites and by conducting transactions using stolen
payment account. Some fraud information is often ignored because of the existing
disguise technologies, and financial losses are not detected until a long time has passed
and significant damage has occurred. The fraud activity is usually undetected because
of a lack of monitoring capability.

Given that online commerce is claiming a rapidly growing share of world business,
customers have concern about security and privacy [3]. Detecting and preventing the
fraud behaviors and build a secure.

In this work, we are concerned with frauds targeting online transactions, especially
focus on detecting the Fraud orders. We extract the characteristic of fraud order through
analyzing real historical big data from DangDang Weisite1, then we created a char-
acteristics matrix for fraud detection. We improved the characteristics matrix through
the machine learning method. Based on the characteristic matrix, We applied Logic
regression model to identify frauds. Finally we evaluated the validity of solutions by
analyzing feedback data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 summarizes the literature review and theoretical background (including

Methodology/approach).
Section 3 introduces marketplace that support this work. Section 3 builts/structures/

creates fraudulent orders detection and build model. Section 4 shows results and
application in transaction on time. Section 5 shows the Conclusions of this work.

2 Literature Review

Hogan summarized academic literature about fraud phenomena in 2008 [4]. These
studies primarily focused on the fraudulent activities in accounting and auditing field
during 1995–2006, and then on the accounting literature related to financial statement
fraud [5].

Online transactions continue to increase, and so does the incidence of online
fraudulent activity. However, loosely controlled market risk brings about more oppor-
tunity for online fraud. The reason that the online marketplace easily attracts fraud
originates from a unique characteristic of Internet transactions [3]. Under considerable
information asymmetry–the uncertainty of trader identity and the uncertainty of mer-
chandise quality–online trade allows sellers or buyers to easily engage in opportunistic
behavior [6]. Because online auction fraud is 20 times higher than traditional auction
fraud [7], most owners of online auction sites have been working on improving security
to protect their profits from fraud threats [8]. Therefore, when an online marketplace
provides in-house security services along with basic transaction services, its decision on
the preventative privacy controls is complicated by the issues of privacy concerns and
the promotion of security services [9].

When it comes to the comprehensively counteract identity fraud, fraud prevention
requires a three-part approach: preventionmonitoring, detection, and incident response [2].
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Several models have been designed to detect fraud in financial statements. Eining found
that auditors using expert system discriminated better among situations with varying levels
of management fraud risk and made more consistent decisions regarding appropriate audit
actions [10]. Green and Choi used an artificial neural networks technique to detect fraud,
with limited satisfactory results [11].

Select characteristics of order may indicate frauds evidence. Characteristics set can
be applied logistic regression to both, improved and not improved [1]. Ohlson was the
first academic researcher to apply Logistic Regression in the field [12]. In his work, not
only he was able to detect what was the most important evidence for bankruptcy
prediction, but also he was able to find fraud or error evidence since he observed that
“the reports of the misclassified bankrupt firms seem to lack any warning signals of
impending bankruptcy.” Since then, many other studies have applied the method in
fraud detection [13–15]. In particular, Viaene applied the method, in a pool of many
other methods, for automobile insurance fraud data and concluded that “noteworthy is
the good overall performance of the relatively simple and efficient techniques such as
Logistic Regression…”

This study primarily focuses on how to detect fraudulent orders for internet
transactions. Particularly, we pay attention on finding fraud orders before the trans-
actions are conducted. Providing a security internet market environment may not only
protect the benefits of users and the marketplace, but also improve marketplace
reputation.

3 Build Fraud Orders Detection Model

We will discuss the procedure of building a fraud orders detection model and the
technologies involved.

3.1 Definition of Fraud Orders

Fraud orders: Customers’ online accounts are stolen and the thief uses stolen account
balance to buy products. Customer service staffs usually check the orders and find that
there are some abnormal features, or they get the complaint call or request email from
customers.

The key idea of detecting and predicting fraud orders is to find the differences
between normal and abnormal orders, and use these different features to distinguish
between them. Extract the features of fraud order by person and have a basic knowl-
edge and understanding.

Normally there are three steps in extracting fraud order features.
Step1, Obtain the initial fraud order information. Customer service staff have

recorded all the complaints of customers about fraud order.
Step2, statistics of common information like order IP, receiver name, receiver

address, receiver phone number and so on about every customer.
Step3, compare normal and abnormal orders, find features that are unique in

abnormal orders.
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3.2 Fraudulent Characteristic Statistics and Extraction

Initial statistics and analysis of data source. When facing strange data, the first thing
to do is to complete some simple mathematical statistics to have a primitive cognition
of the data and figure out what may be useful to detect fraud order.

Data source: “fraud order record until July 9th” given by algorithm engineer in DANG.

Data information: There are 2075 fraud orders and 1513 victim customers in total, then
we find 14235 orders made by these customers in 2012.

An overview of all the features.We will define all the features used in this work. After
checking the databases by users’ name, address, phone number and so on. We can get
25 features of a customer (Table 1).

Table 1. All features defined

Feature name Definition

us_name_cnt The times of complaints of receiver name
sus_name_cust_cnt How many customer ids the receiver name matches
sus_tel_home_cnt The times of complaints of receiver home phone number
sus_tel_home_cust_cnt How many customer ids the receiver home phone number

matches
sus_tel_mobile_cnt The times of complaints of receiver cellphone number
sus_tel_mobile_cust_cnt How many customer ids the receiver cellphone number matches
sus_orderip_cnt The times of complaints of receiver order IP
sus_orderip_cust_cnt How many customer ids the receiver order IP matches
sus_addr_cnt The times of complaints of receiver address
sus_addr_cust_cnt How many customer ids the receiver address matches
sus_permid_cnt The times of complaints of receiver permid
sus_permid_cust_cnt How many customer ids the receiver permid matches
sus_email_cnt The times of complaints of receiver email
sus_email_cust_cnt How many customer ids the receiver email matches
usu_name_cnt How many orders this customer id have made using this

receiver name
usu_tel_home_cnt How many orders this customer id have made using this home

phone number
usu_tel_mobile_cnt How many orders this customer id have made using this

cellphone number
usu_email_cnt How many orders this customer id have made using this email
usu_city_cnt How many orders this customer id have made using this city id
usu_addr_cnt How many orders this customer id have made using this address
is_bad_addr Is the address a blurry address
total_price The total cost of this order
Pay How much money should the receiver pay for the order
pay_rate The percentage of money the receiver should
hist_cnt_not_usu All the orders this user has made
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User name, address, IP and so on can be used as identities; some accounts may
share the same address, IP, or other identities which means if one identity (like an
address) has been part of a fraud order, all the accounts that use this address are
suspicious. The first 14 feature are about complaint times of an identity like IP and how
many customer ids the identity matches. One account would have a unique customer id.
Features 15–20 are about how many orders an account has made using some identity;
they are used to judge if this order is a fraud order because if then using many new
identities are suspect.

We also build some rules according to the primitive analysis. If the receiver name,
address, city are all not usually used by this account, we will consider it a fraud order.
This rule is helpful; before the machine learning method is applied we can use this rule
to decrease some fraud orders, and even after the machine learning antifraud system is
built, we still keep this rule because it is useful.

3.3 Data Preparation and Preprocessing

After primitive analysis of the data, now we can decide that we will use machine
learning algorithm which we will explain later. This step is about preparing the data
source of machine learning method. We decide which databases will be our choice
according to their content and how they are recorded, because there are many databases
in Dangdang that are related to orders and customers. We should consider the scale of
these databases, as this will affect the choice of machine learning algorithm, because
some algorithm would be so slow when facing enormous input.

Data preprocessing is an important step in machine learning, because much of
the data is not complete, not unanimous and sometimes contains noises that are invalid
data. The quality of the data would affect the results of machine learning algorithm
significantly. Data preprocessing commonly contains four steps: data cleaning, inte-
gration and alternation, stipulations of an agreement as well as conception layering [16].
Data cleaning includes: handling missing data, handling noises and handling not
unanimous data. After data preprocessing, the data we have is clean and neat, and can be
used in a machine learning algorithm.

3.4 Fraud Order Detection Model Base on Logistic Regression

The problem we are facing now can be defined as classification problem; that means we
should classify an order into fraud order or normal order [17]. Classify problem are
used in all kinds of fields, including finance, telecom, biomedicine, Internet and so on.
And there are many kinds of algorithms to build a classify model, including logistic
regression, neural network, decision-making tree and so on [18]. There are many norms
to assess a classify model, and precision, recall and F1 are commonly used [19].

Logistic regression is appropriate for our need; it can give a possibility of an order
being fraud order and it can also provide the degree of influences of each feature in the
model. When we need a human recheck of predicted fraud orders, we can provide a
reason why it’s predicted as a fraud order like we classify it as fraud order because the
receiver address isn’t the usual one and the address is a blurry address, so the items in
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customer service can judge the order by checking if these reasons provided by the
computer are reasonable.

Modeling: First we choose some features we think might be related to fraud order, and
we use much data to train the logistic regression model to determine the influence of
each feature, and the influence will be represented by a float number. After determining
the influences, our model is easy to be used. We input all the features of an order, and
we will get a possibility of this order being fraud order.

Target variable

Y ¼ 1 fraud account
0 normal account

�
ð1Þ

and we use account information as the features to predict this (x = x1; x2; . . .; xp)
Following are the formulas used in logistic regression.

P Y ¼ 1jxð Þ ¼ p xð Þ ¼ 1
1þ e�gðxÞ ð2Þ

And gðxÞ ¼ b0 þ b1x1 þ b2x2 + � � � þ bpxp
We then need to decide a threshold of possibility, such as when the possibility is

greater than 0.7, we can consider the order is fraud order. The threshold is determined
by much examination; we compare the precision and recall of different thresholds and
choose one we think is the best.

After all these steps are done, we will have a logistic regression model that is good
to be used to detect a fraud order.

4 Results and Application

This chapter will collect the orders data operating real-time for 20 days of Dangdang
from October 7, 2012 to October 27, 2012 as analysis object to model, and then
compare the analysis results with the data of time when the orders were stolen to verify
the validity of the model.

4.1 Variables Selection and Data Preparation

In Sect. 3.2, we have selected 25 variables. We have defined some artificial rules before
logistic regression according to the statistical results.

Data cleaning also includes three types: missing values processing, noise data pro-
cessing and inconsistent data processing. In the process of modeling, we take the
methods of cross experiment, sampling, discretization to preprocess the data.

Cross validation: Among the given modeling sample data, taking the most samples to
model, leaving small part of the samples to predict, then calculating the predicted error
and recording the sum of their squares. The process goes on until all samples have been
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predicted just once. Adding each sample’s predicted -error’s Squares, which is called
PRESS (Predicted Error Sum of Squares). S stands for dividing the data into S parts.

Data sampling: Data source is the collection of the order which is already known whether is
stolen or not, selecting some orders randomly from the Fraud orders and normal orders,
insuring the quantity proportion range from 1:5–1:9. Data sampling is artificially controlled.

Data discretization: Mapping the number which is originally continuously dispersed to
the interval. For example, setting the amount to these intervals: 0–10 Yuan, 10–
50 Yuan, 50–100 Yuan, more than 100 Yuan and so on. When the data is only related
to their relative size but not their specific value, it can be discretized. Discretization is
helpful to diagnose and describe the nonlinear relationship, and can effectively over-
come the defects hidden in the data.

The discrete function we used

ln xþ 1ð Þ=ln2 ð3Þ

4.2 Modeling Process and Application

After statistics, we finally focused the following 6 key features can be really useful. We
also define a new feature called blurry address. Definition of blurry address: satisfies at
least one of the two following conditions. (1) ending by county, district, country, city,
block, web bar, hotel and all other places that are not particular. (2) containing words
like wait, contact, in front of, nearby and all other words that specify an odd way to get
the stuff (Table 2).

Selecting part of the characteristics and using R language to establish the logistic
regression model to get the coefficient of the specific characteristic. Selecting part of the
characteristics and using R language to establish the logistic regression model to get
the coefficient of the specific characteristic.

4.3 Data Prediction Effect

Every Fraud order will cause losses to the consumer, so the model requires extremely
high recall rate, it will bring the problem of lower accuracy, which we can solve with
the measures of artificially examining.

Table 2. Key features of Fraud Order

Feature ID Definition P (thief| have this
feature)

is_bad_addr Is it a blurry address 0.610543
is_usu_city Is this receiver city the usually city used by the

customer
0.386541

is_usu_tel Is the receiver telephone number usually used by
the customer

0.302348

is_usu_name Is the receiver name usually used by the customer 0.240243
is_usu_email Is the receiver email usually used by the customer 0.316208
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Prediction: Using coefficient and the corresponding characteristic of the order among
the test set to calculate the probability of an order being Fraud order among the test set.
Predicting whether the order is stolen through comparing with the specified threshold.

Data source: Using the first 6-months’ data of 2012 to sample as training set, using the
data of July and August as testing set (Table 3).

We applied this model in real on time online transaction. The model with a higher
recall rate as well as artificially examining successfully reduces the number and the
amount of Fraud orders.

5 Conclusions

In summary, this work primarily focused on the detection of fraudulent evidence
concerning the online transactions, especially on Fraud orders. Online fraudulent
customers can be divided into several categories: Hackers, malicious customers, dis-
satisfied customers and competitive sellers. All the cheating behaviors would finally be
reflected in the purchase orders. We extracted the characteristics of cheating orders
from the historical data of orders. Moreover, basing on the machine learning method,
we improved those characteristics sets by applying Logistic Regression algorithm.
Most likely we can distinguish whether customers’ orders have the features of
fraudulent orders or not. Finally, we verified the fraud order and dealt with them by
marketplace’s rules.

This model, which has been designed and applied in Dangdang with a higher recall
rate as well as the artificial examination, has successfully reduced Fraud orders. So far,
the recall rate of Fraud orders is 86.67 %.

For the online marketplace, providing a secure environment is necessary for its
consumers. To help create a effective and efficient in online transaction, this work
aimed to develop a detection method with higher accuracy and lower cost. In the future,
we hope to apply other methodologies to identify and improve the accuracy of
detecting fraud for online transactions.
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Abstract. The statistical supervised learning model for question classification
needs a large amount of labeled training examples. However, labeled data are
difficult to collected but unlabeled data are readily obtained. To solve the lack of
labeled data, we utilize the method of transfer learning to build the learning
model with the labeled and the unlabeled training examples. Based on the
feature spaces of source and target domain, the common space are build. Then,
those examples from source domain whose conditional probability is like
to be similar to the target domain are selected into the common space. Therefore,
the question classifier is trained by the labeled data in the source domain and the
unlabeled data in the target domain. Meanwhile, the method of Map/Reduce
based on the Hadoop platform is used to reduce the time complexity in kernel
mapping. The subtasks are constructed for the mapping process and then the
final result is obtained by assembling the subtasks. Experiments on question
classification show that the proposed method could improve the classification
accuracy. Furthermore, the learning model based on the Hadoop Platform could
ask each computing resources to reduce the running time.

Keywords: Question answering � Question classification � Hadoop platform �
Kernel mapping

1 Introduction

Question classification is an important part of Question Answering (QA), which is basic
of formulating answer extraction strategy and accurately positioning the answer, the
accuracy of classification directly affects the performance of question answering system.
The question classification research mainly adopts the method of statistical learning at
present, namely through the statistical learning of tagging question corpus, we can
extract feature of expressing question types to build learning model and realize the
recognition of the question types. Zhang and Lee [1] respectively introduce the machine
learning algorithms of k-NN, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree and SNoW into question
classification, the accuracy rate of classification reach 90 %. M.L. Nguyen et al. [2]
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proposed the use of maximum entropy and boosting method with subtrees mined from
training data as features and weak function. A. Moschitti et al. [3] employed tree
structures based on shallow semantic encoded in predicate argument structures for
question classification. It is important to note that the above methods are all based on the
marked question corpora, by the training data to build model, which is then applied to
the target domain. Most of the questions in real world have no the corresponding
categories sign, which gives the application of traditional machine learning method a
challenge. Look from another Angle, if there is a lot of training data under the different
distribution, completely discarding these data is very regrettable. How to reasonable use
of these data is a mainly problem in transfer learning. Transfer learning can transfer
knowledge from the existing data, which is used to help the future study. This article
focuses on how to combine transfer learning with question classification, using the
unmarked data so as to improve the classification accuracy of question classification
model.

At present, many effective transfer learning method have been put forward but they
are all based on the following assumptions: the marginal distribution of data is directly
related to the conditional probability in source domain and target domain, the
assumption limits the application of transfer learning method in the source space and
linear transformation. In order to broaden the application scope of transfer learning and
reduce the limitation of assumptions, according to the paper [4], the source domain
and target domain data are mapped to the public kernel space by kernel function, thus
data distribution in two areas were in the same space, then selecting the same condi-
tional probability sample in the source domain and target domain under the kernel
space for model building so that we can achieve the goal of knowledge transfer.

Experimental data come from the 2 subclass of the online sports categories
“football” and “basketball”: a total of 75536 questions. Because of the question number
is large, the experiment process uses the calculation method of traditional single node
which not only consumes time but also cost is larger after error correction, so the paper
adopts the present widely use of cloud computing technology Hadoop platform to carry
on the calculation of the kernel mapping, due to the Hadoop platform adopts map/
reduce style to carry out the scattered operation and the comprehensive of results, so it
is necessary to improve kernel mapping algorithm in the hope of the accuracy of
experimental results. This paper has carried on the summary to Hadoop platform in
Sect. 2. Section 3 describes the application of the kernel mapping in domain adaptation;
Sect. 4 is the design and implementation of kernel mapping in domain adaptation based
on Hadoop platform; Sect. 5 is the result and analysis of the experiment.

2 Hadoop Platform

Hadoop is a platform suit for distributed computing and storing of big data, The
Hadoop community expands unceasingly, and Hadoop itself has evolved into a col-
lection which has many subprojects project, the most core part is used in the distributed
storage of DFS (Distributed File System) File System and Map/Reduce computing
architecture for distributed computing [5–7].
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2.1 Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)

More and more data has beyond the management scope of single operating system in
the Distributed computing environment, then a distributed document management
system is needed to organize the scattered data on multiple machines, in the Hadoop is
corresponding to the HDFS [5].

HDFS contains three parts: NameNode, DataNode, Secondary NameNode, The
NameNode is the management node of the file system, It maintains the file directory
tree of the entire file system, File/directory meta information and each file corre-
sponding to data block list, Receive user operation request on file; The DataNode
provide storage service on real file data, File stored in the form of block on the da-
taNode; Secondary NameNode’s main function is to maintain the integrity of the data,
Download metadata information (fsimage, edits) from the NameNode, then the two
merged, generating new fsimage, locally stored, and push it to the NameNode, At the
same time, reset the NameNode edits (Fig. 1).

2.2 Distributed Computing Framework (Map/Reduce)

Map/Reduce is a kind of distributed computing model, Put forward by Google, which
is mainly used in the search field, solve the problem of the calculation of huge amounts
of data, Its architecture consists of two phases: Map and Reduce, Users only need to
implement two functions of map() and reduce(), then distributed computing can be
realized. Users submit the work to JobTracker, then The JobTracker assigned the task
to TaskTracker, Performed by the TaskTracker, and is responsible for the start and
follow up the implementation of tasks. The implementation process is as follows [5]
(Fig. 2):

Fig. 1. The composition structure of HDFS
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3 The Application of Kernel Mapping in Domain Adaptation

3.1 Kernel Mapping

When a label sample number is less or more difficult to obtain, which limits the
application range of the traditional monitoring machine learning method. The core idea
of domain adaptation is using little or no label samples in source domain to enhance the
learning accuracy in target field. Set Pt(x, y) and Ps(x, y) respectively represent the joint
probability distribution of the sample in the target domain and the source domain. The
supervised learning uses the large label samples in Ps(x, y) and the small label samples
in Pt(x, y) to establish the learning model in view of target domain. However, the
existing methods are based on the assumption that the edge distribution of data is
directly related to the conditional probability in source domain and target domain,
knowledge transfer can be carried out only in the case of Pt(x, y) and Ps(x, y) is similar,
which limits the application scope of domain adaptation method in the source space
and linear transformation.

Aiming at above problems, a lot of fruitful work is carried out [8]. According to
the definition, P x; yð Þ ¼ r xjyð ÞqðxÞ where, r xjyð Þ is the sample prior probability of the
sample conditional probability q xð Þ. At present, work mainly can be carried out around
two aspects: when qtðxÞ and qsðxÞ on the relevant samples are close on the relevant
samples, rtðxjyÞ and rsðxjyÞ are similar in potential probability space; qðxÞ is close to
r xjyð Þ, all of these facts imply the above assumptions (t, s respectively represent the
target domain and the source domain).

However, these assumptions may be too strict, in most cases, the edge and con-
ditional probability distribution may be large difference in two domains. So no matter
in the original data space, code space or the potential Dirichlet data space, the two
assumptions are not satisfied. In this context, nonlinear transformation is considered,
such as the kernel mapping reduces the limit of two assumptions. A suitable kernel
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function can map the input space data to the feature space of an easy operation [9], for
example, Gauss kernel function not only has the effect of sample code, but also make
the samples having the similar condition probability distribution in the mapping space
to further make the structure of the domain adaptation simple.

3.2 The Application of Kernel Mapping Method for Question
Classification

In order to combine the kernel mapping with domain adaptation and apply into
question classification, according to the introduced method in paper [4], mapping the
source domain and target domain to the public kernel space by using the kernel
function, making the prior probability of samples in two domains similar; Then
selecting samples that have the same conditional probability r xjyð Þ in a public space to
build learning model by using cluster evaluation standard to further carry out the
knowledge transfer.

The paper adopts the Gaussian kernel mapping, suppose / : f ðxÞ ! hðxÞ is the
objective function, which can transfer the samples from the conventional European
Space to the reconfigurable Hilbert Space (Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space) and
adopt the way of sample inner product K xi; xj

� � ¼ ð/ðxiÞ � /ðxjÞÞ to avoid direct
mapping. Based on paper [10], set xij is the j-th sample in the i-th category, /ðvÞ 2 h
can be represented as:

/ðvÞ ¼
XNC
i¼1

Xli
j¼1

aij/ðxijÞ ð1Þ

Where, NC is the total number of categories; aij is the j-th group in ai ¼ fai1;
ai2; � � � ; ailig, ai is the coefficient of /ðxjÞ. The details of the decomposition process can
be obtained in the paper [9].

After the above processing, mapping the source domain and target domain samples
to public kernel space, ensuring the prior probability of sample is close. The conditional
probability r xjyð Þ of sample may still be different, so in a public space, adopt evaluation
criteria based on cluster to choose samples, which have the same conditional proba-
bility in two domains.

The algorithm of selecting samples in kernel space is the adaptive correction
clustering algorithm referred in paper [11]: Bisecting k-means. The causes of adopting
clustering algorithm for the selection of samples is that the same conditional probability
distribution of samples is similar, the clustering algorithm can get out of the same
characteristics (or similar) of samples. The core of the adaptive clustering algorithm is
that the square error of a cluster is greater than the sum of two sub-manifold error
within the cluster, then the clusters are split into two sub clusters and achieve
the characteristics of adaptive data distribution. The following is the core code of the
Bisecting k-means:
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Where Par c; c1; c2ð Þ ¼ jjse cð Þ �P
i¼1;2 seðciÞjjc1, c2 is two sub clusters of cluster

C. c1 [ c2 ¼ C, c1 \ c2 ¼ ;, se(x) is the sum of the square error, xj jj j ¼ 1 x[ 0
0 x\0

�
.

Samples is marked data in the cluster Ci, where, the mark is “+” and “−”.

Purity cið Þ ¼ maxð00þ00 2ci
cij j ;

00�00 2ci
jcij Þ.

Mapping the samples of different distribution in the source domain and target
domain by using kernel function, using clustering algorithm to choose the same
instances in source domain labels and the related cluster labels under the public kernel
space to carry out the model training.

4 Kernel Mapping in Hadoop Platform

In the previous section, The principle of Kernel mapping in domain adaptation and the
application of clustering algorithm in the sample selection are introduced, from its
process, we are known that the different probability distribution samples deliver to the
public kernel space by kernel mapping, then choosing the same conditional probability
samples in kernel space to build model and applying into different fields, achieving the
goal of knowledge transfer.

Due to the kernel mapping and sample selection process are independent, so par-
allel design is carried out in the experiment process as long as considering the design of
Map and Reduce in two stages respectively.

Hadoop platform can distributed computing and multiple task execution, which
thanks to its map/reduce execution flow, scattering operation into many subtasks by
the map process, after calculating, the subtasks are carried out reduce process to get the
final result.

Before the mapping, the various properties are took statute in sample, thus sample

mean of X (x represents the sample set) is zero or ms ¼ 1
l

Pl
i¼1

xi ¼ 0 where l is the

number of samples, so we can find a proper mapping space to employ kernel function
calculation. So the property calculation and kernel mapping calculation are realized in
the map logic.
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After disposing, the different probability distribution samples are delivered to the
public kernel space, the last mentioned Bisecting k-means algorithm should be re-
writed. From more than 700 thousand samples, the same conditional probability r xjyð Þ
samples are selected, using the classification machine learning algorithm for model
building.

5 Experimental Results Analysis

5.1 Hadoop Cluster Configuration and the Experimental Data

We use the Hadoop cluster composed of 7 computer to implement the Map/Reduce
calculation Process mentioned above, one of the node as the NameNode, the rest
6 nodes are DataNode. The specific hardware configuration is as follows (Table 1):

The experimental data taken from Baidu Knows, selecting the category of “sports”,
Subcategory questions of “basketball” and “football”, a total of 75536, which are
consisted of 40000 “football” category and 35536 “basketball” category. Feature
extraction method is tf-idf,Using supervised machine learning methods and transfer
learning methods of Kernel mapping to do experiment.

The main idea of using supervised machine learning methods to knowledge transfer
is: Training data source domain gets classifier model. The model will be applied to the
target domain, Classifying target domain questions in order to achieve the goal of
knowledge transfer. “Football” and “basketball” under the category data are divided
into two parts, Included in the source domain and target domain respectively and there
is no intersection. Data composition shown in Table 2:

Table 1. Each computer hardware configuration of Hadoop cluster

Node type CPU Memory

NameNode Intel Core2 2.33 GHz 2 GB
DataNode Intel Celeron 1.8 GHz 1 GB
DataNode Intel Celeron 1.8 GHz 1 GB
DataNode Intel Celeron 1.8 GHz 1 GB
DataNode Intel Celeron 1.8 GHz 1 GB
DataNode Intel Celeron 1.8 GHz 1 GB
DataNode Intel Celeron 1.8 GHz 1 GB

Table 2. Experimental data of supervised machine learning methods

Data set Question number Data composition Category
Football Basketball

DataSource-A 50536 25000 25536 Football/Basketball
DataSource-B 50536 15000 35536 Football/Basketball
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5.2 Domain Adaptation Based on Kernel Mapping

Traditional supervised machine learning must be make sure the different categories
label, Sample data allowed the category labels based on the kernel mapping, The
experimental data of this method has a label (Football) or not.

Questions after word segmentation by LTP Platform [12] adopting the method of
tf-idf to build characteristic vocabulary in the process of the experiment. Select top
1000 dimension feature and take the question into VSM format. The baseline learning
model is SVM. After 10 times of iterative computation, the result is as follows
(Table 3).

The experimental results show that: In the case of feature dimension, Using con-
ventional method of training sample selection model of knowledge transfer, Because
label data has considerable proportion of unlabeled data in the data set A, The effect of
area A transfers to the area B is better than area B transfers to the area A; Adopting the
chi improve tf-idf features extraction method can enhance the accuracy in knowledge
transfer.

Compared to traditional supervised machine learning methods, using a small
amount of tag data can achieve good effect of transfer by kernel mapping, save the
calculation time and category with resources compared to the supervised machine
learning method.

6 Conclusion

The main purpose of the domain adaptation is the use of domain knowledge, using less
marked samples to obtain better performance classifier in the similar domain. Com-
pared to the traditional supervised machine learning method, the method of kernel
mapping has full use for the unmarked samples, you don’t need to take the time to mark
the samples who do not help or less help for further training, which can avoid the waste
of resources so as to effectively reduce the cost to obtain the training samples. On the
basis of the current work, the algorithms in this paper still have a lot to improve. First
of all, the parallel algorithm design of machine learning do not consider in this paper,
just copy the complete code to TaskTracker for execution; Second, in the selection
process of the same conditional probability samples in the kernel space, using the way
of the iterative calculation to gradually narrow error for the choice of samples on reduce
nodes, so there may be no solution, namely the similarity result is just near to threshold
but unable to get the final result, what is more, the questions dimension is 1000, where

Table 3. Results of experiments

Method of learning model Classification accuracy
A → B B → A

Supervised learning 66.82 % 63.66 %
Kernel mapping 74.13 % 65.49 %
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there are a large number of zero elements in scatter matrix, solving the problem of
sparse matrix to improve the classification accuracy also plays a key role. So we still
should study for the above problems in order to build more effective question classi-
fication model.
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Abstract. In recent years, academia vigorous a research campaign about
cloud computing since its rise, where replication management mechanism
is one of its hotspot issue. More and more scholars pay attention to the
redundant replica policy of cloud computing. That whether the replica-
tion management mechanism is good or not decides the experience of
user, the expand ability of the system and the efficiency issue directly.
In this paper, a series of static and dynamic replication management
mechanism that have exist are discussed. In addition, on this basis a
dynamic and static combined replication management mechanism based
on frequency adaptive is proposed.

Keywords: Cloud computing · Replication management · Dynamic and
static combined · Frequency adaptive · Modeling

1 Introduction

In recent years, file replication management mechanism have been paid more and
more attentions because of the rapid development of cloud computing [1]. The
servers used in cloud computing are all super-large scale [2]. Take Google as an
example, Google cloud computing already have more than one million servers
[3]. The shutdown of servers and the damage of hardware of system (such as
hard disk drive) should be take as a common state under the condition of such
a super-large scale servers [4]. Therefore, what policy should be used to realize a
replication management mechanism that have a fault-tolerant ability and a high
efficiency [5] is a research hotspot.

In a distributed file system, one file can have several file replicas saved in other
sites. However, data synchronization between each file replica will be involved,
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
V.C.M. Leung et al. (Eds.): CloudComp 2014, LNICST 142, pp. 116–125, 2015.
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because distributed file system have consistency requirements for file replicas.
That is why the larger scale of the system is the more complex the internet
environment. If the number of file replicas is increasing by unlimited number,
the cost of system cost by data synchronization machine will increase rapidly.
Meanwhile, if file replicas have been stored in a wrong site, the file request will be
satisfied only after flowing through multiple nodes and generate a big operating
delay.

Therefore, the number and site of replicas is the entry point of replication
management mechanism in a distributed file system. The number of replicas
have decided the usability [6] and the fault-tolerant ability [6] of system. While
the site of replicas has decided the system performance. So the number and the
site of replicas are given by using different policies in a lot of file replication
management mechanism.

For the static replication management mechanism, the advantage of it is
that it can provide serves of different securities to match different standards
to charge the users. But this mechanism may lead to an overweight burden of
nodes. Because the majority of file operations are concentrate on a few nodes of
system, and the system performance will be affected. For the dynamic replication
management mechanism [8], its advantage is that it will adapt to the change of
system when the scale of system is expanding. But for the centralized dynamic
replication management mechanism, though it’s easy to achieve it will become
a bottleneck that will restrict the system performance because the operations
of file replicas are under the charge of one single node, for the reason that it
should have a comprehensive recognition to every file replica. But for distributed
dynamic replication management mechanism, though it’s more complex, it has
no this restriction.

In this paper a dynamic and static combined replication management mech-
anism based on file access frequency has been proposed. It can provide serves
of different security level based on users’ request, on operation state of system,
and on the access frequency of file. On the basis of static policy, distributed
management mechanism is used to modify the number and site of replicas. By
this mechanism, we can adapt to the change of system and the request of users
more flexibly, under the condition of a guaranteed system performance a flexible
replication dynamic management can be operated.

2 Related Works

There are many different kinds of implementations for distributed replication
management mechanism [7].

Khaneghah Ehsan Mousavi, et al. pointed out that enlargement of the gap
between data processing and I/O operations throughput will bound the sys-
tem performance to storage and retrieval operations and remarkably reduce the
overall performance of high performance computing clusters [9]. They proposed
a mechanism that estimates the required number of replicas for each file based
on its popularity. In the mechanism, two agents are responsible for estimating
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replication factor and performing file replication. RFEA estimates the required
number of replicas for each file and RFSA adapts this number to the remaining
storage space of cluster. RFEA and RFSA are implemented as a multi-thread
program which runs on the NameNode in a Hadoop cluster.

Xin Sun, et al. pointed out that most replication methods lead to high over-
head for unnecessary file replications and consistency maintenance [10]. They
proposed a dynamic minimum access cost based MAC replication strategy. The
MAC replication strategy takes into account the access frequency, the status
of the network connection and average response time to perform optimal repli-
cation. It first selects the popular files, calculated the average response time
to determine which logical resource should be replicated. Then calculates an
appropriate site to replicate for better shortening the response time of the data
resource.

Hegde S have compared many kinds of models of replication management
mechanism through different aspects [11]. Some models are complex to achieve
and the computing complexity will increase rapidly when the scale of system is
expanding. So the degree of complexity of replication management mechanism
should be controlled in a rational extent.

3 The Model for Adaptive Replication

According to what has been discussed above, in this paper the file replication
management mechanism take the form that dynamic and static are combined.
File replicas with fixed site and number will be established the time the files
entering the system firstly to ensure the usability and the fault-tolerant ability of
the system. At the same time, replicas will be added or deleted at a proper site by
using distributed dynamic replication management mechanism when the system
is operating. In order to ensure the system performance the replica established
by using static policy can not be deleted.

A. The Adaptive Replication Policy
This policy refers to distributed dynamic replication management mechanism.
In order to reduce the cost of system, we hope only the nodes that have file
replicas need to estimate whether the file replica should be added or deleted on
the nodes according to the condition it master, and does not need to er to the
other nodes in the system.

We make an appoint as following:

• There are N mainframes in the whole system, Nodex presents the xth main-
frame, x ∈ N .

• Assume there are n replicas saved at n replica nodes in file F , then we set the
replication degree of file F is n.

• There are two operations for file replicas in a system, and they are writing and
reading. Among them reading just refers to one replica node, writing needs
to update all of the file replicas because of the consistency requirements of
replicas.
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• The route algorithm of the system follows the principle of read the nearest,
that is to say if there is not a file replica needed exist on the node, then search
it on the node that is nearest.

• Each replica node i of file F maintains a series of counters: Rinside, Routside−x,
Winside, Woutside−x. In a period of time t, Rinside is the frequency of reading
requirement to the file replica on this node. Routside−x is the frequency of
reading file replicas that Nodex has required. Winside is the frequency of
writing operation to file replica on this node. Woutside−x is the frequency
of updating the file replica that Nodex has required.

• Assume a is the cost of a node without replicas reading the file from other
nodes. b is the cost of updating a file replica non-local by writing operation.

According to the appoint above, if a Nodex has replicas the cost of system cost
by replicas can deduced as:

Cost = 0Rinside +
N∑

i=1

Routside−ia +
N∑

i=1

Woutside−ibn + Winsideb(n − 1) (1)

Actually, reading operation to file replica inside node will not produce any net-
work transmission. Non-local node will produce a cost a when operate reading
operation to file replica. Non-local node will produce a cost b when operate writ-
ing operation to file replica and produce a cost (n− 1)b to update n− 1 replicas
left. The n−1 replicas are needed to updated the time operate writing operation
to the file replicas inside node and it will produce a cost (n − 1)b.

On the Nodex we add a replica of this file (y ∈ N), the replication degree
of file F will change to (n + 1), Nodey will operate reading operation directly
without through Nodex. Actually, if the access pattern for a file is not change
too much in a period of time, then we can consider the frequency of reading
requirement to the file replica inside this node is still Rinside, the frequency of
writing requirement is still Winside. But Routside−y will become the frequency
that local node read the file replica on Nodey. So Routside−y is beyond calculation
range. Similarly, Woutside−y is beyond calculation range. Meanwhile, n replicas
are needed to update since Woutside−y becomes the frequency that local node
operate writing operation on the file replica on Nodey. The total cost been
produced is Woutside−ybn. So the cost of the system is as follow:

CostA = 0Rinside +
∑N

i=1,i �=y
Routside−ia

+
∑N

i=1,i �=y
Woutside−ib(n + 1) + Winsidebn + Woutside−ybn (2)

According to formulas (1) and (2) the judge condition of adding a replica on
Nodey by Nodex is CostA < Cost. Plug this into formula and simplify it, we
can get:

Routside−ya > Winsideb +
N∑

i=1,i �=y

Woutside−ib (3)
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Consider formula (3) as a judge condition is very complex in a actual system.
Because the frequency of writing operation of nodes outside should been accu-
mulated in each judgment.

As
∑N

i=1,i �=y Woutside−ib <
∑N

i=1 Woutside−ib, so formula (3) is work when
formula (4) is work:

Routside−ya > Winsideb +
N∑

i=1

Woutside−ib (4)

If we set Woutside as the total frequency of updating file replicas on Nodex
required by nodes outside, formula (4) can be simplified as:

Routside−ya > Winsideb + Woutsideb (5)

No matter update the file F by reading the file or writing on the file, the data
presents the size of file F is needed to transport to network transmission. So for
the sake of simplicity, we assume a ≈ b, we can get as follows:

Routside−y > Winside + Woutside (6)

So the formula of judging condition of adding a replica on Nodey by Nodex is
formula (6).

If Nodex delete local replicas, the replication degree of file F will become
(n − 1). Actually, if the access pattern for a file is not change too much in a
period of time, then we can consider the frequency of reading requirement to
this file replica inside Nodex. Rinside will turns to be the frequency of reading
file replica on other nodes required. The frequency of requirement Winside will
turns to be the frequency of updating file replica on other nodes required. Then
the cost of this system will be:

CostB = Rinsidea+
N∑

i=1

Routside−ia+
N∑

i=1

Woutside−ib(n−1)+Winsideb(n−1) (7)

From formulas (1) to (7) the judging condition of deleting local replica decided
by Nodex can be obtained: CostB < Cost. Plug this into formula and simplify
it, we can get:

Rinsidea <

N∑

i=1

Woutside−ib (8)

Similarly, we can get:
Rinside < Woutside (9)

So the judging condition of deleting local replica decided by Nodex is formula (9).

B. The Scanning Cycle Policy
According to the adaptive replication policy, the node with replica can judge
when to add or delete a replica according to its counter. But it’s still need a
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scanning cycle to control it, and the node with replica will scan and make the
judgment after a circle. Thus it refers to the problem of choosing the scanning
circle.

To solve this problem, the scanning cycle policy is introduced. We hope scan-
ning circle which can be shorten by node automatically when the frequency of a
file replica is increasing at the time of accessing the node. When the frequency
is decreased, the scanning circle can be lengthen by the node automatically. The
advantage of it is that when a file is been accessed for many times, a mass of
files will centralize on the node of system that saved the file replica. It will lead
to the burden of the node be overweighted and the system performance will be
affected. At this time shorten the scanning circle will make the node to reflect as
soon as possible. Make sure it is needed to add replicas on other nodes and delete
local replica to adapt to the new access pattern to ensure its performance. But
when the frequency of accessing the file is decreasing, the lower the frequency
is the less effect to the node of system cost by replicas of this file. At this time,
lengthen the scanning circle, the scanning frequency of the node will decreasing,
and the load will decrease.

To describe this policy, add some appoints on the basis of article above:

• Assume the initial scanning circle is T1 when the system has been initialized.
• Assume the scanning circles of replica on Nodex in file F can make up a circle

array T1, T2, T3, . . . Tm, . . . Tn, we set Am as the accessing frequency the
file replica received in scanning circle Tm. That is to say:
Am = Rinside +

∑N
i=1 Routside−i + Winside +

∑N
i=1 Woutside−i = Rinside +

Routside + Winside + Woutside

• If we establish a coordinate axis, set x axis as time, and set y axis as accessing
frequency, we can get the Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The relationship between Am and Tm.
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From the coordinate axis we can know, if we take segments L1, L2, L3, L4 as
judgment standard, when the slop value is a positive number it means to the
accessing frequency is increasing in this circle. When the slop value is a negative
number it means to the accessing frequency is decreasing in this circle. And
the slop value shows the magnitude of increasing or decreasing of accessing.
According to the appoints above, after Nodex has been initialized, the scanning
circle of a replica in file F is T1, when T1 is ending the access frequency of file
replica is A1, the degree the access frequency is:

D1 =
A1 − 0
T1

(10)

The formula changed further more:

Di =
Ai − Ai−1

Ti
, i = 1, 2, 3...n (11)

When Di is a positive number it presents the degree of increase of access fre-
quency in circle Ti. When Di is a negative number it present the degree of
decrease of access frequency in circle Ti.

According to our idea, the node will shorten the scanning circle automatically
when the frequency of accessing the file replicas of a node. But the node can
lengthen the scanning circle automatically when this frequency is decrease. So
we set increment t as the unit interval of modifying the scanning circle.

What we can get is that:

Ti = Ti−1 − Di−1t, i = 2, 3, 4...n (12)

Plug formula (11) into formula (12):

Ti = Ti−1 − Ai−1 − Ai−2

Ti−1
t, i = 2, 3, 4...n (13)

Scanning frequency can be changed automatically according to formula (13), the
adaptability will been strengthen.

C. The Selection Policy
According to what has been discussed above, Nodex can tell when to add or
delete file replica. To delete local replicas, only Rinside and Woutside are needed
to be judged. But to add a file replica on a node, which node should add new
replica should be confirmed firstly. In the article above, Nodex decides to add a
replica on Nodey is what has been limited by the article. Actually, Nodex needs
to tell which node should add a replica, this refers to the chosen of nodes.

We observe formula (6) again, and we can tell whether Nodey needs to add a
replica, the main element is Routside−y. We can know it clearly that Nodex can
choose to read the node outside that have required most primarily. And then we
can tell which node is in great need of copying file replica.

Under the condition of a large scale system, the quantity of the nodes that
require to read Nodex may be very big. Therefore, it is inadvisable to scan all the
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nodes that have make a reading requirement to tell whether the replica should
be added. In addition, if we scan all nodes outside, may cause to a replica been
continuously created and deleted, and then system thrashing will be produced.
So we make a rule that the node tell whether it’s necessary to add a file replica
on a node outside can only according to the frequency of read requirement to
the node from the nodes outside by the order. The time obtaining a node fit to
formula (6) the scanning is stop, and wait for the next scanning circle.

4 The Adaptive Replication Algorithm

According to our policy, establishing file replicas of a fixed site and number in
static replication management mechanism is according to the security of users,
and their personalized requirements when the file entering the system, and ensure
the usability and fault-tolerant ability of system. Then using distributed dynamic
replication management mechanism to add or delete replica at a proper site in the
process of the operation of the system. But can’t delete the replicas established
by using static policy, and ensure the system performance. Therefore, the lower
limit of the number of replicas is determined according to the security and the
personalized requirements of the users. No matter how the replicas change later.
The file replicas cannot added unlimited. So we must set an upper limit for it
according to the actual circumstances of the system.

According to what have been discussed above, we make definitions as follows:

• Defining the replication degree of a file replica as Nmin according to the
requirement of security and personalized from users.

• Defining the maximum replication degree of file replica as Nmax in the whole
system.

The replication degree of file replica is as formula (14)

Nmin ≤ N ≤ Nmax (14)

Similarly, scanning circle could not increase or decrease unlimited, in order to
avoid the cycle is too short or too long, you should also set a range for it, we
set upper and lower limits as Tmin and Tmax, each cycle length T should within
this range, that is to say:

Tmin ≤ T ≤ Tmax (15)

The algorithm is executed in any one node in the system, each node has a set
of counters for reading and writing, and a counter for scanning cycle. Therefore,
we can list the main steps of The Adaptive Replication) Algorithm as follows:

1. Nodes wait for the timer of scanning cycle expires. If the system is initialized,
the cycle is T1.

2. Nodei traverses all of its file replicas when the scanning cycle is times out.
For each file, calculate it by reading or writing on the counter, traverse it
according to the frequency of read requirement to the node from the nodes
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outside by the order. Stop traversing when obtained the first Nodey that
matches formula (6) and judge formula (14). if the number of replicas of file
does not meet the upper limit, add replicas of Nodey. Otherwise do not add
one.

3. At the expiry of the scanning cycle, Nodei traverse all of its own file replicas.
For each file calculate it by using formula (9) by reading or writing on the
counter. Judge formula (14) immediately if it’s right. If it doesn’t reach the
lower limit of the number of replicas, then delete the replicas of this file.
Otherwise do not delete the replicas.

4. When the step 2, 3 are finished, update the scanning cycle of this node accord-
ing to formula (13). While the scanning cycle updated does not comply with
formula (15), stop updating the scanning cycle.

5 Validation

To verify the replication management mechanism proposed in the previous
chapter, now we use an experiment to be calculated.

We choose 20 distributed computers combined into a network and uses a file
to test. For comparison, we used the other two mechanisms, namely the static
replication management mechanism and the dynamic management mechanism
with fixed scan time.

The parameters are set as follows:

T1 = 20, Nmin = 3, Nmax = 5, Tmin = 10, Tmax = 600

The number of file replicas fixed to 3 when use static replication management
mechanism, and the scanning circle is 20 s when use the dynamic management
mechanism with fixed scan time. Request access to all nodes in accordance with
“the nearest reads” principle to operate locally or at the most recent copy. After
running test system for some time, statistics the operation count both the read
operation for the file from remote node and the synchronization operation for
the file (Table 1).

Table 1. The experimental result

Mechanism types Operands

Static replication management mechanism 34,246

Dynamic management mechanism without fixed scan time 29,263

Static and dynamic combined replication management mechanism 19,896

From the results, we can see that the proposed adaptive static and dynamic
combined replication management mechanism greatly reduced for 58 % of
operands for the static replication management mechanism, and reduced for
68 % of operands for the dynamic management mechanism with fixed scan time.
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6 Conclusion

This paper have discussed a kind of adaptive static and dynamic combined repli-
cation management mechanism based on file replica access frequency, aiming at
solving a series of problems exist in the static replication management mecha-
nism and the dynamic management mechanism. Increase the expandability and
system performance.
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Abstract. Business process collaboration enable organizations to communica-
tion, interact and cooperate with each other to achieve specific business goals.
Currently, the research work on business process mainly focus on the modelling
and analysis for their organization structure or interactive relationship. This paper
study business process collaboration from the view of software architecture, a
distributed architecture called “agent end + stockholder end” is proposed, by
analyzing the collaboration architecture finds, in the case of the participation
organizations are given, determining the agents in collaboration and the partic-
ipation organizations in every management region becomes the key for effective
collaborating. For this reason, with the help of fuzzy cluster to determine the
membership matrix and clustering centers firstly in this paper, then the best
number of agent is determined through agent entropy, and thus the set of par-
ticipation organizations in every management region are determined. Experiment
results show that the method proposed in this paper is feasible and effective.

Keywords: Cloud computing � Software architecture � Business process
collaboration � “agent end + stockholder end” � Entropy

1 Introduction

With the development of economic globalization and the advancement of enterprises’
information, the manage models of enterprises has taken place a great change, the
business of enterprises have changed form a signal goal oriented represents an inde-
pendent model to the model that represents multi-goals cooperation crossing organi-
zational boundaries [1]. In the context of modern business, especially with the
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development of cloud computing and Big Data [19, 20, 21], there is not an enterprise is
isolated. An enterprise as a participant participates the business collaboration, and they
interact with others to complete the particular business function in the process of col-
laboration. Business process is an important research field in industry information
system [2, 3], a business process is used to describe the activities in an organization and
the relationships among organizations in order to achieve the given business goal [4].
With regard to the cross-organizational business process, because of involving many
organizational process units, crossing the boundaries of organizations, in the cross-
organizational enterprise information system [5, 6, 7, 8] and the context of e-commerce
[9], it focuses on the flow relationship between business function and manufacturer
activities. Its main task is to via the information systems respectively, different enter-
prises can cooperate and collaborate conveniently in business [10] used to complete
specific business goal, it plays a more and more important role in the context of business.

Currently, researches on business process collaboration mainly focus on modeling.
Namely through some formal methods, i.e., Petri Net, CCS(A Calculus of Commu-
nicating Systems), Pi Calculus and so on, to model the structure and interactive
behaviors of cross-organizational business process collaboration, then verifying some
properties of established model, such as Sound, Consistent and so on. [12] proposes
IOWF(International Organization Workflow) used to model the Inter-organizational
Workflows based on WF-net(Workflow Net) and Colored Petri Nets; [13] proposes a
method to model the business process of Web Service form internal and external view;
[14] proposes to use WF-net to describe the private process inside an organization
and providing interactive interfaces for external environment, then using Interaction-
Oriented Petri Nets model to define the interactive relationship between organizational
business processes based on WF-net, [15] proposes the Open Workflow Nets to model
cross-organizational business process, and then supporting a design by contract; [16]
proposes a method that combines Petri Net and Pi Calculus, proposing to model local
flow of business process based Petri Net and model interactive behaviors of business
process based on Pi Calculus; [17] proposes a model called OTRM-Net and used to
describe the task coordination patterns and disposal process in the emergency response
systems formally.

The typical researches above belong to the range of modeling for organization
structure in business process collaboration, there are rare literatures discuss the business
process collaboration from the view of architecture. Therefore, an architecture called
“agent end + stockholder end” is proposed, and discusses the method for determining
agents in this architecture and organizations partition. The main contributions cover:

(1) This paper propose a new distributed business process collaboration architecture
called “agent end + stockholder end” and define it formally, which can discuss
business process collaboration form macroscopic view.

(2) For this distributed collaboration architecture, in the case of the participation
organizations are given, how to determine the agents in collaboration and the
participation organizations in every management region becomes the key for
efficient collaborating. For this reason, this paper uses fuzzy cluster to determine
the membership matrix and clustering centers firstly, then the best number of
agent determined through agent entropy, and then the set of participation
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organizations in every management region are determined, which can conduct the
structure for collaboration applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the system
architecture for business process collaboration; Sect. 3 discusses the method for
determining agents in this architecture and the method for organizations partition based
on entropy and Fuzzy Cluster; Sect. 4 is the experiment and results discussion; Sect. 5
concludes and presents our future work.

2 System Architecture for Business Process Collaboration

Business process collaboration has two obvious characteristics: (1) the autonomous
character of participation organizations. The participant organizations has the right of
control for resources provided by themselves, the authority for accessing resources
determined by organizations and organizations determines whether join or quit the
business process collaboration. (2) goals drive. In the time of some specific business
goals are needed to complete, some organizations are needed to select dynamically in
cooperation with each other to complete some specific business goals timely. The
characteristics above possessed by business process collaboration can be used for
autonomous character of services provided by organizations and has a full right of
control for their resources. At the same time, business process collaboration asks for
combining organizations to achieve some specific business goals, however, the
dynamics caused by the autonomous character of organizations may lead to complete
business goals unsuccessfully. So in the basis of the autonomous character of orga-
nizations guarantees, there are some man or organizations select members dynamically
and some constraints and control strategies are settled to complete some specific
business goals. At the same time, there is a mechanism which can make perception and
reaction timely when the organization members change in the process of collaboration,

Stockholder

Agent

Organization Organization

Agent

Organization Organization... ... ...

Management
Region

Management
Region

Fig. 1. Business process collaboration architecture
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and make some adjustments to business process collaboration to keep it in operation
sostenuto. In this paper, this type of the man or organizations is called stakeholder. At
the same time, for alleviating the load of communication and monitoring of stockholder
in collaboration process, several agents are established using for cooperating work of
stockholder to collaborate efficiently. The conceptual model of business process col-
laboration architecture in this paper is shown in Fig. 1.

From the Fig. 1, we can see that the business process collaboration architecture,
namely “agent end + stockholder end” is a model with three levels. The lowest level is
organization level, some diversities exist among participation organizations, the whole
collaboration process is composed by organizations and the communications among
organizations; the middle level is agent level, for a category of similar organizations, there
is an agent in charge of monitoring the operation situations of this category of organi-
zations and a management region is produced, and when an organization can’t provide
services sequentially, the agent reports to stockholders timely; the top level is stockholder
level, though the communications between the agents, the stockholder can learn the
changes of organizations and react, also can monitor the operation situations of agents.

2.1 The Formal Definition for Business Process Collaboration
Architecture

Definition 1 (Organization). Let org1; . . .; orgn are the all organizations in business
collaboration, the set Org ¼ forg1; . . .; orgng is called organization region in business
process collaboration, for 8 orgi 2 Org can be defined formally as a two-tuples
Orgi ¼ ðid; IÞ, where,
(1) id is used to identity an organization uniquely in collaboration process;
(2) the set I ¼ fI1; . . .; Img is m-dimension measurement index, its measurement

value are v1; . . .; vm, and every element Ii is called decision factor, which is used to
determine this organization belongs to.

Definition 2 (Agent). Let agent1; . . .; agentn are the all agents in business collabora-
tion, the set Agent ¼ fagent1; . . .; agentng is called agent region in business process
collaboration, for 8 agenti 2 Agent can be defined formally as a three -tuples agenti ¼
id;Org;Rð Þ; where,
(1) id is used to identity an agent uniquely in collaboration process;
(2) the set Org ¼ forg1; . . .; orgmg is the set of similar organizations which the

number is m, called a management region;
(3) R � agenti � Org [ Org� agenti is “agent-organization” flow relationship.

Definition 3 (Business Process Collaboration Architecture). Let the set Org ¼
forg1; . . .; orgng and the set Agent ¼ fagent1; . . .; agentng are organization region and
agent region respectively in business process collaboration, then the whole of business
process collaboration architecture can be defined formally as a three-tuples BPA ¼
stockholder;Org;Agent;Rð Þ, where,
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(1) stockholder is stockholder;
(2) R � Agent � stockholder [ stockholder � Agent is “stockholder–agent” flow

relationship.

3 Agent Determination and Organization Partition
Based on Entropy and Fuzzy Cluster

From the Sect. 2 above, we can know that for the specific business goals, different
organizations combine to achieve the solution for problems in the way of collaboration in
the business process collaboration architecture. Because of the autonomous character of
participation organizations, which needs corresponding man or organization, namely
stockholders, to select members dynamically and some constraints and control strategies
are settled to complete some specific business goals successfully. In one process of
collaboration, there are a large number of organizations, for alleviating the load of com-
munication and monitoring of stockholder, it is reasonable to set several agents using for
cooperating work of stockholder in collaboration architecture. In the specific architecture,
to processed with the collaboration work effectively, agent determination and organization
partition become a key issue in the design of business process collaboration architecture,
namely in the case of the participation organizations are given, how to determine the
agents and the participation organizations included in every management region.

3.1 Fuzzy Cluster for Participation Organizations

In this paper, fuzzy cluster is used to get the membership matrix and clustering centers
in the case of the number of agents C (2 � C � N, N denotes the number of
participation organizations) is given, and the membership matrix and clustering centers
are the basis for agent determination and organization partition based on entropy in
next section. So algorithm 1 is proposed to get the membership matrix and clustering
centers.

Algorithm 1. Obtaining the membership matrix and clustering centers
Input: the set of participation organizations Org ¼ forg1; . . .; orgng, the number of
agents C ð2�C�NÞ, fuzzy-weighted coefficient m, Matrix A and iteration stop
threshold value e;
Output: the set of membership matrix M and the set of clustering centers C.
Step 1. Structuring the measure index matrix K for the set of participation organizations
Org ¼ forg1; . . .; orgng, for 8 vij in K, taking a normalization, namely, when v ij is
positive increment dimension value, such as validity, reliability and so on, processing it

by formula v0ij ¼ vij�r jmin

r jmax�r jmin

, while the v ij is positive decrease dimension value, such as

response time, cost and so on, processing it by formula v0ij ¼ vij�r jmin

r jmax�r jmin

, while the v ij is

positive decrease dimension value, such as response time, cost and so on, processing it

by formula v0ij ¼ r jmax�vij
r jmax�r jmin

, obtaining the normalization matrix K’ lastly.
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Step 2. For the number of agents C ð2�C�NÞ, clustering it by applying the fuzzy
C-mean cluster algorithm [17], when e satisfies, the algorithm stops and records the
membership matrix and clustering centers to C.
Step 3. For every C, outputting the membership matrix and clustering centers.

3.2 Agent Determination and Organization Partition Based on Entropy

In the information theory, information entropy is used to measure the uncertainty of
event, we can obtain information content after the event occurs. Information content
denotes the information entropy before the event occurs minus the information entropy
after the event occurs.

For the discrete and immemorial information source, if the space of probability is
X;P½ � ¼ ½xk; pkjk ¼ 1; 2; ::;N�, then the uncertainty of information source denotes H
(X), namely the entropy of information source X, its calculation formulate is
H Xð Þ ¼ P

k
pk log 1

pk
.

Let the C is the number of agents and U is the membership matrix obtained by
algorithm 1, then agent entropy H(C) is defined as follows,

(1) when lij 6¼ 0; then H Cð Þ ¼ � 1
N

PC

i¼1

PN

j¼1
lij lnðlijÞ;

(2) when lij ¼ 0; then H(C) = 0.

Theorem 1. agent entropy has some properties as follows:

(1) 0�H Cð Þ� ln Cð Þ;
(2) when U is hard partition, H(C) = 0;
(3) when lij ¼ 1=C; H Cð Þ ¼ ln Cð Þ:

Proving this theorem is very simply, it is limited to the length of this article, so the
process omits.

For the different C, there is different agent entropy H(C), if there is a C� can lead to
minimum H(C), then C� is the best number of cluster, combining with the membership
matrix and clustering centers obtained by algorithm 1, thus the agents and the partic-
ipation organizations included in every management region can be determined in the
collaboration architecture. So algorithm 2 is proposed for this purposes.

Algorithm 2. Determining the agents and the organizations partition
Input: the number of agents C ð2�C�NÞ; the set of membership matrix M ¼
fA1; . . .;ACg and the set of clustering centers C ¼ fB1; . . .;BCg;
Output: the set of agents Agent ¼ fagent1; . . .; agentkg and the set of organizations in
every management region Org ¼ fOrg1; . . .;Orgkg.
Step 1. Computing the agent entropy according to the corresponding membership
matrix to C obtains the set of agent entropy AE ¼ fae1; . . .; aekg;
Step 2. Taking a normalization to AE, namely AE

0 ¼ fae1=lnðC1Þ; . . .; aek=lnðCkÞg;
Step 3. Outputting Ci ¼ argmin

i
AE

0
, and the corresponding clustering centers and the

set of cluster to Ci.
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4 Experiment and Analysis

For illustrating the effectiveness of the method proposed in this paper, supposing there
are sixty eight organizations Org ¼ forg1; . . .; org68g in a supply chain. Generally, the
measure indexes of organizations can be obtained by two way: (1) the data collected in
practice. (2) the data is generated randomly by computer simulation. In this paper, we
adopt the second way, and for the simpleness, supposing every organization has only
two measure indexes. Algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 are realized by Matlab, and the
fuzzy-weighted coefficient is 2, matrix A is unit matrix and iteration stop threshold
value is e ¼ e�5.

4.1 Results Analysis

The number of agents C, the agent entropy H(C), normalization agent entropy H(C)/
lnC obtained by algorithms 1 and 2 is shown in Table 1. It is limit to the length of this
paper, only the front of 10 items is listed, because of the rest of items’ H(C)/lnC all less
than H(8)/ln8, which is not affect the discussion below so omits. The partition index(PI)
[18], which is a valid index in fuzzy cluster also is listed in Table 1, only the front of 10
items is listed, because of the rest of items’ PI all greater than PI(C = 8), so omits.

Table 1. The relationship among C, H(C), H(C)/lnC and PI

C H(C) H(C)/ln(C) PI

2 0.2878 0.4152 0.8319
3 0.2878 0.4152 0.7919
4 0.2878 0.4152 0.7257
5 0.2878 0.4152 0.7039
6 0.2878 0.4152 0.7523
7 0.2878 0.4152 0.8066
8 0.2878 0.4152 0.8596
9 0.2878 0.4152 0.8336
10 0.2878 0.4152 0.8007

Table 2. The relationship between organizations and region

Management
region

Participation organizations

1 org 16, org 17, org 18, org 19, org 20, org 21, org 22, org 23, org 24

2 org 8, org 9, org 10, org 11, org 12, org 13, org 14, org 15

3 org 33, org 34, org 35, org 36, org 37, org 38, org 39, org 40, org 41

4 org 60, org 61, org 62, org 63, org 64, org 65, org 66, org 67, org 68

5 org 1, org 2, org 3, org 4, org 5, org 6, org 7

6 org 42, org 43, org 44, org 45, org 46, org 47, org 48, org 49, org 50,
org 51, org 52

7 org 53, org 54, org 55, org 56, org 57, org 58, org 59

8 org 25, org 26, org 27, org 28, org 29, org 30, org 31, org 31, org 32
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Form the Table 1, we can know that when C = 8, the H(C)/lnC gets the minimum
value, so we can get the conclusion that C = 8 is the best number of agents. Comparing
with the PI, we can see that when C = 8, the partition index get the maximum value, so
a conclusion can be drawn that the method proposed in this paper is valid.

C = 8 is the best number of agents which got by analysis in Table 1, so according to
algorithm 2, the participation organizations included in every management region can
be obtained and is shown in Table 2, thus the collaboration architecture of this supply
chain is determined.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Currently, the researches on business process mainly focus on the modelling and
analysis for their organization structure or interactive relationship, there are rare lit-
eratures pay attention to the business process collaboration from the view of archi-
tecture. Therefore, an architecture called “agent end + stockholder end” is proposed,
and then the agents in collaboration architecture and organizations partition is deter-
mined though information entropy and fuzzy cluster, which can discuss business
process collaboration form macroscopic view and conduct the structure for collabo-
ration applications.

Future work involves two aspects as follows: (1) the formal description and veri-
fication for this collaboration architecture; (2) discussing the schedule issues specifi-
cally based on collaboration architecture.
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Abstract. SaaS is the research hotspot of cloud computing in the software
application layer. With the wide application of Web services composition
technology, Web services interaction becomes more and more complex, while
the static Web service behavior adaptation method is difficult to support com-
plex behavioral adaptation between Web services. This paper presents a
behavior adaptation model BAM and adaptation framework DSBAF with
dynamic Web service behavior adaptation. The method which complete Web
service adaptation by the engine driven execution unit with behavioral adapta-
tion separate modeling and dynamic loading the adapter framework model is
able to dynamically complete Web service adaptation; Furthermore, the use of
behavioral adaptation model can build a virtual service on DSBAF at run time,
which will make our Web service operate in the external environment.

Keywords: SaaS � SOC � Service adaptation � Static adaptation � Dynamic
behavior adaptation

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of cloud computing, the enterprise more and more widely
accept cloud computing and business function built above the cloud services. Cloud
computing deem that all resources are in service [1], which performance for the soft-
ware as a service (SaaS) [2] in the software application layer. SaaS is calculated using
Service Oriented on the concrete implementation(Service - Oriented Computing, SOC)
[3], which use serve as the basic unit of building software, and through the Service
composition to achieve the software application of rapid low cost under the hetero-
geneous environment. At present, Web service has become the fact standards of the
Internet service encapsulation and the best implementation framework of SOC. And the
Web service has characteristics of heterogeneity, dynamic, distributed and the con-
tinuous changes of specific software function in the Web services encapsulate make the
synergistic interaction between Web services becomes exceptionally complex, how to
ensure correct solid interaction between Web services becomes the key to promote a
SaaS application and implementation. Web service adapter technology provides a
feasible solution to solve the problem, it can make the service that originally not correct
coordinated correctly complete the work together under the intervention of service
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adaptation. At the same time, along with the application of Web service composition,
service behavior interaction and cooperation become increasingly complex. Currently,
widely use the static service behavior adaptation mechanism is difficult to support
complex behavioral adaptation between services. Service behavior adaptation frame-
work for complex service behavior of dynamic and flexible is of great significance to
further promotion of the implementation and application of SaaS.

2 Related Work

Web service adaptation [4] refers to making a Web service can present the desired
service after adapter encapsulation through an adapter, and the adapter as the inter-
mediary between the two Web services making the two incompatible Web services can
work coordinately [5]. At this stage, the research based on Web service adaptation is
mainly focus on the grammar adaptation, behavior adaptation, semantic adaptation and
non-functional adaptation [6]. Grammar adaptation construct service interface model
from the grammar, which resolve the mismatch problem of service in the method name,
the parameter name, type name, complex type data structure, the types of method,
parameter type, abnormal type, the parameter sequence and number of parameters such
as inconsistent situations; Interaction between behavioral adaptation for service build
service interface model, solve the mismatch problems of service in the message
interaction sequence inconsistency, redundancy and information loss case; Semantic
adaptation will understand service interface semantic as ontology, it build the service
interface model based on ontology concept, and solve the mismatch problems of ser-
vice semantic description which is not consistent or services do not fully meet the
demand of system caused, such as the conceptual approximation, conceptual contain
and conceptual equivalence; Nonfunctional adaptation, also called the quality adapta-
tion, quality attributes building service interface model based on service, solving the
mismatch problem during services in safety, persistence, transaction, reliability and
performance of such inconsistency case. This paper is aimed at the behavioral adap-
tation of Web service.

The industry proposed many solutions in terms of Web service behavior adaptation.
In [7, 8], Brogi et al. propose the adaptation method based on the service execution
path, we used the YAWL service modeling. In [9], Massuthe proposes pattern
matching method based on automation theory. This method has made a lot of sim-
plification, the service behavior is difficult to apply in actual adaptation process. In [10],
Massuthealso put forward a kind of pattern matching method. What is different is that
the method uses extended Petri net, namely, Open workflow nets modeling for service
behavior to describe the external interface of the service. In [11], also is based on the
thought pattern matching, but only for finite state service. In [12] Gierds proposes a
method for generating the adapter based on the transformation rules. The method can
be applied to any service adaptation in theory. In [13], presented a service whose
adapter is generated by using mismatch tree, and eliminating the service interface and
the agreement does not match. In [14], Sinha proposes the method that generating
adapter by model test, this method determines the existence of the adapter using the
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tableau based on algorithm, and if there exists an adapter, then automatically generate
adapter’s custom fairness constraints.

According to the researches above, behavioral adaptation of Web service focused
on the analysis of the service behavior of static and adaptation issues. The static
behavior of a Web service adaptation considers almost all of the operating conditions of
system at the system design stage, modeling for Web service behavior and the process
of their interactions, and building the adapter after analyzing the mismatching points of
Web service interaction according to the model. In the current dynamic and changeable
Web service application environment, mainly exist the following problems:

(1) Failing to support the dynamic evolution or update of Web services. Static Web
service adaptation method is set ahead of the Web service operation, Unable to
adjust dynamically at runtime. On the one hand, the system design is not able to
consider all possible operating conditions, if there’s an unexpected situation in the
process of design, it will lead to the exception of system during operation; on the
other hand, SOC attach great importance to the synergistic combination of
characteristics and replaceable characteristics among the services. For real-time
demand of the users, we can complete the goal function by using Web services
dynamic combination, the user’s demand changing and the system all the time in
the evolution of the dynamic or update, how to maintain the adapter synchronous
evolution or update and the consistency of the system operation is unable to solve
by static adaptation method.

(2) The complexity of the complex service adaptation is too high and cost too much.
For simple Web services, it contains only the temporal logic behavior of order,
single path, analysis and adaptation by using static adaptation method, which the
process is simple. However, with the service behavior tends to be complex, it will
be a heavy task that analyzing and making sure all possible path. In addition, the
static adaptation method system mostly is a conceptual model now, which lacks of
concrete frame in the specific application process.

3 Dynamic Web Service Behavior Adaptation

Dynamic Web service behavior adaptation will delay the service behavior, compati-
bility analysis and adaptation of design stage to operation stage, and can change
dynamically adaptation at runtime. The essence of dynamic behavior of a Web service
adaptation is the design and implementation of a generic adaptation framework, which
mapping the service agreement and protocol interface of two services as input, and by
the engine dynamically creating and managing the behavior adaptation execution unit
of the two service. Behavioral adaptation execution unit is a general intelligence unit,
which can dynamically load behavior adaptation model and avoid the type expansion
of adapter, at the same time, it can dynamically perceive, dynamically receive, process
and forward service message. Behavioral adaptation model modeling for complex
service adaptation, which covers the complex service adapter logic and service com-
position, and has the ability of dynamically update and replace. From this, we can see
that the key of dynamic behavior of a Web service adaptation are two parts which are
of behavioral adaptation model and adaptation framework.
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3.1 Behavior Adaptation Model (BAM)

Web services with uniform behavior in the external message communication have
encapsulated the realization of the concrete function. From the generalized Web service
matching point of view, we can undertake message transformation, external perform
logic and composite service behavior operations. Behavioral adaptation model (BAM)
will match the various behaviors in the process of abstraction for three main bodies of
Behaviors, Behavior Actions and Operation, which modeling by its behavior scene. As
shown in Fig. 1:

(1) BAM behavior modeling service behavior can be divided into two types: event
behavior and executing behavior. Execution behavior describes the logic in the
collection of service adapter, which is performed a process execution according to
certain strategy. Event behavior describes the place collection in the service
adaptation, occurrence is produced within the framework and have influence on
the service adapter. Event behavior and execution behavior are described in the
operation, they are associated with specific specification, executing code values as
well as the service interface, and modeling in the behavior scene;

(2) Action is the foundation behavior unit of BAM and the basis of the behavior
semantics. Action can accomplish a behavior directly, but also can through
multiple action cooperate complete a complex behavior. Action is divided into
basic actions and composite actions, basic action execution framework itself
provides basic moves support behavior, such as the Exception Action, Variable

Fig. 1. Behavior adaptation model structure
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Action, the Message Action, etc.; Composite action is the action of pointing to
Web services composition and formation, which contains a specific Web service
object and the behavior concept in relations, and It consists of the abstract
operation and cooperative operation;

(3) Basic operation is support to basic actions, abstraction and collaborative operation
together support actions. Abstract operation is an abstract for concrete imple-
mentation operation, it describes structured interface information of operation and
corresponds to the concrete realization of atomic operation service; Collaborative
operation is build on the basis of the actions in the form of action scene, which
contains basic, abstract and other collaborative operations, at the same time,
collaborative operations have consistent structured interface information with
abstract operation;

(4) Behavior scene is behavior actions container, which explains a series of actions of
adaptation behavior, and describes an implementation process of adaptation, it
modeling with the perspective of behavior process, and provide the execution
environment for the Action. Behavior scene appears as a whole in the form of
operation, can directly form behaviors for the target service, can also be converted
into coordinated operations, it is the main body to describe the collaborative
operation.

3.2 Dynamic Web Service Behavior Adaptation Framework (DSBAF)

BAM can completely describe adaptation behavior, but need the corresponding
infrastructure to complete the service adaptation operation. DSBAF model of Web
services based on business document exchange, which dynamically loading and
parsing the BAM, calling the source Web services, and adaptation convert into target
virtual service. Its function structure as shown in Fig. 2:

Fig. 2. DSBAF function structure
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Web services based on XML, using SOAP protocol, is a kind of cross-platform
interoperability specification. From the point of view of data exchange, the Web service
is the software entities to realize the WSDL and SOAP standard business document
exchange. SOAP message as a business document with business identification and
business data set, can be dynamically generated and analyzed. SOAP communication is
an exchange process that SOAP service call request message and return message as a
result, it is an exchange process of SOAP standard business document, we can com-
plete SOAP communication process through dynamical parsing and generating of
SOAP business document, replace the binding of traditional Web service and function
that communication process realize standard Web service calls. Web service release
also can be regarded as an exchange process of WSDL document. DSBAF using Web
services model of document exchange, documenting SOAP and WSDL, implementing
Web services behavior adaptation by business documents mapping, its structure as
shown in Fig. 3:

(1) BAM engine is the main part of the behavior adaptation model execution
parsing, including a controller and multiple independent execution units. BAM
model itself does not execute directly, it need to extract the behavior scene of
BAM. The execution unit load and execute the intermediate code of BAM
behavioral scene. Execution unit can dynamically load, Purge, suspend and
resume the BAM behavioral scene intermediate code and behavior execution
environment, at the same time, multiple execution units can form cluster,
communicate with each other and cooperate through the messages, but Coupling

Fig. 3. Dynamic web service behavior adaptation framework
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degree is low. This structure is very suitable for distributed execution environ-
ment. Perform controller provides the global environment, message soft bus and
the control for execution and collaboration of execution unit, at the same time,
provide the unity facade with the outer frame interaction for BAM engine.

(2) It formed the abstract operation information in the process of DSBAF parsing
and compiling on BAM, which contains all the abstract operating information in
the BAM, and the basic information of the corresponding external Web service
set and runtime information. Abstract operation registration information is a
structured data set (Table 1):

(3) DSBAF formed BAM registration information in compiling and Analysis process
of BAM, it is the WS specification and Message specification of virtual service,
scene matching Main Operation that action scene corresponding published in the
BAM registration information and each Message formed a virtual Web services.
The BAM registration information is a structured data set (Table 2):

Table 1. Abstract operation registration information
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(4) Service agent is the agent of Service Requestor and DSBAF interaction, which
complete the SOAP protocol specification according to the Web services stan-
dards, receive Web Service requests (SOAP Service call request, WSDL request)
and return the corresponding results (SOAP service return, SOAP service error
return, WSDL service description), so the Service Requestor can use virtual Web
services transparently and standardized.

(5) There are two aspects of functionality to the SOAP parser, On the one hand,
calling request document on the basis of the SOAP service of BAM registration
information parsing service agent receives, converted into action scenario and
executed request message document, and sent to the BAM engine execution
unit; On the other hand, calling the SOAP service results of agent receives based
on abstract operation information parsing service returned documents and con-
verted into abstract operation execution return message document, and which is
sent to BAM engine execution units.

(6) There are two aspects functionality to the SOAP Generator, On the one hand,
parsing BAM executed result message document of BAM engine unit returned
basis on the BAM registration information, which convert into SOAP service
results return documents, and transmitted to the service agent. On the other hand,
abstract operation execution request message document on the basis of the
abstract operation information analysis by Selector determined convert the
SOAP service call request document, and sent to the service call agent.

(7) Service Invoke Proxy is the agent of DSBAF and Service Provider interactions
according to the Web services standards to complete the SOAP protocol spec-
ification and protocol bindings, send Web Service call request and access to the

Table 2. The BAM registration information
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Web Service invocation corresponding results (SOAP Service results back,
SOAP Service error return), so the DSBAF can transparently and standardized to
invoke the Web service;

(8) WSDL Generator generates a WSDL service description document on the basis
of BAM registration information, and sent to the service agent.

(9) Service Configuration is the set of Web services of the corresponding abstract
operation configuration in BAM. Search Service Registry or directly specify the
Service Provider, from the Service Provider obtain the WSDL and select the
corresponding Operation, at the same time, define documents match the script of
input and output for the Web Service Operation.

(10) Service Selector select the optimal invoke of the Web service calling according
to correspondly the Web service collection Response Time and Loaded values in
an abstract operation information.

4 Conclusion

Based on the problem that static Web service behavior adaptation method have difficult to
deal with complex Web service behavior adaptation. This paper proposed a behavior
adaptation model BAM of dynamic Web service behavior adaptation and adaptation
framework DSBAF. The method by behavioral adaptation separate modeling, Adaptation
framework dynamically load the model and the engine drive execution unit complete the
Web service adaptation, can dynamically complete Web service adaptation. Furthermore,
the use of behavioral adaptation model can build a virtual service on DSBAF at runtime,
our Web services will be running in the external service environment. It provides a new
train of thought to solve this complex Web service behavior adaptation. Future work will
focus on the automatic adaptation method of dynamic Web service behavior adapter, if
can obtain the desired results, will further promote of the development of SaaS and SOC
technology, implementation and applications will carry out.
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Abstract. RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) has achieved widespread
success in supply chain management, object identification, and assets tracking.
In these applications, we often need to search for a particular set of products in a
large-scale collection of products. Existing schemes have been proposed, but
they are limited by a couple of problems. Firstly, they fail to work under the
situation when the cardinality of X is much larger than that of Y. Secondly, they
implicitly assume the RFID readers are adequate powerful so that readers can
handles a large number of query requests in a short time. To this end, we
propose ITSP – Cloud-based Iterative Tag Search Protocol, which can locate the
tags in a secure and efficient manner. To be secure, ITSP authenticates the
communications between RFID readers and tags to in advance. To be efficient,
ITSP reformats the single-round communication model to a multi-round com-
munication one between readers and tags. Furthermore, ITSP employs a cloud-
based service to rapidly conduct the searching process. Extensive experimental
results show that the proposed scheme achieves high-levels of searching effi-
ciency with the improvement at least 19 %.

Keywords: RFID � Cloud computing � Tag query � Iterative searching

1 Introduction

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is a wireless communication technology [1],
which applies radio signals to identify specific targets without touching objects
mechanically and optically. Usually, An RFID system consists of three parts: readers,
tags, and antennae. The readers transmit encoded radio signal to interrogate the tags and
gets stored information within tags. Readers have relatively powerful computation and
storage capability [11]. Each tag has a unique ID according to the EPC global Class-1
Gen-2 standard [12]. It receives the reader message and responds with required infor-
mation. RFID antenna receives and transmits the radio signal between tags and readers.
Owing to its low cost, non-contact sensing, and miniaturization, RFID has been widely
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adopted in inventory management [2], product tracking, intelligent transportation
systems [3–5], animal identification [6] and healthcare systems [7, 8, 17].

In RFID applications, we may encounter the following scenario. A batch of new
products are stacked in several warehouses that are physically remote. Sometimes, the
manufacturer needs to detect inferior products by counting all tags attached to the
products. Given the goal set of tags X, the problem is how to search them in the coverage
area of all the readers, which have the set of the tags Y. The objective of the RFID search
problem is to find the set of X ∩ Y. Note that X may be totally exclusive to Y, i.e.,
X ∩ Y = Φ. For example, all of the products in some warehouse are qualified. On the
other hand, X may be totally included by Y, i.e., X ∩ Y = X. For example, all of the
defective products are placed in some warehouse. Moreover, the RFID readers suffer
from limited computation and computing capabilities. Each round detection, they will
spend a second. Therefore, they cannot continuously check the large number of tags
without break. Table 1 lists our notations used in this paper.

Many schemes have been proposed. However, they cannot deal with some prob-
lems. On the one hand, when the cardinality of X is larger than Y, some protocols
cannot work. On the other hand, with the number of tags getting larger, the search
efficiency drops due to the limited computing capabilities of readers. In this paper, we
propose ITSP – Cloud-based Iterative Tag Search Protocol. In the given protocol, we
reformats the single-round communication model to a multi-round communication one
between readers and tags. Besides, we put the process of computing into the cloud
which can make up the defects of readers in computing. To summarize, the contri-
butions of this paper are two-fold. First, the protocol can still work well when |X| > |Y|
and we can choose the best search method according to the relationship of |X| and |Y|
for the best efficiency. Secondly it uses the cloud-based service to get the efficient
search performance.

Table 1. Key notations used in the design of the proposed scheme

Symbols Description

X The set of the goal tags
Y The set of the tags in the coverage zone
YC The candidate set of the tags
X ∩ Y The intersection set of X and Y
�j j Cardinality of the set
BF �ð Þ The bloom filter for a set
A ∩ BF(B) The subset of A that is filtered by the bloom filter for B
h �ð Þ A uniform hash function
a The transmission rate from a reader to a tag
b The transmission rate from a tag to a reader
Preq The false positive rate
K The number of the hash functions
S The random seed
t The time for transmitting one bit
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related
works. Section 3 describes the details of the Cloud-based Iterative Tag Search Protocol.
Section 4 evaluates the performance of our protocol. Section 5 draws the conclusion.

2 Related Works

Zheng and Li propose the Compact Approximator based Tag Searching [13] (CATS)
protocol that improves the search efficiency dramatically. It is a two-phase protocol
which considers all the readers as a whole. In the first phase, a bloom filter BF1 is
constructed with K1 hash functions and the seed S1. BF1 and S1 will be broadcast to all
of the tags in the system. Once a tag receives BF1, it checks whether it can be filtered
by this bloom filter with parameter K1 and S1 or not. The tags that are not filtered will
keep silent in the next phase and do not response to the reader any more. On the other
hand, other tags will keep active as the candidate tags. In the second phase, the reader
broadcasts parameter K2 and S2 as hash function and the seed respectively to the tags.
The reader will build up a new bloom filter BF2 according to the replies from those
candidate tags. If the time slot is not empty, the corresponding element in the bloom
filter will be assigned as ‘1’, otherwise as ‘0’. According to BF2, the target tags also are
checked. The tags that keep active will be considered as the search results. Thus CATS
can reduce the search delay by tolerating some false positive cases. However, it cannot
work under the environment that the cardinality of X is much larger than that of Y [14].
Though the Iterative Tag Search Protocol (ITSP) protocol overcomes the disadvantage
above, we can still decrease the search delay by adjusting the number of the filtering
vector on the basis of the cardinalities of X and Y.

Both CATS and ITSP consider the readers as a whole, which results in the inter-
ferences among the readers in practice. Some existing works have been done to solve
the interference problem. Waldrop et al. [9] proposed the colorwave algorithm that
colors the readers in the system so that there is not any interference among the readers
with the same color. Tang et al. [10] proposed the RASPberry that makes the system
work in a stable way in the long term when the arrival rate of the tags are in the range of
the readers.

The security issue in RFID search is also another focus in previous work. Based on
the analysis work from Chun and Hwang [15], we found that the main reason for un-
security in RFID search efficiency is the loss of strong authentication between readers
and tags. If we have a sound mechanism for authentication, we can ensure the security
during the RFID search.

3 ITSP: Cloud-Based Iterative Tag Search Protocol

In this section, we mainly talk about how to enhance the search efficiency based on the
cardinality of X and Y and how to leverage the cloud-based service to improve the
computing capacities of readers.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of RFID search in Cloud. First, we input the set of
wanted tags into the readers. Then the readers request the cloud-based service for
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computing. After the cloud return the result, readers broadcast the computing results to
the tags. Tags will response to the request from readers. The communication between
readers and all tags may take several rounds and in each round, readers leverage the
cloud service to do computation.

3.1 Large-X-Query Algorithm

CATS cannot work when the cardinality of X is much larger than Y. The only one
round interaction mainly results in the problem. Because in the communication process,
CATS should meet both the false positive rate and the efficiency requirements. We
increase the number of the interaction round to solve this problem based on the idea
from ITSP [14].

We apply a partial bloom filter in Large-X-Query algorithm rather than a standard
bloom filter. We define some variables. Let total number of the elements as m and the
length of bloom filter as L. We define the hash function number as K. In the ith round, the
candidate tags in X and Y are Xi and Yi respectively. There are some other definitions,
such asW ¼ X \ Y , Ui ¼ Xi �W , Vi ¼ Yi �W . Ui and Vi represent the remaining tags
that do not belong to the set X and Y respectively. X1 ¼ X, Y1 ¼ Y . In a partial bloom
filter, the false positive rate obtains the minimum value 1/2 in each vector when L=K ¼
m� ln2 [16]. Thus, in each round, the reader transmits mi vector to the tags and the tags
transmit one vector to the reader. After one-round transmit, X and Y will change to:

Yiþ1 ¼ Vi � ð1=2Þmi þW ð1Þ

Xiþ1 ¼ Ui � 1=2þW ¼ ðXi þWÞ=2 ð2Þ

The time of this round is:

f ðmiÞ ¼ 1= ln 2� mi � Xi � t þ 1= ln 2� Yiþ1 � t ð3Þ

¼ t= ln 2ðmi � Xi þ Vi=2mi þWÞ ð4Þ

When

mi ¼ lnðln 2� Vi=XiÞ
ln 2

ð5Þ

Fig. 1. The architecture of RFID Search on cloud-based service
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The transmission delay of each round obtains the minimum value. Because there is
not any collision among vectors, the false positive rate is with no relation to the number
of transmitted vector. The false positive rate of each round is always 1/2. If we assume
there are b rounds of communication between the readers and the tags, the readers
totally receive b vectors. To satisfy the false positive rate, b should meet the require-
ment ð1=2Þb\Preq, i.e.,

b\� log2 Preq ð6Þ

Thus, total search time is:

Tlxq ¼
Xb
i¼1

mi � Xi

ln 2
þ Yi
ln 2

� �
� t ð7Þ

In Large-X-Query, the reader transmits mi vectors to the tags and the tags transmit
one vector to the reader in each round (Fig. 2).

3.2 Large-Y-Query Algorithm

In Large-X-Query algorithm, the tags only transmit one vector to the reader. However,
transmitting multiple vectors to the reader may improve the efficiency, especially when
the cardinality of Y is much larger than that of X (Fig. 3).

The reader transmits one vector to the tags and the tags transmit ni vectors to the
reader. We name this algorithm as Large-Y-Query. After each round, X and Y will
change to:

Yiþ1 ¼ Vi � 1=2þW ¼ ðYi þWÞ=2 ð8Þ

Xiþ1 ¼ Ui � ð1=2Þni þW ð9Þ

The time of this round is:

1 vector

im vectors
Readers All Tags

Fig. 2. The ith round in Large-X-Query algorithm

in vector

1 vector

Readers All Tags

Fig. 3. The ith round in Large-Y-Query algorithm
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f ðniÞ ¼ 1= ln 2� Xi � t þ 1= ln 2� ni � Yiþ1 � t ð10Þ

¼ t= ln 2ðni � Yiþ1 þ Ui=2ni þWÞ ð11Þ

When

ni ¼ lnðln 2� Ui=Yiþ1Þ
ln 2

ð12Þ

The time of this round can obtain the minimum value and total time is:

Tlyq ¼
Xb
i¼1

Xi

ln 2
þ ni � Yi

ln 2

� �
� t ð13Þ

If there are b rounds of communication between the readers and the tags, the tags
totally receive b vectors. To satisfy the false positive rate, b should meet the require-
ment ð1=2Þb\Preq, i.e.,

b\� log2 Preq ð14Þ

3.3 Large-XY-Query Algorithm

We generalize the above algorithm to present Large-XY-Query. In each round the
readers transmit mi vectors to the tags and the tags transmit ni vectors to the readers.
After each round, X and Y will change to (Fig. 4):

Xiþ1 ¼ Ui � ð1=2Þni þW ð15Þ

Yiþ1 ¼ Vi � ð1=2Þmi þW ð16Þ

The time of this round is:

f ðmi; niÞ ¼ t= ln 2� ðmi � Xi þ ni � Yiþ1Þ ð17Þ

This is an equation with two unknowns which change constantly so that we cannot
obtain the optimal solution. Instead, we use the mi and ni in the two special conditions.
Total time is obtained by the following equation:

in vectors

im vectors

Readers All Tags

Fig. 4. The ith round in Large-XY-Query algorithm
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Tlxyq ¼
Xb
i¼1

mi � Xi

ln 2
þ ni � Yi

ln 2

� �
� t ð18Þ

The readers and the tags do not stop communicating until Xi or Yi meets the
following conditions.

jYij � jW j
jW j \Preq ð19Þ

jXij � jW j
jW j \Preq ð20Þ

3.4 ITSP Algorithm

According to the experimental results in Sect. 4, we can get the final search protocol
ITSP which can help us to choose the best algorithm based on the cardinality of X
and Y.

4 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed ITSP algorithm in our
paper. We mainly focus on the search efficiency and compare it with other protocols.
During the simulation process, we assume that there is no transmission loss between
RFID tags and the reader. In each frame the reader initiates the communication by
sending commands to the tags and waits for tag’s response. The RFID reader is capable
of detecting and distinguishing empty slots from nonempty slots. In the ITSP series
algorithms, we mainly focus on the size of transmitting vectors while other operation in
RFID search is negligible, such as estimating the size of Y and the cost of transmitting
hash seeds. In our simulation, we set both the R ⇒ T transmission rate and the T ⇒ R
transmission to be 100 kbps. Accordingly, t ¼ 1 bit

100 kps ¼ 10�5sec:

In our simulation, we will assume that |W| and |Y| is known. Because CATS
protocol cannot work when |X| > |Y| and we still need to take the variety of |W| in
account. We will mainly talk about four cases. Table 2 shows the parameters of the four
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cases. We set Preq ¼ 0:001 among all of these four cases. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the
result of these cases respectively. From Fig. 5, we can observe that the performance of
ITSP series algorithm is better than that of CATS in terms of search time. The larger the
ratio is, the better ITSP series algorithms perform. For example, when ratio ¼ 0:9, the
Large-XY-Query, Large-X-Query, Large-Y-Query algorithm reduce the search time of
CATS as much as 19.3 %, 22.6 % and 23.7 % respectively. As we decrease the ratio, the
gap between CATS and ITSP series algorithms gradually shrinks. At the same time, we
can find that Large-Y-Query is the best algorithm when |X| > |Y|. Since the cardinality of
Y is larger than X, the tags transmitting ni vectors will bring more valid information in
order to decrease the search time. CATS perform poorly when |X| > |Y|, and even cannot
work when |X|≫ |Y|. Figure 6 only analyzes the performance of ITSP series algorithms.
In this case, ITSP series algorithms can work efficiently. We observe that Large-X-
Query is the best algorithm in search efficiency. Because the cardinality of X is larger
than Y, the readers transmitting mi vectors will bring more valid information to tags.

Next, we will focus the relationship between the search time and |W|. Based on this
simulation, we will draw a conclusion that which is the best algorithm in ITSP series
algorithms. Figure 7 shows that when jWj=minðjXj; jYjÞ � 0:45, Large-XY-Query
is the best algorithm. While jWj=minðjXj; jYjÞ[ 0:45, the best search algorithm was
chosen depending on the relation of |X| and |Y|.

Table 2. Parameter settings of four cases

Case |X| |Y| |W|

1 jYj � ratio 1000000 jXj=2
2 1000000 jXj � ratio jYj=2
3 500000 1000000 jXj � ratio
4 1000000 500000 jYj � ratio

Fig. 5. The relation between search time
and |X|

Fig. 6. The relation between search time
and |Y|
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Another performance issue we want to investigate is relationship between the
search time and Preq. Similarly, we will consider |X| > |Y| and |X| < |Y| these two cases.
We use 3rd and 4th parameter settings in Table 2 and varying Preq from 10�1 to 10�5.
Figure 8 compares the search efficiency under different false positive rate circum-
stances. It is easy to find that the less false positive rate is, the longer search time is.
Generally speaking, the gap between the search time required by the ITSP series
algorithms and that by the CATS keeps getting larger with the decrease of Preq,
particularly when Preq is small. Thus, ITSP series algorithm is more applicable for
those application in which strict false positive rate is necessary. This also proves the
validation of ITSP series algorithm in search efficiency.

5 Conclusion

This paper have investigated the tag search problem in a large-scale RFID system and
proposed ITSP – Cloud-based Iterative Tag Search Protocol. ITSP achieves high-levels
of accuracy in a secure and efficient manner, no matter the cardinality of the wanted
tags is bigger than all tags.

Fig. 7. The relation between search time and |W|

Fig. 8. The relation between search time and Preq
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Abstract. Message Digest 5 (MD5) is an algorithm to produce a MAC (message
authentication code), which has been specified for use in Internet Protocol
Security [1]. There exists a large computational complexity in cracking the MD5
hash; hence, implementations on common computing systems become less
practical. CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) is a parallel computing
platform and programming model invented by NVIDIA. It enables dramatic
increases in computing performance by harnessing the power of the graphics
processing unit (GPU). This paper puts forward a CUDA-based algorithm and its
comprehensive optimizations for cracking the MD5 hash. The experimental
results have shown that the peek speed of checking passwords based on GPU
reaches 987 Mkey/s, which is 5470 times of that in CPU. It presents an efficient
implementation for cracking the MD5 passwords through GPU; meanwhile,
these results have demonstrated the potential applicability of GPU in the field of
cryptanalysis.

Keywords: MD5 � CUDA � Brute-force � GPU

1 Introduction

Since the MD5 collision attacking method cannot directly derive the plaintext from the
MD5 hash value, this cracking method is unable to be applied to practice. The MD5
hash is a one-way cryptography, so decryption of the MD5 is a complex problem
requiring great computing power. Therefore, implementations of the MD5 decryption
on common computing systems are not practical. Recently, GPU has evolved into a
highly parallel, multithreaded, manycore processor with tremendous computational
horsepower and very high memory bandwidth [2]. Benefitting from the thriving com-
puting power of the GPU, we can brute-force crack the MD5 by using GPU. Meanwhile,
GPU with the capability of conducting general purpose computing is progressing very
rapidly; therefore, GPU is more suitable for high-density parallel computing.

This paper first introduces the design of algorithm for cracking the MD5 based on
CPU, and then it presents the design and optimizations for the MD5 cracking algorithm
based on GPU. Finally this paper shows experimental results on GPU and CPU.
Furthermore, we compare the performance of GPU with that based on CPU to analyze
the experimental results.
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2 Cryptanalysis of the MD5 Based on CPU

2.1 Definition and Problem Analysis

Let S denote the set of characters used for generating passwords. Let N denote the
number of elements in the set S. Let K denote the maximum length of passwords. Let n
denote the total number of passwords in the password space. Let TP denote the cost
time of parallel algorithm. Let Ts denote the cost time of serial algorithm. Let s denote
the speed-up ratio i.e., Ts=TP.

For example, we hypothesize the set of basic characters S is {0–9, a–z}, so the
number of characters N = 36 characters. Simultaneously, we hypothesize the maximum
length of password K = 6. For a password space with the charset S and the maximum
length K, we have to calculate n ¼ PK

i¼1 N
i passwords at most. Therefore, based on the

above assumptions we must calculate n ¼ P6
i¼1 36

i passwords at most. The complexity
of search space is OðNKÞ.

The password space’s structure is a complete k-ary tree. The value of root node is
null, and the value range of each node except root node in the tree is S. Meanwhile, for
each nonleaf node, it has N children nodes. The value of nth child node equals to the
nth element of S. In order to brute-force crack the MD5, we have to traverse the
complete k-ary tree till we find the correct password. Visiting a node in the tree is to
calculate its MD5 hash and compare it with the given MD5 hash. When we visit a node
in the tree, what is calculated MD5 hash is a string which is generated by concatenating
its all ancestor nodes’ values to this node’s value. Because it is a complete k-ary tree
traversal problem, we can draw lessons from the tree traversal methods.

2.2 Cracking Algorithm Based on Preorder Traversal

When we preorder traverse a tree, the first step is to visit the root, and then visit its
children nodes from left to right. We can use the recursive traversal method to complete
this operation. The key pseudo code is shown below:
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2.3 Cracking Algorithm Based on Depth-First Traversal

According to the way of k-ary tree depth-first traversal, it is equivalent to brute-force
crack passwords from length 1 to K. Due to the operation order of queue is FIFO, we
can complete the depth-first traversal operation by the light of queue. We can pop the
first node in the queue, and then push children nodes of this node into the queue from
left to right. The key pseudo code is shown below:

2.4 Preorder Traversal vs. Depth-First Traversal

The above analysis shows that the preorder traversal and the depth-first traversal have
almost the same performance in addition to the different traversal order. However,
when the preorder traversal algorithm is compared with the parallel algorithm, the
parallel algorithm may have less workload giving rise to superliner speed-up ratio.

For example, we need to search for the correct password in a tree data structure
showed in Fig. 1. Its solution node is marked with red. We assume that visiting a node
needs tc. If we use the preorder traversal algorithm, we must traverse all the 14 nodes in the
tree. So it costs 14 tc to search for solution. But if we use two parallel threads to search for
solution; meanwhile, each thread searches for the solution in a sub tree, It only needs to
search 9 nodes. Because two threads are concurrence, each thread only needs to search 4
nodes. The total time cost is 4tc with addition of time cost of root node. Therefore, it costs
5 tc in total through the parallel algorithm. In this case, the speed-up ratio s = 14tc/
5tc = 2.8 > 2. But depth-first traversal algorithm doesn’t cause such situation.

Fig. 1. Preorder traversal resulting in superliner speed-up ratio (Color figure online)
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Above all, in order to obtain more objective experimental results, we should choose
the depth-first traversal algorithm comparing with the parallel algorithm rather than the
preorder traversal algorithm.

3 Cryptanalysis of the MD5 Based on GPU

3.1 Task Allocation and Mapping

As mentioned above, we assume that the input passwords have maximum length K;
hence, the password space includes n ¼ PK

i¼1 N
i passwords, which exponentially grows

with the growth of K. In theory, n passwords can be checked to confirm whether each
password is the correct password or not by calling n corresponding to GPU threads.
However, the number of threads p is limited by hardware resources, and usually p is
much smaller than n. Therefore, each thread needs to check (n/p) passwords.

If we just call a kernel, it will result in wasting threads. The reason is that it requires
the distinct number of threads for the distinct K. For example, we assume that the set of
basic characters S is {0–9, a–z}, the number of characters N = 36. In such case, if the
maximum length of passwords K is 1, it only needs 36 threads at most to search for the
correct password. If K = 2, it needs 1332 threads at most. It needs 47988 threads at
most when K = 3. Hence, we should call K kernels to search for the correct password.
Meanwhile, the mth (m ≤ K) kernel searches in password space which the length of
passwords is m. Each kernel can choose the appropriate number of threads per block
and the appropriate number of blocks per grid to improve performance. There is
another advantage cracking the MD5 hash by this method. Due to be synchronous
among kernels, if the mthðm �KÞ kernel has found the correct password, the rest of
kernels can just stop. So it can obtain more correct experimental time results.

We regard the password space as a positional numeral system with a radix, or base,
of N. It uses N distinct symbols, such as the symbols 0–9 to represent values zero to
nine, and a-z to represent values ten to thirty-five if the charset s is {0–9, a–z}. As an
example, the string (6z)36 can be converted to an equivalent decimal representation. It
is equal to decimal number 251(361 * 6 + 360 * 35).

The mth kernel searches for the correct password in password space that length is
m. Since the number of threads p in the kernel is limited by the hardware resources and
p is usually much smaller than Nm, each thread in a kernel should check Nm=ðkb � ktÞ
values. The range value that a thread checks is calculated by knowing the total number
of threads in the kernel, the maximum value in the password space and the index of the
thread in the kernel. To do so, use these equations:

From ¼ Nm=ðkb � ktÞ � Tid ð1Þ

To ¼ Nm=ðkb � ktÞ � ðTid þ 1Þ ð2Þ

Here, the From and To are decimal value, kb is the number of blocks per kernel, kt is
the number of threads per block, Tid is the index of the thread in the kernel. The total
number of threads is equal to the number of threads per block times the number of blocks.
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However, although we have checked the majority values of the password space,
Nm%ðkb � ktÞ Values are left which are not checked. So each thread needs to check
one more value. To do so, check the value:

Nm � Nm%ðkb � ktÞ þ Tid ð3Þ

In this calculation, the expression Nm � Nm%ðkb � ktÞ shows the maximum value
that has been checked. Then, it is added to Tid to guarantee that all the values in the
password space are checked.

3.2 Execution Algorithms

As described above we need to call K kernels to check all the n values. The mth (m ≤ K)
kernel searches in password space that the length of password is m. In a kernel, the
decimal value between From and To should be converted to password strings. So we
needs a function GenPasswd(value) to generate the passwords that a thread should
check. It is defined as showed below (Assuming the length of the string the function
generated is l and it is executed by the mth kernel):

However, if l < m, we need to add m – l characters “0” to the head of the string. As
an illustration, assuming that m = 4, we need to convert 298 to a password. The result
of function GenPasswd(298) is “8a” whose length is 2. Because m = 4 > 2, we need to
add 2 characters “0” to the head of the string “8a”. So the final string generated is
“008a”.

The function GenPasswd(value) will generate a password. After that the hash
function md5_vfy takes this password to generate the corresponding MD5 hash. This
value of hash is compared to the original MD5 hash to decide whether the password is
correct or not. If the value of hash is equal to the original MD5 hash, the global variable
“isFind” will be set true. Then the remain kernels will abort. Pseudo code is showed
below:
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4 GPU Implementation and Optimizations

4.1 Execution Configurations Optimization

The dimension and size of blocks per grid and the dimension and size of threads per
block are both important factors [3]. The execution configuration which directly affects
the execution time of a kernel grid is also intimately associated with the efficiency of
the GPU implementation [4].

Higher occupancy does not always equate to better performance. A lower occu-
pancy kernel will have more registers available per thread than a higher occupancy
kernel, which may result in less register spilling to local memory. Local memory
accesses have same high latency and low bandwidth as global memory accesses,
resulting in performance degradation [3].

According to the CUDA_C_Best_Practices_Guide, between 128 and 256 threads
per block is a better choice and a good initial range for experimentation with different
block sizes. Furthermore, the number of threads per block, or block size should be a
multiple of 32 threads, because this provides optimal computing efficiency and facil-
itates coalescing. When choosing the number of blocks per gird, or gird size we should
take the number of multiprocessors into account. For there are 15 multiprocessors in
the device, the number of blocks pre grid should be a multiple of 15 blocks so that all
multiprocessors have consensus blocks to execute.

Figure 2 describes the cracking speed under different execution configurations
executed by the kernel_4 when K = 4. The results show that for a given block sizes
there are distinct performances in kernel_4. When the execution configuration is
<<<240, 160>>>, the implementation reaches a peak speed, that is 920 MKey/s.

4.2 Memory Optimization

The memory accessing optimization has high priority in GPU programming. CUDA
devices use several memory spaces, which have different characteristics that reflect
their distinct usages in CUDA applications. Of these different memory spaces, global
memory is the most plentiful. There are 400–600 clock cycles of memory latency in
addition [2]. However, because shared memory is on-chip, it has much higher band-
width and lower latency than local and global memory. There are five clock cycles of
memory latency [2].
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For the set of basic characters S and the MD5 hash value that we want to crack are
shared by all threads per block; meanwhile, they are accessed frequently, they can be
store in shared memory to improve performances [5].

4.3 Streams Optimization

CUDA Streams allow control over dependencies between grid launches: grids launched
into the same stream execute in-order. Hence, streams can also be used to execute multiple
kernels simultaneously to more fully take advantage of the device’s multiprocessors.
Because searching in password space that the length of passwords is m and searching in
password space that length of passwords is n are independent, so the mth kernel(m ≤ K)
and the nth(n ≤ K) kernel can execute concurrently. The following code showed below
illustrates the basic technique. Kernel_m and kernel_n are executed in different, non-
default streams, so a capable device can execute the kernels at the same time [6].

After choosing the most appropriate execution configuration parameters, we speedup
the execution of the program by memory optimizations and streams optimizations.
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Fig. 2. Speed under different execution configurations
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To obtain more accurate results, we run the program 100 times to get the average
running time of the program. Figure 3 shows the average speed of cracking MD5
implementations on GPU before and after memory optimizations and streams opti-
mizations. We can see the average speed increases with the increment of the password
space; furthermore, the performance after optimizations improves a lot. For example,
When K = 4, the average speed of cracking increases to 980 MKey/s, an increase of
55 MKey/s.

5 Performance Analysis

This section compares the performances of the proposed implementations using CUDA
with the implementations based on CPU. The tests were conducted using an Intel Core
i7-2600, 3.40 HZ CPU, an NVIDIA GeForce 570 GTX and the set of lower characters
and numeral characters S = {a–z, 0–9}. Table 1 compares the speed of generating and
checking passwords on GPU with that on CPU.

As we can see in the Table 1, the speedup increases roughly with the increment of
K. The speed of GPU can be 5470 times of that in CPU at most. It is even faster than
that using 7GPUS [7]. Figure 4 shows that the speed of CPU is essentially flat
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Fig. 3. The average speed of GPU before and after optimizations

Table 1. Time for cracking passwords on GPU and CPU

K n GPU Speed
(key/s)

CPU Speed
(key/s)

Speedup

1 36 0.02774 ms 1297764 0.5989 ms 60110 21.5
2 1132 0.1015 ms 14974536 10.8682 ms 104157 107
3 47988 0.1635 ms 417395842 0.2801 s 171324 1712
4 1727604 1.8523 ms 987517162 9.8897 s 174687 5339
5 62193780 65.0394 ms 987542383 5.93 min 174799 5470
6 2238976116 2.4371 s 949149832 3.55 h 175193 5243
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compared with GPU. When K is less than 5, the speed of GPU has significantly
improvement with the increment of K.

In general, the performance of GPU has improved a lot compared with that based
on CPU.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we design MD5 hash cracking algorithm on CUDA platform, and
optimize for performance improvement, finally achieve good performance. The strat-
egies proposed in this paper are proved to be practical and efficient. Furthermore, it has
reference value for implementations of other related hash cracking algorithm on GPU.

We can apply more techniques for improving the proposed algorithm. Currently,
the function GenPasswd generates passwords through division and modulo operations.
However, integer division and modulo operations are particularly costly [3], which will
result in performance degradation. Moreover, if the number of elements of the base
characters set increases and the maximum length of passwords increases, then the
number of passwords in password space increases exponentially. So the algorithm
proposed in this paper will become less practical.

In addition, we can add more GPUs to soup up computing. Furthermore, we can
reduce the executing time through increasing the speed of generating MD5 keys.
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Abstract. With the development of cloud computing technology, it is
necessary to integrate multiple cloud computing service providers. Cloud
computing federation is a kind of cloud model which integrates multi-
ple cloud computing service providers, provides the cooperation between
them and mutual operation mechanism, improves the service quality and
implements the corresponding strategy. It has become one of hot research
topics at present. The paper summarizes the demand at first and dis-
cusses the significance of cloud computing federation. Secondly, we intro-
duce the related research in this field, pointing out the problems existed
in the current study. Then, the paper puts forward a cloud computing
federation model based on the theory of complex network, at the same
time supporting vertical scaling and horizontal extension according to
the study, what’s more, the strategies of node join and leave are put
forward. Finally, on the basis of above, the paper has carried out the
qualitative analysis for the model.

Keywords: Cloud computing · Cloud computing federation · Complex
network theory · modeling · Integrate

1 Introduction

The application of cloud computing technology allows the users to obtain
the required software services, platform support or hardware resources (collec-
tively referred to as computational resources) at any time according to their
own needs, rather than to cost a huge of money to maintain a large number of
hardware resources or develop the existed complex application service due to the
occasional peak demand. Besides, it can not only increase the resource utiliza-
tion ratio, but also enhance the earnings ratio, which has greatly promoted the
development of information and technology industry [1].
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2015
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However, the current cloud computing technology is still at the initial stage
[2], with the development and application of cloud computing technology and
it’s further study, the demands of integrating multiple cloud computing service
providers (can be referred to as supplier) to provide services to meet the interests
of all parties appear, which are mainly manifested in the following aspects:

• Actually, the resources of an individual cloud computing service providers
are limited. As for the individual supplier, they also face the problem that
they have to continuously increase the hardware devices to satisfy their users’
peak demand as the cloud computing users increase gradually. As a result,
the individual supplier needs to use or rent other suppliers’ idle resources to
increase the availability of service as well as the resource extension ability.

• There is something wrong with providers’ locking [3]. Users are locked in a
fixed cloud service provider, so they will face with a monopoly provider, and
it will cost a lot if they want to change the supplier.

• Users can not combine the services provided by multiple suppliers to achieve
cost-optimized strategy according to their overall demand [4], under which
users will have the requirement of grouping multiple suppliers with high qual-
ity and less money to implement the specific application or computing tasks.

• Another problem is the failure of the individual cloud service provider. In
recent years, although a lot of suppliers have declared their service is reliable
and can offer a steady stream of available services, the service disruption
accident still exists [5,6].

To sum up, in order to meet the increasingly prominent needs, more and
more scholars turn their attention to integrate different cloud computing ser-
vice provider’s computing resources, hoping to study and solve the requirements
mentioned above. For such problems, there are many kinds of formulation, some
call it Open Cloud Computing [7], and some call it Cloud Computing Market [8]
from the aspect of economy, or call it InterCloud [9], Hybrid Cloud [10] or Cloud
Fusion [11] and so on. However, I prefer to the term Cloud Computing Feder-
ation [12,13] proposed by some scholars, since this term accurately reflects the
meaning of the multiple suppliers in the federation or providing interoperability
among them and the key point of this technology (Fig. 1).

2 Correlational Research

In the existing research results, one of the most famous research is the research
project funded by the EU FP7, called RESERVOIR model [14]. RESERVOIR
model is mainly based on virtualization technology, integrating basic comput-
ing resources for specific virtualization layer, virtualization layer is composed of
multiple suppliers, accurately, it is composed of hardware resources of multiple
infrastructure suppliers, keeping service application running on the unified virtu-
alization layer, so as to achieve the goal of cloud computing resources integration.

Buyya R, Ranjan R and others put forward Cloud federation model, which
aims at practical [15]. In this model, setting up a conversion module (Cloud
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Fig. 1. Cloud computing federation.

Exchange) to achieve the goal of transformation and putting forward the idea
that bank system is put into accessing the Cloud Computing Federation, which
is used to guarantee the accuracy of relevant billing of users, agents or suppliers
under federation status.

Kurze T, Klems M and others take out summary for all kinds of problems of
cloud computing federation [12]. Cloud computing federation ways are summed
up in two types by researchers: vertical extension and horizontal extension. Hor-
izontal extension refers to the extension on a specific layer of the Cloud Com-
puting architecture, such as IaaS layer while vertical extension refers to the
extension across multiple layers.

3 The Problems Existing in the Existing Cloud
Federation Model

Most of these research results are at an early stage, in addition, there are the
following questions:

• Most of them extend on a layer of cloud computing structure, namely federa-
tion in the form of horizontal extension or cloud computing federation based
on a certain specific level, such as infrastructure layer, etc. Did not compre-
hensively consider the overall architecture of the existing cloud computing or
vertical extension way to take union problem.

• Some research results still expect to change the architecture of the existing
cloud computing platform, then, the concept of open cloud computing is put
forward, but the problem is not took into account where the existing large
cloud computing service provider is willing to cooperate and make improve-
ment or not.
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• Though some research achievements consider the system structure of existing
cloud computing, but don’t consider the problem that some suppliers only
provide a layer of computing resources (such as infrastructure namely a ser-
vice IaaS), so we can not set up a coordinator at all levels to achieve the
standardized interface for the federation problems.

4 Complex Network Theory Overview

In recent years, network has already caused the attention of many researchers,
which work in related fields, complex network is the large-scale network, which
has topological structure and dynamic behavior, it is a diagram made by the
connected edges of the large number of nodes, where the nodes can be any basic
unit of having specific power and the information connotation system, the edge
represents the relationship between the basic units or interaction [16].

A specific network can abstract for the collection of points and edges:

G =< V,E > (1)

where, V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges, N = |V | as the number
of nodes, M = |E| as the number of edges. The using node of each side in E
shows as < x, y >, which illustrates the fact that there is a connection between
node x and y. For any node x ∈ N, y ∈ N , if there is edge < x, y >, there must
be corresponding edge < y, x >, the network is undirected network. If there
is edge < x, y >, but there is none necessitating edge < y, x >, the network is
directed network. For any edge, if there is a coefficient K, representing the weight
of the edge and so on, the network is a weighted network. Several important
measurement of features for complex networks:

• Degree. The degree of any node i in undirected network can be expressed as
the all number of edges associated with the nodes, called deg(i). In directed
network, degree can divide into in-degree and out-degree, for any node j in the
directed network, in-degree refers to the edge number of the node. Out-degree
is the edge number by the node points to the other nodes.

• Degree Distribution. Degree distribution represents any node is chosen
from the network, the degree just is the probability of K, called P (K). In
the actual application of the measure index, when it examines the network
structure, usually adopting the method of cumulative distribution plotting for
node degrees. The form of node degree cumulative distribution P (K):

P (K) =
∑

K′ ≥K

p(K
′
) (2)

• Average Path Length. The distance between nodes i and j in network is
defined as the number of the edges on the shortest path of two connected
nodes, average path length is the average of the distance between any two
nodes in the network.
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• Clustering Coefficient. For any node i of the undirected network, if its
degree deg(i) = ki, the node i has ki neighbor nodes altogether. For the
neighbor nodes, they may also have certainly edge connection, the maximum
number of the edges is ki(ki − 1)/2, then the clustering coefficient of node i
is defined as the ratio of the actual links number Ei between neighbor nodes
and maximum connection edge number ki(ki − 1)/2, referred to as Ci:

Ci =
2Ei

ki(ki − 1)
(3)

5 The Cloud Federation Model Based on Complex
Network Theory

The environment of cloud computing federation belongs to a complex environ-
ment, which has many suppliers and many computing resources, belonging to a
certain extent of complex system, complex network theory is one of the effective
methods of exploring complex systems in this paper. Cloud computing feder-
ation model mainly describes cooperation between suppliers and interoperable
cloud model. If the computing resource of each supplier are abstracted as a point,
the cooperation and interoperability of the charge computing resources among
suppliers are abstracted for edge, some cost are abstracted for weight, then, the
cloud computing federation environment can be abstracted as a network.

5.1 Model Particle Size Selection

What kind of particle size for the modeling of cloud computing federation envi-
ronment is very important. Selecting suppliers as node for modeling is not appro-
priate, because a supplier has multiple data centers, which distributes in many
regions around the world, so selecting suppliers as particle size makes the impor-
tant information missing and the efficiency of the allocation of resources low.
Using a single virtual machine for modeling is also not reasonable, because this
causes model scale large due to particle size is too small, causing a large num-
ber of network load, which are not conducive to model research and also not
practical. Therefore, using the suppliers’ multiple data centers as a node is very
appropriate, which can avoid the fact that model size is too large, what is more,
it can also avoid the loss of some important information.

5.2 Model of the Cloud Computing Federation

Define a cloud computing federation model CF =< DC,E >, where DC the set
of data center is, E is the relationship among the data centers and the relation-
ship have the directivity, so the network is a directed network. In addition, a data
center can’t point to their own side, this is because the indoor relationship of a
data center does not need to be shown in cloud computing federation model, this
is not a issue to consider in cloud federation environment. Precisely, therefore,
the network is a directed weighted network of having no ring structure.
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Define a data center DCi =< Ri,DC
′
i >, where Ri is a list of local resources

belong to data center, DC
′
i is other data center list of having points-to relation,

that is, the collection of the data center pointing to other data center, there is
DC

′
i ⊂ DC.
Define an edge Ej =< Wj , Tj ,D

+
j ,D

−
j >, which Wj represents the interac-

tion price of the edge, Tj represents the resource type of this edge, D+
j represents

out-degree of the node that the edge points, D−
j represents in-degree of the node

that the edge points.
The fact can be seen from the Fig. 2 that each data center via interaction

constitutes directed weighted networks of a no ring structure, the nodes in the
network by certain rules (such as resource query rule, load balancing rule, trust
model, etc.) interact to form a autonomous structure, where there is no central
node, based on this model, we will be able to discuss the system overall emergent
property and discuss a series of strategies under the model.

Cloud computing federation environment is a dynamic environment, data
centers can join or leave the network structure at any time and use the complex
network theory to support the DC to join or leave policy. Cloud federation
environment is an overlay network based on Internet, so the edge is not fixed
and dynamic, which can be added or deleted.

A. Join Strategy of Data Center
When a new data center join federation environment, first of all, it should be
associated with the surrounding data centers, which needs to broadcast news,
but too much forwarding will cause “flood” of the message, in addition, for
its own sake, the more “potential” data center node association will gain more
benefits, because this means that you are more likely to have to find relevant
computing resources by the data center. Therefore, we will introduce clustering

Fig. 2. Model figure of the cloud computing federation.
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coefficient to complex networks theory, because a high clustering coefficient node
always have the possibility of finding more resources, they relatively has more
“potential”. We extend the clustering coefficient.

Definition 1

1. i represents any data center of data center set DC, DCi =< Ri,DC
′
i >.

2. There is a collection E
′ ⊂ E, any one of the edges of E

′
points to a data

center association in the DC
′
i .

3. The definition Di = |E′ | represents out-degree of DCi.
4. If there is an edge Ej =< Wj , Tj ,D

+
j ,D

−
j >, from node i pointing to node j,

D+
j represents the out-degree of node j. The importance of node j to node i

is as follows:

Cij =
2D+

j

Di(Di − 1)
(4)

According to the formula (4), it can be seen that the importance of node j
to node i represents the ratio of the number of edge that node j points to nodes
and the maximum number of edge of neighbor nodes of node i. The greater
importance of nodes, the more valuable. But when the formula (4) initially join
in the data center, it cannot be calculated, it is due to the fact that out-degree
of a new node is 0, so here is another definition:

Definition 2

1. Defining the constant Li represents that a query gets the number of nodes
around, when a new data center initially joins.

2. The importance Cij can be improved for:

Cij =
2D+

j

Li(Li − 1)
(5)

When a data center i joins, the collection DC
′
i is an empty set, so a query

gets a collection of nodes around when DC
′
i initially joins. So the strategy of

the data center joins can be expressed as the following steps:

1. Conduct a search and find other data centers around the data center, form a
set DC

′
i.

2. In order to avoid hot nodes (that is, most of the data center select to connect
it), define an upper limit Dmax, if finding in-degree D−

j of the node exists
D−

j ≥ Dmax, exclude the node not to connect.

3. For each the element of DC
′
i, calculate the importance Cij aimed at this

node.
4. Sorting the results of the importance, selecting the results of the former C to

establish a connection.
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B. Leave Strategy of Data Center
When a data center due to various reasons (fault or need overall migration)
needs to leave the cloud federation environment, they can stop accepting any
computing tasks, and directly offline. Therefore, its related data center needs to
detect the exception and disconnect with the data center. When the data center i
leaves cloud federation environment, the strategy of the surrounding data center
can be expressed as the following steps:

1. The connection test was carried out on the data center i, if exceeding the
time limit Tmax, there is no longer to try, selecting to contact the other data
centers.

2. When the failure time is more than Fmax, it can be concluded that the data
center has been offline, deleting the edges associated with the node, and no
longer trying.

6 The Qualitative Analysis of the Model

The cloud computing federation model considering the problems mentioned
above can support vertical and horizontal extension, which has the dynamic and
autonomy, so as to support further research (such as resources query strategy,
load balancing strategy, trust models).

Figure 3 is a hierarchical structure representation of Fig. 2, from the Fig. 3, it
can be seen that data center 1, 2 belong to the SaaS computing resources, data
center 3, 4 belong to the PaaS computing resources, data center 5, 6 belong to
IaaS computing resources. The link between data center 1, 2 and data center 3, 4
represents horizontal extension while the rest of the edges represent the vertical
extension.

Fig. 3. Level structure figure of cloud computing federation model.
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Observing the relationship between data center 1 and 2, the different of
the weight represents the different pricing between each supplier, therefore, the
model can support the difference between each supplier.

The model only needs suppliers to realize a coordinator on their data centers,
which can be easily combined with existing cloud computing technology, the
suppliers only need to open its data center to whom willing to federation without
having to open all of its resources, which more embodies the suppliers’ intention.

7 Conclusion

First of all, the paper discusses the importance of cloud computing federation,
secondly, it analyses the existing model of cloud computing federation and puts
forward the deficiencies. Aiming at these deficiencies, this paper presents a cloud
computing federation model based on complex network theory so as to address
these deficiencies. At the same time, the paper has carried out the qualitative
analysis for the model and puts forward the strategies of node join and leave.
Quantitative analysis and the corresponding experimental results are not pre-
sented in the paper. Although the laboratory has developed a corresponding
model platform, it is not perfect. Therefore, it will be discussed in the future
study. Qualitative analysis results show that it has a large number of valuable
future research based on the model.
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Abstract. According to the characteristic of IKEv2 key exchange mechanism,
this paper is designed and realized the frame construction and the module con-
stitution of IKEv2. Establishing the transform relations between the exchange
states and the news operation, this research had determined the message handling
step and the key exchange flow. It also produced the detailed elaboration to each
function module concrete realization.

Keywords: IPSec � IKEV2 � Load � Message handling

1 Introduction

Aiming at the safe problem of network data transmission, IETF (Internet Engineering
Task Force) in 1998 November announced the Internet security protocol standard:
IPSec, it can be “seamless” for the IP (IPv4 and IPv6) into security characteristics. It
has some specific forms of protection: data origin authentication, non-integrity verifi-
cation of linked data, confidentiality of data content, anti replay protection and limited
data flow confidentiality. The IPSec protocol is used for protect communication can
achieve end to end; the IPSec component is configured on the router and firewall
equipment, it can easily construct safety which is extended VPN.

IPSec is the foundation of security alliance (SA). It is an agreement between two
communicating entities established by negotiation. SA can be set by user manual
configuration mode, dynamic can also be used for key exchange method. The former is
simple, but because of the static configuration method it leads to the lack of security.
The latter can be used between two communicating entities, building a safe passage
through the network consultation verification. Consensus of the IPSec SA proposal is
the protection of the security channel, configuration to make SA more flexible and safe.
It is because of this advantage, key exchange becomes more and more important in the
field of communication security. IKE IPSec is the default key exchange protocol
(Internet Key Exchange).

IKE is a hybrid protocol, its complexity inevitably brings some security and per-
formance of the defect. IETF has been in the unreasonable part of existing versions of
IKE positive for amendments. The IPSec working group introduced a draft agreement –
IKEv2 IKE latest edition in 2004 September, 2–17 is the version number. IKEv2 based
on sharing strategy consultation method of the original protocol, the first protocol was
optimized and improved overall cost, to make it better performance, higher safety and
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lower system. Replace the IKE as a new generation of key exchange protocol standard
has gradually become the consensus of the industry in IKEv2.

2 The Idea of the IKEv2 Protocol

In order to fully consider and support IKEv2, the periodic key updates and identity re
certification, implementation of key generation is safe and effective and the mechanism
of exchange. It requires to complete the functions: through the exchange of four news –
IKE_SA_INIT switching and IKE_AUTH switching to realize the original IKE pro-
tocol in stage 1 and stage 2 functions, namely the establishment of IKE SA and IPSec
SA. It completes definition of various loads in the agreement; the necessary control of
the SA life cycle and other attributes, to ensure the safety, it must be promptly removed
due to negotiate a new SA. The abnormal condition of certain is timely processing
(such as message retransmission timeouts).

In this paper, by modifying the existing IKE source Linux to achieve IKEv2, it
involves three aspects of Linux system: IKE source code, IKEv2 protocol mechanism
and a comprehensive analysis, which is implementation of IKEv2 problems. Linux
existing IKE implementations is lack of clear structure, different switching type, and
the lack of a clear definition of message processing. By using existing IKE imple-
mentation, the user wants to initiate dynamic negotiation, the configuration file writing
tedious, complicated operation command parameters. IKEv2 implementation simplifies
user configuration; IKEv2 encryption and authentication mechanism and key gener-
ating method is quite different from IKE, need to be redefined. IKE SA is both sides
through consultations. IKEv2 agreement no longer negotiate SA life cycle, life cycle of
SA responsible parties. Due to SA events, communication both sides must make
appropriate treatment; the existing of IKE implementation, it generates the IPSec SA
proposal when the program runs to stage 2, and in IKEv2, the initial exchange third
messages must send IPSec SA load, therefore need to generate the IPSec SA proposal.

In view of the problem above, in order to achieve functional goals of IKEv2, it
adopts the following methods: interactive demand of IKEv2 key exchange process
important link, the user spaces and kernels space and to provide the user with the
IKEv2 configuration interface simple these aspects into consideration. It designs the
overall framework of IKEv2 protocol, according to the function is divided into different
modules. It no longer sets the exchange type more confusing, the initial exchange as the
implementation of key agreement procedure body. Message processing is functioned
by using the original IKE to using for the naming method at the beginning of the set.
Encryption authentication module is used for IKEv2 encryption and integrity verifi-
cation, authentication and key generation. In order to achieve these functions the
appropriate location and exchange processes in the initial, it defines the IPSec SA
proposal generating function of IKEv2 initiation. It defines a new IPSec SA initiali-
zation function for the receiver. In accordance with the procedure of IKEv2 commu-
nication between the two sides, it negotiations on IPSec SA. According to the
requirements of the standard definition of SA is the due processing function. Setting the
configuration management module is used to generate IPSec SA and SA this kind of
need due to the kernel SAD, SPD interactive function.
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3 The Structure and Module of IKEv2

IKEv2 is to achieve the main function is divided into five modules: the session moni-
toring module, control and conversion module, configuration management module,
message processing module, encryption and authentication module. The dotted line
outside the region is the core part of. Database key algorithm library provided by
OpenSSL. The administrator can through the user interface configuration of security
strategy and the security attributes, and monitoring start negotiation session. The
IKEv2’s user interface using Java language extensible development platform based on
Eclipse writing. The kernel of SPD, SAD and configuration management module
interface using the PF_KEY key management interface. The structure diagram as shown
in Fig. 1.

The conversational monitor module is responsible for initiating negotiations on a
network session information as well as the kernel of demand information monitoring
receiver. When the core of a dynamic negotiation needs, the communication began to
sponsor identity launch key exchange. When it received the network of the side negoti-
ation request, the communication is in response to the identity of the key exchange
requests for comment. No matter what kind of situation is caused by the key exchange, it
will be delivered to the control and conversion module to determine the state of the.
Exchanging state of different type and different order determines the load message. The
message processing module is the core part of IKEv2, which is responsible for message

User Interface

Session  Listening 
Module

Receive

Control & Switch Module

Message processing 
Module

Send

Library of 
Algorithm

Encrypt
Authentication 

Module  

Configure & Management
Module

PF_KEY

SPD SAD

Fig. 1. The structure diagram
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sending and receiving process. In the initial exchange after the two message processing,
message processing module also needs and encryption authentication module. Extract the
corresponding algorithms from the algorithm library, it communicates entity to verify the
identity of encryption and decryption and integrity verification. When the IKEv2 nego-
tiation process is completed, the configuration management module is added to SAD
kernel and treatment due to SA. When IPSec SA expires, the configuration management
module receives the PF_KEY message to the SA kernel, delete expired. If the initiator
receives the IPSec SA message is transferred to expire, control and conversion module, to
start negotiations.

4 Realization of Key Modules

4.1 Session Listening Module

IKEv2 mainly needs to monitor treatment of two kinds of information: from the kernel
configuration information and from other ISAKMP information consultation. Submit-
ting session monitoring module is responsible for these two types of information,
analysis and monitoring, receiving the next function module. First, it establishes a socket
for two types of information to monitor: ISAKMP socket and pfkey socket. Then
listening process, when the message is received it becomes the news source. Only if the
socket received information belongs to the consultation session information ISAKMP,
which is called the ISAKMP handles (isakmp_handle) processing the message, after
delivery to the IKEv2 control and conversion module. When the pfkey configurations
information sent to the kernel, it calls the pfkey handle (pfkey_handle) treatment the
news, delivered to the configuration management module is finished processing.

4.2 Control and Switch Module

Controlling and conversion module is responsible for IKEv2 negotiation before ini-
tialization, message receiving and sending messages, exchange interface and message
processing function conversion between. Consultation before initialization includes the
creation of a ph1handle structure and to set the initial state, and according to the initial
state of SIT_START, through an array of sit exchange to find and enter the message
processing module of the corresponding function ident_i1send or ident_r1recv. Cohe-
sive message receiving and message transmission is completed by the switch_main
function, when receiving treatment after return, the message looks up exchange state
change corresponds to a message processing flow. The state transition arrays are used to
establish the corresponding relationship between the switching state and message pro-
cessing functions provided in this module.

4.3 Message Processing Module

Message processing includes the message processing and message receiving and pro-
cessing. Message processing refers to according to the protocol requirements and
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assembly of all types of loads, and the loads are the loads chain general loading head. If it
needs to encrypt or loading verification and validation data encryption module inter-
action, in accordance with the algorithm specification key operations that are necessary.
Then loads encrypted payload header. Finally, it loads the IKEv2 message header,
sending the message from the UDP500 port. There are four main message processing
functions: two genera two species initiator, responder. The message receiving and
processing is the inverse operation message processing. First off the message header, the
load removing message, make corresponding processing according to the load type. If
the message header “under a load” domain that is encrypted with the required load,
encryption and authentication module interaction, to decrypt and verify the integrity of
encrypted payload, isolated from various types of loads from the decrypted data, further
processing. If you have a AUTH load message by encrypting, authentication module to
verify its. There are four main message receiving and processing function: two genera
two species initiator, responder. Process is shown in Fig. 2 message processing.

4.4 Encryption and Authentication Module

Encryption and authentication module mainly has three parts: the function key material
generation, message encryption and integrity verification, the communication party
identity information verification. Through the oakley_skey seed, oakley_skeyseed_dae,
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Fig. 2. Message processing
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oakley_skeyseed_auth three functions are generated key used for encryption and
decryption of SKEYSEED strips. The establishment of sub SA exchanges key material,
used for key materials AUTH load authentication information. Encryption and
decryption and integrity verification applies all the messages in the third, four messages
and initial exchange. IKEv2 protocol encryption payloads format within the specified
time to clear the way to the initial vector IV before the encrypted data region, this paper
realized to account for this IV is easy to leak, and according to the requirements in the
agreement. It can be pseudorandomly generated or with a final ciphertext block of a
message as a IV. Therefore the encrypted payload format for IKEv2 was improved –

set IV is not in the structure of encryption load domain, while the last ciphertext block
before a messaging approach to derivative IV.

To validate the data domain AUTH loads placed in the signature or when using pre
shared key MAC. In response, the signature bytes including the second messages (in
sending second messages, save it as r_buf), and additional Ni, PRF (SK_pr, IDr′) value.
For starters, the signature bytes including the first message (in sending the first mes-
sage, save it as i_buf), and additional Nr, PRF (SK_pi, IDi′) value.

5 Innovation Points Are Summarized

The innovation of this paper is based on the principle of IKEv2 protocol. Based on the
important link, the key exchange process user space and kernel space information and
to provide the user with IKEv2 configuration interface simple these requirements,
framework, functional module design of IKEv2 protocol. According to the initiator and
the responder roles determine the program flow of key agreement which is using the
state transition array to convert the exchange state and processing function, control
message processing etc.
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Abstract. The unified communications system have a great advantage in
coordination office and information management. The system can combine
different communications networks and share information through a variety of
protocols. This paper briefly described the development and composition
of unified communications system, studied its typical applications in electronic
power company, designed its overall structure and introduced each layer of the
system. Through the descriptions, explained the unified communications system
can improve the management efficiency.

Keywords: Unified communications system � Electronic power company �
Overall structure � Platform architecture

1 Background

Communication industry, IT (Information Technology) and the Internet have achieved
rapid developments in recent years. People have become increasingly dependent on
their cell phones, computers and the Internet. In work and life people communicate
with each other by telephone, voice mail, e-mail, fax, video, audio conferencing, IM
(Instant Messaging) software and so on. This gives people’s work and live great
convenience. However, these systems exist independently and use inconsistent inter-
faces currently. So users have an urgent need for a platform which consolidates existing
means of communication. Users can use it easily and quickly in different networks,
communication methods and communication environment of different devices. The
platform should have a unified user interface, with all the features which users need.
The Unified Communications System came into being, which is the inevitable result of
developments in communications industry, IT industry and Internet industry [1].

Unified Communications products include unified communications clients, enter-
prises in network presence, and instant messaging, unified messaging, IP telephony,
multimedia conferencing, contact center applications, communications infrastructure
and management tools and so on. Unified messaging is an important part. Unified
Communications System does not combine the features of each part simply, but pro-
vides an intelligent structure, helps enterprises (this article on the background of the
power companies) to integrate their communications and business processes more
closely, and through the most suitable media to ensure that the information can be
transferred to the recipient quickly.
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Unified Communications System can build a highly efficient and stable unified
communications platform, achieve a variety of systems based on message passing,
establish a unified power company address book and application directory, solve the
problems in the process of internal coordination office fundamentally, improve power
company in personnel management and the fluency of communication, increase core
competitiveness in the increasingly complex market environment, adapt the develop-
ment strategy of “centralized management, centralized system, fusion system, speci-
fication for unified”, strengthen the exchange of information within and outside of the
power companies, improve the efficiency of coordination office and overall information
management of the whole power company.

2 Introduction to Unified Communications System

Unified Communications System uses standard protocols such as SIP (Session Initia-
tion Protocol), RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol), T.38 (Procedures for Real-Time
Group 3 Facsimile Communication Over IP Networks) to communicate with IP phone
or voice gateway, uses SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) or POP3 (Post Office
Protocol 3) to communicate with mail server, uses SMS (Short Message Service)
gateway to connect to the mobile network of operators, provides users with all types of
messages’ (including voice mail, fax, mail, e-mail) unified receive, management,
storage, extraction, message reminder, and other services to simplify operations and
improve work efficiency [2].

Unified Communication System combines different communications networks and
news media by different protocols, integrate various types of messages (such as voice
mail, faxes, short messages, instant messages, e-mail, online meetings, and so on) into a
unified entrance and interface to manager, transform, distribute, and store [3]. Provides
a unified mailbox for each user to ensure users can send and receive messages through
this mailbox by types of terminal equipment and media (such as fax machines, tele-
phones, computers, and so on) at any given time or place to get information in a timely
manner, improve the efficiency of communication.

3 Typical Application of Unified Communication System
in Electric Power Companies

3.1 SMS

Users can send short message to communicate with online users point to point, send
multiple messages to offline users or transform messages (when user is not on line) into
short messages to send to others; Power companies can send a notification in the
system in broadcasting model. Users can set the notification service to make the unified
message system sends short messages to mobile phones immediately when the status of
the unified mailbox changes, remind the user has new messages need to handle in the
first time.
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3.2 Make IP Calls

Users can call each other through a communication client. If user is busy can transfer
into voice mail.

3.3 Voicemail

When the called phone is busy or unanswered calls, the phone will be automatically
transferred to voice mail of the calling user, and play comparable prompt. Caller leaves
a message according to prompt, called user get the message at a convenient time [4]. In
the past, users must use telephones to listen or handle the messages, when they do not
have the phones, they are unable to get the messages. The appearance of unified
messaging provides more ways to get the messages.

3.4 Send Mail

E - Mail can not only use the telephone network, but also can be transmitted by any other
communication networks. When using the telephone network, can also transmit infor-
mation during the off-peak, it has special value for the business mail. Electronic systems
controlled by the central computers and small computers for limited users can be
regarded as a computer conferencing system. E - Mail gradually passing information over
the network in store - forward way, not as directly as the phone, but the cost is low.

3.5 Video Conference

General video conference system scheme includes MCU (multi-points controller),
conference room terminal, PC desktop terminal, PSTN (Public Switched Telephone
Network) Gateway, Gatekeeper and so on. Different terminals are connected to MCU
for centralizing exchange, form a video conferencing network. With the advent of
cloud computing technology, cloud computing video conference mode appears in the
video conferencing systems areas, cloud computing of video conference system sup-
ports multiple server dynamic cluster deployment and provides high-performance
servers, greatly enhanced the conference on stability, security, availability. In recent
years, as cloud computing video conferencing can significantly improve the efficiency
of communication, reduce communication costs continuously, bring the internal
management level upgrades, is greeted by many users, has been widely used in gov-
ernment, military, education, transport, transportation, finance, operators, enterprises
and other fields [5–7]. No doubt, after the video conference using cloud computing, has
more attraction in convenience, fast and easy-to-use nature, will motivate video - con-
ferencing application to the new climax. Cloud computing video conference is a perfect
combination of video conference and cloud computing, brings the most convenient remote
meeting experience.

Based on there have been many separate messages, email, voice and video con-
ferencing systems at present, so unified communications systems can open interfaces to
each other with the power companies’ system for integration.
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4 Design of Collective Structure

As power company currently uses a video conferencing system and a relatively sound
client platform which can send messages, make phone calls, send faxes, email, launch a
video - conferencing. In the unified communications system designed for the power
company, make them open port each other to achieve communication collaboration.

Unified communications system for power company is a system which integrated
instant messaging, telephone, voice-mail, video conferencing, messaging, and other
major communications, provides users a feature - rich, easy-to-use communications
environment. The whole platform is based on the data center, uniform identity
authentication, e-mail and video conferencing systems and other public support plat-
forms. Data center provides user data for platform; uniform identity authentication
system provides user authentication, identity services, and information service of the
organization for platform; e-mail system provides message sending and receiving ser-
vice for platform. Unified communications system video conference system provides
protection to video conferencing between two users in point-to-point and even system
initiates a conferencing make users to participate. Unified communications platform
uses hierarchical design ideas, platform, application, and channel are designed and
implemented hierarchically. Open access interface design contents individual systems to
insert; standard message access protocol contents all types of SMS gateway, email,
voice and video to access seamlessly. Unified communications platform also need to set
up sophisticated platform management center, working system and management system
to ensure the sustainable development of the unified communications platform [8–10].

The general structure of unified communications platform uses hierarchical design
ideas to achieve a clear structure by layering and modular, reduce couplings between
different modules, have flexibility to expand and extend functions when the require-
ments change (Fig. 1).

(1) Terminal for users to access:
Achieve the unified user interface. Users can use communications services pro-
vided by the platform through the unified communications system client,
including instant messaging, text messaging, email, call, and so on.

Users can send meeting notices to the personnel in the office network easily
and initiated the meeting by unified communications video conference system,
users also can join the meeting voluntarily.

The interfaces of unified communications system client and video conference
system are opening each other to achieve the systems call each other. Achieving
comprehensiveness of the features and uniqueness of the way to access to
terminal.

(2) Platform interface layer:
Through the interface layer, platform can not only abutted joints to the applica-
tions of the unified communications platform, various Internet products and third-
party business applications directly. But also can integrate a variety of other
products and business system plugins, or value-added functions modules devel-
oped by third party developers, systems integrators.
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Achieve the unified user management through the portal of power company and
Novell Directory user data to complete the user access to various functions which
terminal provides. Based on the openness of platform interface layer, it is more
convenient to other applications and plugins to join.

(3) Service layer:
Platform service layer offers a range of unified communication platform shared
infrastructure services module for upper - class communications and business
applications call. Platform service components include: user management, mes-
saging, authentication services, rights management, log management, application
services, and so on.

(4) Communication services layer:
Communication services layer accesses a variety of information channels, offers
information, messages, text messages, voice and video conferencing services.
Communication services offer more ways for communication, such as Instant
messaging, SMS, email integration, video conferencing; make communication
faster, send messages to remind instantly, no matter messages get or not. Make
ways to communicate better, using intelligent communication structures, without
checking contacts strenuously.

Interface layer of power companies unified communications system 

Service layer
user management, messaging, authentication 

services, rights management, log management, 
application services

Communication 
services layer

information service, messages service, email 
service, voice service, video conferencing 

service

Terminal for users to 
access

phone/fax IP phone 
mobile terminal web client software 

Fig. 1. The overall architecture of power companies unified communications system.
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5 Conclusions

Unified communication platform can combine different communications networks and
media through a variety of different protocols. The platform also combines various
types of messages, such as messaging, voice, fax, SMS, e-mail, video conferencing,
consolidates a unified interface system to ensure users access to information in a timely
manner and improve the efficiency of communication. As the communication platform
of power company, unified communications system will become a very important part
of the power company’s unified communications program. Modern communication
systems are growing to networked, integrated and intelligent. Advantages of unified
communications systems integration are exchanging links, share resources, speed. This
is also in the line with requirements of science and technology development, help to
improve the management efficiency of the power companies, business capacity and
competitiveness of enterprises.
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Abstract. According to the development of electric power and the expanded
range of substation equipment, which caused workload of the equipment
inspection increasing, a program which using inspection robot to help the sub-
station inspection mission has been proposed in this paper. The inspection robot
system and software design have been researched to provide a modernization,
information and intelligent method of substation inspection.

Keywords: Substation inspection � Inspection robot � Intelligent inspection

1 Introduction

With the development of power grid and improvement of substation voltage grade, the
work area of substation has been expanded constantly and the operational condition has
become more complicated, which cause that the inspection range and the work load
become heavy. The usual mankind inspection and other methods simply rely on
inspectors’ sense and experience which is hard for them to find out the problems
accurately, may cause many hidden dangers for the equipment and power grid. Sub-
station equipment inspection is a basic work to effectively ensure the safe operation of
the substation equipment and enhance the reliability of power supply, which is mainly
divided into the routine inspection and special inspection. Routine inspection is request
at least two times a day; Special inspection is request of the hot weather, heavy load
operation, strong wind, fog, snow, hail, thunderstorm. The main existing inspection
ways are include artificial patrol, manual and handheld PDA records, each patrol time
is at least two hours. There are a lot of substations which geographical conditions is
very bad in China, such as high altitude, extreme heat, cold, wind, dust, rain, etc. So
manual work in outdoors for a long time is very difficult to finish equipment inspection
work. And there are many problems for manual inspection, such as high intensity of
labor, low efficiency, high management cost and decentralized detection quality.
Inspection robots can aid inspectors to inspect equipment to avoid hidden dangers.

Inspection robots assist to complete visible light and infrared inspection in high-
voltage substation equipment through autonomous system or remote operation. In
connection with the loss of image monitor system and the weakness of temperature
check in the head of electric equipment from home and abroad, Inspection robots use
infrared cameras to monitor accurate temperature now which results in that the
inspectors could get equipment temperature information.
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2 Research on Inspection Robot Application

The inspection robot provides mobile carrier platforms for substation equipment to
collect non-electrical signal, then professionals can build different monitoring systems
or devices on this platform. Many inspection robot applications are used, such as
remote on-line infrared system, acquisition of visible light image and processing sys-
tem, detection and diagnosis system for remote image, sound collecting and processing
system and warming system to detect moving object.

2.1 Remote On-line Infrared System

This system uses online infrared thermal imaging device acquisition equipment to
acquire infrared image, the processes the infrared image to display, storage, and query
and generate report. Before the system is in motion, system need to preset equipment’s’
temperature threshold, through the automatic judgment on the threshold, it can give
voice and text alarm to the base station equipment main control computer when some
equipment is beyond the alarm value.

This system can determine the internal temperature gradient in some key equip-
ment. It can generate the temperature curve about some key equipment at a certain
moment, or generate the temperature curve for one key equipment in a certain period
of time.

2.2 Remote Image Detection and Diagnosis System

The system use robots to recognize the visible light image, then the image data is passed
to the base station, system can analysis and diagnosis the image data in the base station.

The main process includes, first of all, preprocess the acquisition of image, identify
the power equipment which is monitored, then analyze between this image and the last
collecting image by a series of related operations, finally identify whether the equip-
ment is in the normal state.

2.3 The Sound Collection and Processing System

The system is mainly to detect transformer system noise and diagnosis analysis, using
the robot noise data, through wireless network back to the base station. Then using
related comprehensive testing model, to test and analyze the noise data from the base
station system, it can conclude that the working state of the transformer, if abnormal,
go to further analysis of the exception type.

2.4 Moving Objects Detecting and Alarming System

This system is mainly to monitor the suspicious target in the substation environment,
then track the suspicious target, get his video and alarm for the staff. Professionals can
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analyze the target video, extract the athletic areas, suspicious target type, and remind
supervisors to pay more attention to these situations.

3 Research on Inspection Robot System

Substation inspection robot system is divided into two system layers, one is base
station, and the other is mobile station.

The system layer of base station is mainly composed of wireless bridges and moni-
toring computers. It is mainly used to display visible and infrared images dynamically,
collect and store the visible and infrared images automatically, then analysis and process
them. It is also used to display the real-time position and movement of the robot, display
the power status of the robot, then analysis and alert exception. It is also used to query
historical data which is collected in the scene by the robot, then compare and analyze it. It
can provide the appropriate commands for the robot operation and environmental
information.

The system layer of mobile station is mainly composed of power systems, navi-
gation systems, detection systems, control systems, communication systems and
motion systems. It is primarily responsible for the acquisition and processing of nav-
igation and positioning information, it can complete inspection tasks automatically
according to the predefined tours, it also can position at preset points automatically,
collect visible and infrared images, and then upload them to the base station. After the
robot completes the inspection tasks, it can charge automatically. When the robot
encounter an obstacle during operation, it can alert to the base station. The main
component is robot body and charging case. The operation modes of the robot are
visible detecting, infrared detection, and all detection of three. The system layer of base
station can control of the operation modes. Visible detection is mainly for daylight
hours, infrared detector is mainly for night time, and all detection is mainly for visible
and infrared detection of the actual testing needs. By setting the operation mode, not
only reduce power consumption effectively, increase the using of robot time, but also
protect the infrared cameras and other equipment under strong light, then extend the life
of the equipment.

Inspection robot system architecture is shown in Fig. 1, the use of inspection robot
for wireless communication devices, base station and mobile station system, to
accomplish inspection data command remote and base station by remote control. On
this basis, the ability to easily access dedicated optical fiber communication network
can be done in power system to exchange data with the dispatch Center.

Research of inspection robot system works as follows. In inspection robot moni-
toring main station by running personnel issued visits task or by base station system
automatically to issue inspection task, to started inspection robot for work; inspection
robot uses local planning mobile to visits task in the of docked points, and in docked
points parking; they are sent arrived docked points of information to base station
system, according to configuration file in the docked points of information issued
advance set of visits command, and inspection robot uses mobile cloud on inspection
equipment for precise positioning for equipment of visible and infrared imaging
detection; Inspection robots in time save and upload the visible and infrared images of
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the device. If the temperature exceeds a predetermined maximum temperature detection
device robot alerts the operator. Robotic testing has been completed, base station for
inspection robot issue instructions to inspect the docking points.

The inspection robot system uses infrared cameras and visible light cameras mea-
sured Imaging signal, uses the robot wireless network devices via fiber channel trans-
missions to the control room monitor computers on your network to finish implementing
in a two-way channel for intelligent control of inspection robot. Combining optical
image, image registration, image fusion algorithms, temperature information obtained
from infrared images can be displayed in the visible image. Solving the problem at high
temperature and pressure under harsh ambient conditions temperature detection, anti-
robbing, anti-theft and alarming problem, so what you see is measured.

4 Software Design on Inspection Robot System

System software functionality can be divided into four modules: human-computer
interaction interface, control module, monitoring module, information management
module. System specific software functionality as shown in Fig. 2. Taking into account
the various functions of the system, structure and later ease of scalability requirements
and development environments, the system is modular in software development using
object-oriented programming methods.

(1) Human-computer interaction interface: the top system is the core user interface
management, an operator press button to operate instructions.

(2) Control module: respectively using the decoder head from top to bottom and
move around, and the visible light (infrared) CCD aperture adjustment, scenes
telescopic adjustments, etc. Achieve control over the front of CCD and functions
transferred control of the robot. The software interface for the operation, due to
that it is the top layer, called down-level functional modules to implement.

Fig. 1. The overall structure of the inspection robot system Photographs.
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(3) Video monitor module: monitor independently for infrared thermal image and
optical image, including image acquisition, preservation, infrared thermal image
display, visible and infrared image and optical images matching the image dis-
play, processing, synthetic image is displayed after the match and switch of the
display window. Also it can check image saved in image databases at any time.

(4) Information management modules: client login, manage users, queries. Complete
system features such as parameter settings, system configurations, and agent
services, and provide common emission rate of queries, and so on.

Considering the image on-line monitoring for electrical equipment in substation needs,
ease of scalability requirements and development environments, system software dis-
tribution client program and a server-side program to achieve a centralized control
station and substation network communications between, it provides powerful features
such as controls, display, storage, and provides other computers on the network with
visible light, infrared imaging and synthetic images. By accessing the server, managers
can get the remote monitor image and can be remote controlled robot with pan/tilt
movements and complete synthesis features such as intelligent.

Fig. 2. The overall design of system software.
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5 Design on Base Station Control System

The base station control system mainly consist of the supervisory computer system,
switch and the corresponding wireless communication equipment. The master moni-
toring station system is based on the Windows system, design and development by java
object-oriented programming language, it can provide friendly operation interface and
complete monitoring functions for users. It also can provide command and corre-
sponding information for robot motion planning, store and analyze the equipment data
acquisition, then provide diagnosis from experts. Its main functions include:

(1) Remote control of the robot. It is used the keyboard or mouse to control some of
the robot’s actions. Such as robot running and the movements of platform, camera
focusing, the operations of thermal infrared imager, acquisition of the visible light
and infrared data, then realize the remote inspection robot.

(2) Automatic inspection. Operators can create, store and delete inspection task
automatically. When operators create or delete patrol tasks in the man-machine
interface, operators can manually set automatic execution time. When automatic
inspection tasks is executed, system need to send the docked points of this task
and the task information to the mobile robot. The robot can perform many
assignments, such as movements of platform, automatic camera focusing, auto-
matic operations of infrared thermal imager, acquisition of automatic operation
visible light and infrared data and self-charging.

(3) Real-time data monitoring. The visible light cameras and infrared thermal imager
can be displayed by real-time video, with the remote control and automatic
inspection function, implement the background of inspection by operators and
real-time data storage. In order to obtain better control, there is a need to connect
monitor system with inspection robot together, it can make the inspection robot
accept the monitoring end’s instructions, and can deal with real-time information
which is collected at the scene to monitor system. Monitoring system is running in
the monitoring terminal, responsible for the tele operation control of inspection
robot. As the top of the inspection system, monitoring system is the only interface
between operators and inspection robot. The quality of its design will directly
affect the whole system function.

Monitoring system is used to record inspection robot running conditions and
data automatically, and used for artificial monitoring, remote control, query and
management of inspection data. The monitoring system software platform is
composed of man-machine interface, power management and image database. In
addition to complete the basic switch and mobile operation for the robot and the
equipment, it also need to pro-vide more advanced and humanization functions,
including to control the robot operation mode, alarm of ab-normal information
and self-treatment, and manage software operators. Instrument or equipment
which is needed to inspect regular in the substation, can firstly save the position
information and the platform information what can make robot to carry out normal
shot as calibration list. It will the need to save the inspection time to the operation
parameter list, then triggered by a timer. When arriving at the inspection time, it
can control the robot to complete the automatic inspection task. The automatic
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inspection involves and operates various equipment, so the state machine model is
used to coordinate and control the modules, then inspect smoothly. The moni-
toring software is also equipped with the instrument recognition function, it can
identify instrument photos what is taken by the HD camera automatically, when
beyond the normal range instrument calibration, it will alarm to operators about
the abnormal data, then can remind the operator attention. Similarly, robot
equipped with infrared camera can detect abnormal temperature equipment, if it is
found that exceeded the normal operating temperature of the device, will also
carry out alarming. Due to the daily inspection produces a huge amount of data, so
it needs to check the data which is stored in the database, then is convenient for
the follow-up management. Therefore, software has the ability to connect to
databases, and can store, modify and delete the data. The need for management of
the data can be divided into five main parts, including the user login information,
user information, image information, the calibration information, and operation
parameters information. Then it need to establish a corresponding table for storage
and be man-aged in database. In addition, human interface software also need to
provide a convenient user operation.

(4) Showing state information of the robot. It provide to the internal real-time state
information about the robot, which can reflect the running status of the robot, so it
is convenience to control and inspect the robot, using the electronic map can
display the real-time location of robot.

(5) Data storage and analysis. Some data needs to be saved to the database, such as
the robot the operational needs of the electronic map information, task manage-
ment information, system information and real-time database information, at the
same time, it can create the robot running logs and inspection records, it is very
useful for Historical queries and analysis. So it can provide analysis functions to
test data.

(6) The Analysis of historical temperature of the equipment. It can analyze the var-
iation trend of the historical temperature about the equipment, compare temper-
ature among the similar types of equipment, contrast the friendship between load
and temperature about the equipment, provide decision support for equipment
maintenance and condition assessment, implement the analysis and diagnosis of
substation equipment running status.

(7) MIS system interface. Associated with the production of MIS system, MIS system
will provide patrol data sharing.

6 Conclusions

Inspection robot system in this paper is described in General, mainly related to
the detailed description of hardware and software systems. The power industry is the
prerequisite and guarantee of people’s daily life and industrial production. With rapid
economic development and the improvement of people’s living standard, China has
increased investment in the power system to enhance technical and managerial levels to
ensure safe operation of the power system. Inspection robot for substation equipment
put up in unmanned substation and strengthening safety background. Inspection robot
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monitors devices in the substation, and timely delivery of execution video images to the
main control room to support staff to handle exceptions within a substation. However,
the substation’s unmanned patrol there exist certain problems, such as rapid response
capabilities to reduce accidents, inclement weather or timely monitoring substation
devices, causing the normal operation of substation a hazard. So inspection robots
technology need to be constantly improved and perfective.
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Abstract. According to the disadvantages of traditional methods of substation
inspection, a new substation inspection system using radio frequency identification
and two-dimensional code technology has been developed in this paper. The goals
and advantages of substation inspection system which based on radio frequency
identification and two-dimensional code technology have been researched. It’s
proved that the system willing improve the efficiency and scientific of electricity
inspection management.

Keywords: Substation inspection � Radio frequency identification � RFID �
Two-dimensional bar code

1 Introduction

In the power industry, for power equipment, especially the substation, doing regular
and well placed patrol inspection is necessary. It is the important guarantee for safe and
stable operation for power system. Substation inspection can find the defects and faults
of power equipment in time and nip in the bud [1]. In modern power industry, power
supply circuit is various, and more long transmission lines come into being, many
voltage grades and wide geographical distribution. These factors have brought many
difficulties to the line inspection and management.

Traditional antiquated working styles in power equipment inspection tour, hand-
made paper records are generally used. There are many loopholes in substation
inspection and management, such as record loss, low efficiency, long working period,
inspection in place not easy to monitor and so on. Therefore sometimes electric
department cannot timely and accurately grasp the condition of the equipment of power
supply system.

The advanced radio frequency identification (RFID) technology and two-dimensional
bar code, together with the function of radio frequency identification and two-dimensional
bar code scanning mobile terminal substation inspection equipment can solve the prob-
lems existing in the substation inspection [2].
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2 The Introduction of Radio Frequency Identification
and Two-Dimensional Bar Code

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification, RFID) is a rapidly developing automatic
identification technology in electronics, which uses radio frequency signal through
space coupling (alternating magnetic field or electromagnetic field) to make non-
contacting information transmission possible, access to relevant data labels, achieving
the goal of automatic Identification [3, 4].

Radio frequency identification (RFID) system is general composed of RFID tags,
antenna, and RFID read-write unit. RFID tag is composed of coupling components and
circuit, and the energy for emission waves and internal processor running all from card
reader of electromagnetic waves. After passive tags receive the electromagnetic wave
signal from the reader, part of the electromagnetic energy will be converted into energy
for their own work, and then antenna transmits signal between tag and reader. RFID
card read unit is the equipment to read the electronic tag information, and it can non-
contact read and identify the data preserved in the electronic tags, and it also can
automatically identify the object.

Two-dimensional bar code is relative to the case of one dimensional code. Based on
a particular geometry, a 2D (two-dimensional) bar code is a graphical image that stores
information both horizontally as one-dimensional bar codes do and vertically. In the
aspect of the code instrumentation, it is a clever use of the concept of “0” and “1” bit
stream, which form the basis of computer internal logic, using a number of geometric
shapes which corresponding to the binary to express numerical information to represent
text automatically recognized by image input device or photoelectric scanning equip-
ment in order to realize the automatic processing of information. It has some com-
monness of bar code technology: each code system has its particular character set; each
character has a certain width; each has a certain calibration function, etc. At the same
time it also has the automatic recognition function to different lines and processing
graphics rotation changes, etc.

Two-dimensional bar code is a code format, which is more advanced than one-
dimensional code bar. Compared with the one-dimensional bar code, two dimensional
bar codes can show information in horizontal and vertical two bearing at the same time,
making up for the flaws of the one-dimensional bar code. First of all, the two
dimensional bar code can show a lot of information within the small area, without any
dependence on database; Secondly, two dimensional bar code can represent Chinese
characters, images and other information, expanding the application field of the bar
code. Thirdly, two-dimensional bar code has error correction function, improving the
anti-interference ability of the bar code. So the application field of two-dimensional bar
code is much wider.

In the process of substation inspection, two-dimensional bar code technology and
radio frequency identification can greatly improve the efficiency of inspection and
ensure the inspection to complete with good quality on time. It is very significant to
ensure the security of the power.
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3 The Applications of Radio Frequency Identification
and Two-Dimensional Bar Code Technology
in the Substation Inspection

All the time, in the substation inspection task management, it always needs inspection
personnel to investigate and record the acquisition of power equipment usage,
inspection and maintenance information. In the substation inspection data acquisition,
problems like how to ensure the inspection work completed efficiency, how to obtain
accurate information about the effective inspection and how to ensure that inspection
personnel not absence to complete inspection tasks draw more and more attention.
With the development of science and technology and the accelerating pace of mod-
ernization construction, technical assistance are provided to solve this problem. Using
radio frequency identification and two-dimensional bar code scanning technology
standard informatization, we can realize the optimization of substation inspection
system, in order to realize daily inspection standard informatization, data record
specification informatization, work performance informatization and the ability of
querying the accident responsibility and so on. This can greatly improve the ability of
the electric power industry safety inspection.

3.1 The Target Research RFID Radio Frequency Identification
Technology and Two-Dimensional Bar Code Applied
in the Construction of the Substation Inspection

Data control center management system mainly includes data management worksta-
tion, data server, etc. Data control center management system can receive, sorted store,
query the inspection data sent from mobile terminals and generate related reports. Of
these devices can be abnormal statistics or into the information generated in the
equipment maintenance management system defects. The data management system
also has the function of database maintenance, can be carried out inspection site,
inspection items, inspection cycle, the custom inspection line, etc. It is also responsible
to establish the communication for the management system with upper management
information system (MIS), to realize information sharing [6].

When inspection personnel do inspection operations, they can carry a handheld
mobile terminal as inspection equipment. The mobile terminal should conform to the
requirements of the three levels of prevention, and wireless Internet access, 3G Internet
access and voice call, with functions of GPS navigation and positioning, and must have
the function of the RFID radio frequency identification and two-dimensional bar code
scanning. Using it automatically or manually to send interval information about
the current location and direction of the MIS of inspection personnel to data control
center every time If there appears the circumstances that power equipment doesn’t
normally operate, it will send fault types, equipment code and combined with the
current handset terminal of RFID information or two-dimensional bar code data
information to the data monitoring center. Receivers of data monitoring center receive
related information, and then store them. At the same time, the checking data center
system will check the information in the receiver system and identification after
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receiving, showing when and where the fault happened accurately, and the types of
equipment failure, the inspection staff at that time. These data information is auto-
matically deposited in the database server, can be launched on the Internet. Setting up
on the substation RFID tags, a global unique identifier, to ensure that the inspection
personnel in order to make the RFID identification number can only live for himself
(herself). So it can guarantee for inspection staff in place in time. Through setting two-
dimensional bar code identification on the different equipment in substations, by
scanning two-dimensional bar code, inspection personnel can get the device infor-
mation conveniently, such as model, manufacturer, and the operation needing to check,
and conveniently uploading to the data center after finding the fault. Data center can
identify according to the two-dimensional bar code, and match equipment of the
database. By combining the RFID and the two-dimensional bar code, the arrival rate of
routing inspection can be guaranteed. At the same time, power inspection personnel
can strengthen management and formulate measures to ensure the safe operation of the
power equipment by checking, summarizing, analyzing and forecasting the data in the
database.

3.2 The Value of RFID Radio Frequency Identification Technology
and Two-Dimensional Bar Code Applied to Substation Inspection

There are many advantages for RFID radio frequency identification and two-dimensional
bar code technology applied in the substation inspection. Such as:

Using RFID substation is helpful for planning and monitoring inspection line.
Substation equipment using two-dimensional bar code can be convenient for inspection
and maintenance. The two methods can also be used to effectively supervise whether
the inspection personnel in place.

With the help of a mobile terminal software and hardware and data center statistics
database query function, the convenient application program can be developed
according to the inspection task and checking process. It will record automatically
inspection tag, simplify record defects or reading content, improve the efficiency of the
normative and execution of inspection work.

Comparing with the traditional way (manual record or bar code), RFID radio
frequency identification and the two-dimensional bar code technology applied in
electric power inspection has higher security, and also provides for the total assets life
cycle management of power equipment, and various equipment and personnel man-
agement of consistency and linkage of technology base.

3.3 System Design of RFID Radio Frequency Identification
and Two-Dimensional Code Technology
Applied in Substation Inspection

In general, electric inspection carries out according to the route designated by
inspection task. Each task contains some inspection routes and each inspection route
contains some inspection orientations and each orientation contains some equipment
need to check. Inspection personnel need to check the working condition of equipment
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and lines according to certain process and record the defects and meter reading.
The advantages of RFID radio frequency identification and two-dimensional code
technology is suitable for power transmission line inspection, all routes, range and
the device identifier. For the equipment which only need to record the meter reading, we
can use relatively simple, inexpensive two-dimensional code label. For the equipment
which need more complex inspection, the RFID label can be used to record the status
information of the equipment for each inspection.

Schematic of carrying out two-dimensional code recognition and RFID recognition
through handheld terminal as follow:

After the inspection, we can download the current inspection task to the handheld
terminal through making the center control server and handheld terminal be online.
When the inspection personnel with the handheld terminal arrived to the scene,
according to the inspection task route, using handheld terminal to locate and identify
inspection equipment, displaying the inspection card relative and two-dimensional code
and electronic label can supervise weather the inspection personnel’s inspection is in
place. Therefore it can be ensured that the inspection to be completed to meet the
requirements of quality and quantity (Fig. 1).

Traditionally, when the substation inspection completed, inspection personnel are
required to record the inspection result to the center control monitoring server by hand.
But the handheld terminal can communicate with the center control monitoring server
automatically and complete the data checking task.

Implementation of inspection task as follow:
The offline operation text will be created after the inspection task has been completed

by the person in charge on the center control server. After the task text is downloaded to

Fig. 1. The diagram of handheld terminal identification function.
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the terminal, the inspection personnel with handhold terminal will go to the scene,
according to inspection route in the inspection task to inspect the equipment, scan the
two-dimensional code and RFID tag. In this way, we can not only ensure that every
equipment can be inspected, but also can gain the status information of the equipment
conveniently and quickly. After the inspection completed, we can upload the inspection
result. The center control server will compare the inspection result to the Remote
monitoring data, if they are consistent, and then prove the inspection is unmistakable
(Fig. 2).

4 Conclusions

With the rapid development of China’s market economy, the power supply require-
ments of economic development becomes more and more important. Safe operation of
power transmission equipment is related to the guarantee of power supply of reliable
and economic production. So it is proposed that RFID radio frequency identification

Fig. 2. Implementation of inspection task.
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and the two-dimensional bar code technology applied in the exploration of electric
power inspection can be used to realize the real-time monitoring and implementation of
the transmission line state. Focusing on the actual, this paper introduces the equipment
patrol management system, the role of the two-dimensional bar code and RFID tech-
nology in the system. The use of this technology can make the process of substation
inspection and inspection process more intelligent and more specification, and can
effectively improve the working accuracy, increase the exchange of information, speed
up the flow of information to do effective supervision on inspection personnel, so as to
improve the work efficiency of equipment inspection personnel. This application has a
high practical value.
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Abstract. With the development of Internet technology, more and more web
services are published on the Internet. How to efficiently and accurately obtain
the specific services for users become more important. Based on this, web
service vertical search engine emerged. This vertical search engine can improve
the service retrieval efficiency compared with the traditional search engine.
However there are still several deficiencies: required services are difficult to be
filtered from the limited information that the users can refer; Moreover, sort
principle of the search results are not transparent to users, they cannot reorder
the search results according to their needs. This paper aims to solve this prob-
lem. Through mining service information, multi-dimensional information can be
referred; through correlation calculation, users can search personalized infor-
mation according to their needs, which enhances the power of web services
retrieve and improves user experience of the search engine system.

Keywords: Web service � Information mining � Correlation
1 Introduction

Along with rapid increase of web services, those websites that provide a list of services
such as XMethod [1], WebServiceList [2], webxml and seekda emerged. However,
they are not able to meet the requirement of service search and selection. Because these
sites are built based on UDDI, in which QoS support is not provided. QoS is an
important indicator of many fields, for example, large-scale device collaboration sys-
tem [3–7], network, web service selection, multimedia device ability matching [8] and
so on. For web services, QoS is the kernal characteristic of services. To improve such
situation, a number of specialized vertical search engine like SD2S [9], Merobase [10]
as well as service discovery search engine supporting QoS emerged. However, they are
currently prototype systems and technically not mature. To sum up, there are several
deficiencies. First, service information presented is not comprehensive, which only
includes the service name, service WSDL link and service providers. It is difficult for
users to filter out the required services through these simple information. Second, the
search results are presented in the form of a sorted list. However, the users neither
know the relationship between these search results and keyword nor the sorting prin-
ciple. In addition, they cannot search personalized information based on their needs.
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In addition, the current situation that the non-functional properties of web services such
as QoS information, context information like geographic information were not con-
sidered, service information mining and correlation calculation are in need. Through
mining service information, multi-dimensional information can be referred to the users;
through correlation calculation, the users can search personalized information
according to their needs. Finally, web services retrieve is enhanced and the user
experience of search engine system is improved as well.

2 Study of Key Problem

This article aims at doing service information mining and correlation calculation based
on existing service search engine. The users simply input keyword and send request to
search engine system. Then a list of search results can be returned. This article studies
the following aspects: (1) service information mining based on simple information like
service name, WSDL link, service provider. (2) Service correlation calculation.
A method is put forward to calculate the correlation based on multiple filter conditions.
We conduct research on similarity calculation like between simple words, between
compound words and between simple word and compound word.

2.1 Service Information Mining

In this paper, we mainly mining information such as domains information in WSDL
document, service QoS information and service geographic information. The data
collection process are introduced below.

(1) Service WSDL domain information
Service WSDL contains 5 domains those are service, binding, message, type and
porttype domain. WSDL4J toolkit is used to parse these domains.

(2) Service QoS information
Service QoS information contains 13 indicators. They are RTT, Performance,
Reliability, Availability, Security and so on. Among them, RTT is the most basic
and important aspect. Therefore, in the study of this paper, RTT is used as raw
data. 27 nodes are deployed on the planet-lab for real-time measurement and RTT
information is measured by each node. However, what we really want is RTT
information that users perceive. Based on this, a similar calculation method is
proposed. RTT information measured by node which is nearest to user’s current
location is considered as RTT information that user perceives and returned to user
as shown in Fig. 1.
As seen in Fig. 1, 10 measurement nodes N1*N10 are located at different places.
Among them, N7 is the nearest one to the user’s current location. Therefore, RTT
measured by N7 is taken as the real RTT data that perceived by the user.

(3) Service geographic information
Service geographic information are latitude and longitude of the service provider.
In this article, service geographic information is collected by IP address of the
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service provider GeoIP database [11] which provided by MaxMind is used to
query the latitude and longitude information.

(4) Service tag information
Tag extraction is one difficulty encountered during the implementation. In this
paper, classic TF-IDF algorithm [12] is used to calculate the weight of each word.

(5) Service description information
Service description only exists in the document type WSDL document, the RPC
type WSDL document does not have description information. In this paper, we
use WSDL4 J to parse WSDL document and get description information.

2.2 Service Correlation Calculation

Service correlation calculation needs to be done after obtaining the search results and
before the presentation. The users can filter efficiently by using different filter conditions,
correlation calculation and reordering. These filter conditions contain functional infor-
mation which includes each domain information in WSDL and non-functional informa-
tion which includes QoS that user perceives, service tags, service description information
and physical distance between the user and service. To calculate the correlation between
keyword and search results, correlation calculation methods for three kinds of information
are defined as follows.

Simintergrate ¼ k � Simfunc þ 1� kð Þ � Simnon�func ð1Þ

Simfunc ¼
Xm

i¼1
ki � Simfunc ið Þ
� � ð2Þ

Simnon�func ¼
Xn

j¼1
kj � Simnon�func jð Þ
� � ð3Þ

The Eq. (1) is the integrated correlation which contains functional and non-func-
tional correlation between the input keyword and search results. For the search results,
functional elements and non-functional elements are equally important, so k value is set
to 0.5. Equations (2) and (3) are correlation calculation method based on function

Fig. 1. Relationship among user, service and measurement nodes.
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information and correlation calculation method based on non-functional information. ki
is the weight of i-th domain information, kj is the weight of j-th non-functional
information. Since service information is divided into numerical information and text-
based information according to their appearance. Therefore, the core issue is numerical
information correlation calculation and text-based information correlation calculation.
Following are the two ways to conduct correlation calculation.

2.2.1 Numerical Information Correlation Calculation
In mathematics, absolute value of two numbers is used to represent the distance
between these two numbers. The greater the absolute value of two numbers is, the
farther away the two numbers are, the lower the correlation is and conversely the
higher. Based on this idea, a Linear Similarity Calculation Method (LSCM) is pro-
posed. Following is an example.

Given a keyword, there are 10 search results, their QoS values are list below
(Table 1).

From the users’ perspective, they hope to get better services. So, during the
implementation, the smaller the QoS value, the greater the correlation is. The LSCM is
as follows.

Step1: Sort the QoS value of S1*S10 and merge the same value as below
(Table 2).

Step2: Assign specific values to the sorted QoS sequence. We set the last one’s
similarity to 0, and set the first one to 1. Therefore the linear relationship between
similarity and QoS is: ¼ � 1

9 xþ 10
9 . Then other services’ similarity are as follows

(Table 3).

Table 1. Service - QoS information table

Sname S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10

QoS 4 7 4 2 4 1 4 2 10 7

Table 2. Sorted results according to the QoS value

Sname S6 S4,S8 S1,S3,S5,S7 S2,S10 S9

QoS 1 2 4 7 10

Table 3. Similarity calculation results based on the QoS

Sname S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10

QoS 4 7 4 2 4 1 4 2 10 7
Sim 5/9 1/3 5/9 8/9 5/9 1 5/9 8/9 0 1/3
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Based on the above calculation, the similarity of physical distance, service star etc.
can be calculated.

According to the above method, numerical LSCM can be defined as following:

yi ¼ x2 � xi
x2 � x1

x1\x2ð Þ ð4Þ

yi ¼ xi�x2
x1 � x2

x1 [ x2ð Þ ð5Þ

Where x1 is the first value, x2 is the value ranked last, xi is the i-th value, yi is the
similarity which needs to be calculated.

2.2.2 Text-Based Information Correlation Calculation
For text-based information, WordNet [13] which is a lexical semantic network based
on the relationship and JWS(Java WordNet Similarity) are adopted. Details of the
algorithm is described in the paper of Lin [14].

In the service search results, the relevant text of services are not only simple words
but also compound words. For example, the search results of keyword “weather” are
like “weatherService”, “usWeather” and “globalWeather”. Since the compound word is
beyond the scope of WordNet, and the service name is defined by developers, the
traditional method of correlation calculation does not apply. Therefore, how to cal-
culate the correlation between two compound words or between a compound word and
a simple word is a problem. In this section, how to conduct correlation calculation
method with compound words involved is discussed.

(1) Similarity between a simple word and a compound word
For compound words, first split it and several simple words can be got. Then
calculate the similarity through calculating the similarity between simple words
based on the algorithm put forward by Lin [14]. Here gives an example. Wa is a
simple word and Wb is a compound word. Suppose that Wb can be split into two
simple words Wb1 and Wb2, and similarity between Wa and Wb1 is Sab1, similarity
between Wa and Wb2 is Sab2. A calculation method between the simple word A
and the compound word B is defined:

Sa;b ¼ k1 � Sa;b1 þ k2 � Sa;b2 ð6Þ

Where k1 and k2 are the similarity between simple words in proportion to the
similarity between the simple word and the compound word. k1 þ k2 ¼ 1.
Assuming k1 is 0.1 and k2 is 0.9, this indicates that the similarity between Wa and
Wb is more inclined to Wb. To characterize this tendency, we give the following
definition:

k1 ¼ Sa;b1
Sa;b1 þ Sa;b2

; k2 ¼ Sa;b2
Sa;b1 þ Sa;b2

ð7Þ
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Thus the similarity between Wa and Wb is:

Sa;b ¼
S2a;b1 þ S2a;b2
Sa;b1 þ Sa;b2

ð8Þ

More generally, when the compound word is split into m simple words, the
similarity formula is expanded to:

Sa;b ¼
S2a;b1 þ S2a;b2 þ � � � þ S2a;bm
Sa;b1 þ Sa;b2 þ � � � þ Sa;bm

ð9Þ

(2) Similarity between compound words
According to the above similarity calculation method, a similarity calculation
method between compound words is proposed, that is CWSCM (Compound
Words Similarity Calculation Method). Assume that A and B are both compound
words. A can be split into m simple words, B can be split into n simple words. The
similarity between A and B can be calculated through following steps.

Step1: Calculate the similarity between each simple word Wai and compound
word Wb according to the previous calculation method as follows (Fig. 2).

Step2: Results of step1 can be seen as the similarity between the whole word Wb

and Wa’s all simple words. Since the simple words by split has already played a
role in first step, so in this step, the whole word B is taken as a simple word, again
using the method before, the similarity calculation between compound words A
and B is converted into calculating the similarity between simple word B and
compound word A. The method is:

Sa;b ¼
S2a1;b þ S2a2;b þ � � � þ S2am;b
Sa1;b þ Sa2;b þ � � � þ Sam;b

ð9Þ

Where, Sai;b ¼ S2ai;b1þS2ai;b2þ���þS2ai;bn
Sai;b1þSai;b2þ���þSai;bn

.

1aw

2aw

amw

1bw

2bw

bnw

1, 1a bs
1, 2a bs

1,a bns

2, 1a bs

2, 2a bs

2,a bns

, 1am bs

, 2am bs

,am bns

1aw

2aw

amw

bw

1,a bs

,am bs

2,a bs

Fig. 2. The similarity calculation process between simple word Wai and compound word Wb
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Through the above steps, the similarity between the compound words A and B can
be got. During the calculation, the similarity between the simple word Wai and the
compound word B is calculated first, then Wb is seen as a simple word, and then
calculate the similarity between the simple word B and the compound word A. Sim-
ilarly, the similarity between each simple word Wbj and the compound word Wa is

calculated first. The process is shown below. Where Sa;bj ¼ S2a1;bjþS2a2;bjþ���þS2am;bj
Sa1;bjþSa2;bjþ���þSam;bj

. In step 2,

A is seen as a simple word, and calculate the similarity between A and the compound
word Wb as follows (Fig. 3).

Based on the above two calculation methods, two different results are got. They are

Sa;b ¼ S2a1;bþS2a2;bþ���þS2am;b
Sa1;bþSa2;bþ���þSam;b

and Sa;b ¼ S2a;b1þS2a;b2þ���þS2a;bn
Sa;b1þSa;b2þ���þSa;bn

. Finally, the maximum value is taken

as the ultimate similarity between the combination words.

3 Experiment

For simple words, there are many recognized datasets that can be used to do the test,
such as Miller and Charles data set [15]. And there are many standards and ways to
validate. However, for compound words, there is no recognized accurately datasets.
Therefore, in this research, experimental data used to verify the accuracy of the method
needs to be designed. The experiment steps are organized as follows.

Step1: Two data sets are selected from our own service library, they are Setmap and
Setrandom. Setmap contains 12 services that are associated with word “map”, and
Setrandom contains 12 services that are selected randomly.

Step2: Assuming that given a compound word “mapService”, the similarity
between it and the words in Setmap and Setrandom is respectively calculated applying
the above method CWSCM. See appendix for the specific calculation results.

Step3: Compare similarity of two groups.
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Fig. 3. The similarity calculation process between simple word Wbj and compound word Wa
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According to the above CWSCM, the following scatterplot is made. Where blue
points and red points respectively represent the similarity between the given word
“mapService” and Setmap, “mapService” and Setrandom.

As seen from the chart, the similarity between “mapService” and Setmap is greater
than the similarity between “mapService” and Setrandom. This is because according to
the CWSCM proposed above, in Setmap, the compound words mostly contain the
simple word “map” or “service”, they are highly related to the given compound word
“mapService”. On the contrary, in Setrandom, the simple words split are randam and the
words have low correlation with the word “mapService” (Fig. 4).

Five points are chosen for analysis. Where A(5) is the similarity between “map-
Service” and the fifth data in Setmap named “MapAjaxService”. Since both words
contain the two simple words “map” and “service”, the similarity value weighs more in
similarity calculation. Therefore the final similarity value is greater. B(1) is the simi-
larity between “mapService” and the first data in Setrandom named “UserProfileService”.
Since both words contain the word “service”, the similarity value has a certain con-
tribution to the weight of similarity calculation. Therefore the final similarity value is
greater than others. B(6) is the similarity between “mapService” and sixth data in
Setrandom named “CommunityWebServiceSoap”, since the simple word contains “ser-
vice”, so the similarity value has a certain contribution to the weight of similarity
calculation. Therefore the final similarity value is greater than others as well. B(4) is the
similarity between “mapService” and the fourth data in Setrandom named “XmlRout-
erSoap”, since the similarity between this word and “mapService” is low, which gives a
certain effect on the similarity between the word and “mapService”. Eventually it
makes the similarity between compound word and “mapService” small.

4 Conclusion

Since there are several deficiencies in traditional service vertical search engine. First,
service information presented is not comprehensive. Second, users neither know the
relationship between search results and keyword nor the sorting principle. In addition,
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they cannot search personalized information based on their needs. We conduct research
on the following.

In summary, work of this paper focuses on two parts. First is the Service infor-
mation mining. Five kinds of information are mined. They are WSDL domain infor-
mation, QoS information, geographic information, tag information and description
information. Therefore, multi-dimensional information can be referred to the users.
Second is the study of the correlation calculation method. Two correlation calculation
methods are proposed. They are LSCM and CWSCM, respectively solve the similarity
calculation problem based on numerical and text information. Therefore, users can
search personalized information according to their needs, which enhances the power of
web services retrieve and improves user experience of the search engine system.

The correlation calculation method is the secondary processing of the search
results, which will affect the retrieval performance, how to balance the needs of real-
time retrieval and user demand for secondary processing of search results also has the
further research value.

Acknowledgements. The work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (No. 61100066).

Appendix

See Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4. Similarity between “mapService” and service in Setmap

ID Map related sourceURL Field in
WSDL

Similarity

1 GenerateMapService http://www.viamichelin.com/ws/
services/GenerateMap?wsdl

Service
Name

0.803479653

2 GetBestMap
DefinitionService

http://www.viamichelin.com/ws/
services/GetBestMapDefinition?
wsdl

Service
Name

0.667210765

3 MapHelper http://www.jasons.com/Services/
MapHelper.asmx?WSDL

Service
Name

0.758101797

4 MapManagementService http://www.viamichelin.com/ws/
services/MapManagement?wsdl

Service
Name

0.80405465

5 MapAjaxService http://maps.tourismus-landkreis-
kelheim.de/MapAjaxService.asmx?
WSDL

Service
Name

0.855365031

6 mapData http://safarimappers.com/webservice/
maphelper5.asmx?WSDL

Service
Name

0.838492372

7 MyMapService http://www.objectmap.nl/WebService/
MyMapService.asmx?WSDL

Service
Name

0.855365031

(Continued)
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Table 4. (Continued)

ID Map related sourceURL Field in
WSDL

Similarity

8 BarrioMapService http://mdl.chicos.edu.ar/Services/
MapLocation/BarrioMapService.
asmx?WSDL

Service
Name

0.855365031

9 MapLocationService http://mdl.chicos.edu.ar/Services/
MapLocation/MapLocationService.
asmx?WSDL

Service
Name

0.772081011

10 MapTileService http://mdl.chicos.edu.ar/Services/
MapTile/MapTileService.asmx?
WSDL

Service
Name

0.784102515

11 CoberturaMapService http://www.monitoreowifi.aui.edu.ar/
Services/Objects/
CoberturaMapService.asmx?WSDL

Service
Name

0.855365031

12 MapRequest http://www.gatewayhorizons.com/
VEdemo/services/MapRequest.
asmx?WSDL

Service
Name

0.84326418

Table 5. Similarity between “mapService” and service in Setrandom

ID Map related sourceURL Field in
WSDL

Similarity

1 UserProfileService http://www.ldb.lt/TDB/Plunge/
Apie/_vti_bin/
UserProfileService.asmx?
WSDL

Service
Name

0.680199792

2 priceChecker http://www.villarenters.com/
villarenterswebservice/
priceChecker.asmx?wsdl

Service
Name

0.493072886

3 MessageAccess https://db-msg1.travelclick.net/
DataBridgeMessaging/
MessageAccess.asmx?WSDL

Service
Name

0.33912412

4 XmlRouterSoap http://jewishcharlotte.org/
XmlRouter/XmlRouter.
asmx?WSDL

PortType
Name

0.087547536

5 ConvertorSoap http://www.softwaremaker.net/
webservices/swm/Convertor/
Convertor.asmx?wsdl

PortType
Name

0.177075212

6 CommunityWebServiceSoap http://www.kievchurch.org.ua/
CommunityWebService.
asmx?WSDL

PortType
Name

0.596717694

7 getSmallImage http://webservice.webxml.com.
cn/webservices/
ChinaStockSmallImageWS.
asmx?wsdl

Operation
Name

0.444477918

(Continued)
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Abstract. Distributed scheduling strategy for computing resource (DSSCR)
talks about a wide range of knowledge, such as distributed parallel computing,
resource scheduling, heartbeat monitoring and data security. When people deal
with a large number of concurrent computing tasks, designing a reasonable,
efficient, safe scheduling system becomes important, it needs not only to execute
safely, reduce the pressure on the server, but also improve the efficiency of task
execution and correct results return. So the focus of this paper is to propose a
DCRSS to solve the above problems. Nine categories of test cases are designed
to assess its efficiency. There are 355 tests are executed, the success rate is over
90 %, saving 60 % time.

Keywords: Distributed scheduling � Computing resource � Parallel computing �
Video analysis task

1 Introduction

It is common to execute computing tasks in distributed system. However, due to the
traditional technology architecture design, as with the increasing of the amount of data
and the number of parallel, the current distributed computing systems are in face of a
lot of problems and defects, such as low computing execution efficiency, low reuse rate
of historical data, and low efficiency of massive concurrent tasks execution. How to
quickly and reasonably deal with massive data, the constraints of time and space, and
optimize computing resource scheduling algorithms to provide users safe, efficient
service mission is the goal of this study.

One of key features of distributed computing is large-scale device collaboration, it is
another important research goal of this paper [1]. How to create an efficient distribution
structure model to control the existing physical resources is very important [2, 8].
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The paper aims to design a new solution in distributed computing resource
scheduling areas, where they can play important roles.

At first, this paper introduces the background and analyze disadvantage of original
solution. Then a new distributed strategy to schedule computing resource is put for-
ward. At last, there is a result to assess the efficiency of the new solution.

2 Background

This study derives from the data and computing center of a certain city’s high-definition
video surveillance platform. The goal is to establish a standard, safe and efficient
computing center open for the third party development organizations.

This platform are designed to deal with a lot of intelligent applications with large-
scale video analysis, face recognition, secondary analysis, detection and retrieval of
video images, which requires massive computing power. Therefore, a set of efficient,
intelligent DCRSS is in need.

2.1 The Original Scheduling Strategy Solution

The city is divided into 14 regions, each of which is equipped with its own independent
computer machinery room, each room runs the traffic surveillance videos of the cor-
responding jurisdiction. All services and tasks of processing and analysis are based on
these videos. There are 15 computer machinery rooms including a center one in total.
All computer machinery rooms are connected by high-speed fiber networks. Due to the
inconsistencies of the network environment between regions, only some of the regions
can enjoy high-speed video sharing between each other. The computing resources
network topology of this city is shown in Fig. 1 below:

Fig. 1. The computing resources network topology of the city
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The places of the bottom of the Fig. 2 represents each partition computer machinery
rooms, the black lines are the network connection between the nodes.

The foundation system provides users with the services of face searching, the vehicle
searching, videos shrinking and some others. Nowadays, video analysis technology is
common [3]. Upper users select video search periods, monitoring points, function types
and other conditions. Then issue the tasks to dispatch system. According to the scheduling
algorithm, the computing center finds the machine room corresponding to the video for
analysis and processing. It returns the results when the calculation is completed.

2.2 The Disadvantages of Original Scheduling System

See Table 1.

Table 1. Disadvantages of the original system.

Disadvantage Explanation

Single step If the upper tasks are to be treated with different functions of a
video, people have to deal with it twice or more, but after
researching authors found that the existing video-task is divided
into two steps. First step is the formation of video analytic
features documents (the intermediate data processing), and the
second step is to conduct further analysis based on the video
analytic features documents. The original system does not make
rational use of the intermediate data generated by the first step,
which reduces the efficiency of secondary tasks

Underutilized resources After research authors found that the use of high-speed fiber-optic
connections between some computer machinery rooms can
achieve real-time, high-speed video sharing. When loading
pressure of one computer machinery room is too large, the
original system does not reasonably assign this task to another
room for processing, which results in some of the rooms with
too much pressures while others with idle resources there

Task caching lack The original system provides external computing resources based
on the actual existence of the physical resources of the
computer machinery room. However, it does not realize the task
caching mechanism. Therefore, if the target machinery room
does not store the videos, the system will refuse to accept the
task request from upper interface. So the lack of the ability to
achieve a large amount of concurrent task requests is a serious
disadvantage

Low reusability of
historical results

When the system completes a 10-min. video analysis task, and the
next task is the subtask of this task, the original system cannot
use the historical results. On the contrary, if it executes again, it
may cause the waste of resources and low reusability, which
reduces the overall efficiency
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3 Solution

3.1 Architecture Design

Each machine room is defined as a secondary node management area, and determine a
server or a virtual machine as a secondary node. Other computing resources is defined
as computing nodes, managed uniformly by the secondary node. In addition, the center
room plays a central node role, managing all secondary nodes. Thus a three-tier mode
is developed. The status of each running compute nodes is shielded from the central
node. So all the information transmission between the central node and the computing
nodes needs the second nodes to help.

The specific hierarchy is shown in Fig. 2 below:

Since the role of the central node play the task to do the scheduling, all need is to
establish a mechanism to monitor the heartbeat and resource between each node with
the subordinate management node.

3.2 Process Design

1. To increase the reusability of the historical task and improve the efficiency of
secondary tasks, this solution is constrained for asynchronous execution computing
tasks at first. Because all video analysis tasks are based on the intermediate data
(video feature file). Some tasks need to be done under different conditions may be
characterized by the same video file. So the original system may do much repetitive

Fig. 2. Three-tier system design Structure
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work. After testing, it is found that the time of the first step about generating video
analysis features file takes more than 80 % of the execution time. So the reuse of
video analysis features file should make the computing tasks more efficiently.
Therefore, when performing computing tasks, each of them must be checked
whether each task has the features file in order to meet their computing needs.

2. When the central node receive the upper computing tasks, the system will split the
task into many minute-particle video tasks. There are three reasons for this
assignment. First, One minute of video processing has small pressure on computing
nodes, and time of the execution is relatively short. If the time period of the task is
set too long, the entire task results may turn into junk data if abnormal situation
happens; Second, one minute is short, each subtask can be executed quickly by the
computing node, can transfer the resources for other tasks to prevent the task queue
from being overloaded; Third, in order to increase the historical task of reuse rate,
the video analysis tasks is limited to one minute size. It turns out that the multi-
plexing efficiency of one-minute video task result is several times higher than the
result of the ten-minute video.
Therefore, all tasks will be split into a collection of one minute tasks. Historical
results are reused directly and only the new tasks are executed, which improves the
overall operational efficiency.

3. The system assigns computing resource for video analysis tasks based on sched-
uling algorithm, and sends subtasks to the secondary node. There are two types of
subtasks. One is to obtain historical results, another is to execute a new task.

4. The system develops a tasks caching mechanism for the tasks obtained without
resource. The center node sets a tasks queue to ensure that this system can receive
any number of computing tasks and prevent the limit of task request from the upper
users. In addition, this queue can also handle the issues of failures that because of
network traffic congestion. So the tasks caching mechanism can help to prevent loss
of mission.

5. According to the analysis of regional distribution of computing resources, when
assigning computing resource, the system sends tasks to the nearest machine room
secondary node where stores the videos required by the task. If the nearest sec-
ondary node is not idle, then the task is resent to another secondary node which is in
the same schedule group including the nearest node. Because computing resources
can be effectively shared in the same schedule group. The task will never be sent to
other computing nodes of other schedule groups.

6. When computing resource is insufficient in one secondary node, the system can
dynamically assign the task to other secondary nodes in the same scheduling
group. If the whole schedule group is lack of resources, there are two solutions. The
first is to send the task to the center computing node to execute, another is to push
the task into the caching queue to wait for idle resource. Resource selection and
large scale diverse Collaboration are two goals of this papers, there are many
methods are worth learning nowadays [4–6].
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Task execution flow chart is shown in Fig. 3 below:

3.3 Scheduling Algorithm

One Key feature of schedule algorithm is to use rationally and efficiently the resource
in this system. There are many different methods to solve this problem. The article
made reference to the advantage of a lot of other solutions [7, 9].

A. Static Scheduling:
The central dispatch node will search for the specific secondary node which stores
the corresponding video resources. If the node has enough idle computing
resources, then the central dispatch node will assign the task to this secondary node,
and then search for the idle computing node according to the location of the video
resources and assign the analysis task to this computing node.

B. Dynamic Scheduling:
1. If the secondary node corresponding to the video has no idle resources, then the

central dispatch node will assign this subtask to other secondary nodes which
has idle resources within the same scheduling group (select secondary node with
the maximum number of idle resources).

2. If all the secondary nodes under the same scheduling group have no idle resources,
the central dispatch node will add this subtask to the queue of the central node.

3. If a secondary node comes across with a system crash, the central dispatch node
will query the task list which is kept in the database and get all the processing
tasks. If there are subtasks assigned to the lost secondary node, the central

Fig. 3. Task execution flow chart
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dispatch node will transfer all the subtasks to the center machinery room to
execute (including the completed and uncompleted subtasks, considering the
result of the completed subtasks is stored in the secondary node, and the central
dispatch node needs to load task results from the sub-machinery room when
gathering results. Even if the task processing has been completed, but the results
still could not be calculated), if the central dispatch node does not have available
resources, the tasks will be added to the task queue.

4. If the computing node under the secondary node comes across with a system
crash, the scheduling solutions is similar to the above item 3.

5. If the central dispatch node comes across with a system crash, after the system
returns to normal, it will load the tasks executing which should have been
executed in the queue if there is no crash.

4 Experiments and Results

Considering the above solutions, relevant testing experiments are designed. A central
dispatch node, four secondary nodes, seven computing nodes under each secondary
node are designed. There are two scheduling groups, and the four secondary nodes are
defined as Region 1–4. Theoretically, the testing system supports 4 * 7 = 28 channel
paralleling execution of video processing tasks. No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 secondary nodes
form a scheduling group, No. 2 and No. 4 secondary nodes form the second scheduling
group (the same secondary node can exist in two different scheduling groups at the same
time, this is decided by the geographical factors and network bandwidth).

Nine categories of test are designed and there are 355 test cases in total.
The test case design table is as follows (Table 2):

Table 2. Test Case Design Table

Id Test-case category Expected result Test
node

1 Dynamic scheduling Issue full load video analysis tasks to secondary
node

1

2 Reuse of historic tasks Does not execute the historic tasks the second
time

1

3 Asynchronous execution(1) Verify front constraints 2
4 Asynchronous execution(2) Conduct video analysis based on the video

feature files
1

5 Computing results sharing
between the same
scheduling group

Issue the task to other secondary nodes under the
same scheduling group when there’s no
computing resources available

2, 4

6 No free resources in the
scheduling group

Issue the task to the waiting queue in the central
dispatch node

2, 4

7 Crash of the secondary node Lost tasks are sent to the central dispatch node 1
8 Crash of computing node Tasks in the computing node are sent to the other

computing node
4

9 Persistence validation of the
task queue

Stores the uncompleted and unissued tasks in the
queue

3
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Test results analysis is as follows (Fig. 4):
The new solution supports four kinds of task types, sharing the same intermediate data.
The new strategy reduces duplicate operations at least three times, shorten the time to
40 % of the original one. Nine categories of test cases are designed to assess its effi-
ciency. There are 355 tests are executed, the success rate is over 90 %, saving 60 % time.

5 Conclusion

DCRSS designed in this paper can greatly improve the efficiency of the upper computing
tasks execution, shorten the processing time of repetitive tasks execution, rationally
control the existing computing resources, improve utilization and prevent the resources
waste. In addition, it can achieve real-time monitoring and integration of all the servers.

This three-tier architecture can hierarchically manage the distributed computing
resources to achieve a reasonable and controllable resource management strategy, split
the functions of the computing center into pieces and assign to each node to control the
resources and reduce risks. This solution can solve a large amount of concurrent real-
time computing tasks to reduce the user’s constraints as well.

DCRSS involves multifaceted knowledge, such as parallel computing, data secu-
rity, data storage, scheduling. And the strategy is limited by several specific network
conditions such as network bandwidth, server computing power, the amount of data
and the geographic constraints. Now there are many organizations and academics earn
some achievements in this field. The solution aims to make some contribution to this
field. Of course, the strategy is still not perfect in solving a large amount of concurrent
real-time processing. Further improvement is needed.

Acknowledgement. The work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (No. 61100066).

Fig. 4. Test results
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Abstract. Due to fast development of technology and enhanced global
connection, the number of vehicle running on the road in China increases with
an amazing speed, while related illegal behavior appears and increases as well.
One of them is copied vehicle license (CVL), in which the driver uses a fake
license to avoid relevant punishment, to save annual tax and to commit crimes.
To better maintain healthy traffic operation environment, a spatial distance based
method is put forward in this paper to detect possible vehicles with CVL. With
big data mining skill and parallel technology, the work can be done automati-
cally by the computer with a good speed and accuracy. The results turn out to be
clear and can be used directly by the police department, which improves the
processing efficiency in this field. Both the government and public drivers
benefit from this.

Keywords: Big data mining � Copied vehicle license � Spatial distance � Traffic
operation

1 Introduction

Nowadays, as technology develops and global connection increases, residents’ life
quality has been improved a lot. This situation is more obvious in China especially after
the country joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) in year 2001 [6]. As China
opens its market, advanced manufacturing knowledge starts to flow into, which brings
lots of commercial opportunities. Lots of industrial fields benefit from the policy, one
of them is transportation. Being an essential part of transportation, automobile enjoys
the best period of development. For example, Guiyang, an 8,034 sq. kms. city in
China which locates in Guizhou Province, owns about 800,000 automobiles with only
4,451,700 citizens [7]. It means at least one person in six owns a vehicle. As an
effective transportation tool, automobile satisfies passengers’ travel demand and saves
them bunch of time. However, problems like congestion, pollution, noise, safety begin
to turn on public attention as the situation becomes more serious. In order to reduce the
impact, some cities put forward new punishment policies. To avoid new punishment,
another problem appears, some drivers choose to use the fake vehicle licenses. Usually
there are three reasons result in such bad behavior [3]. First, the drivers who use the
fake licenses can escape from relevant accident punishment. Second, they do not have
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to pay the annual tax. This helps them save money. Third, with a fake license, they
have more freedom to commit crimes. This situation affects the healthy traffic operation
environment which should be stopped.

In front of such situation, this paper points out an algorithm to detect the suspicious
licenses based on big data mining skill which takes speed instead of time as the
threshold. The results can be used by the police department to better regulate the traffic
operation.

The paper is organized like this. Second section discusses related work done by
others before. Then the data used in doing the research is introduced. The way to refine
dataset and improve data quality are discussed as well. Followed section talks about the
methodology from which the final results come. The results are shown and discussed in
the fourth section which is followed by the whole paper summary in the end.

2 Literature Review

In year 2007, Yinli Jin and Jianping Wang [3] pointed out an algorithm to detect CVL
by using speed and distance matrixes to screen the traffic data. This method can result
in good identification results. However, since real speed and distance information are
not available at most time, this method is not able to process big data effectively.
In another word, it is not a universal method. In year 2009, Xiaochun Lu et al. [4] put
forward an idea to detect the vehicles with copied licenses. A time threshold from one
site to another is the kernel part of the method. The paper focuses on introducing the
algorithm. No test results can be seen from it. There is no way to evaluate whether it is
reliable or not.

3 Data

In this section, two steps about data preprocessing work are discussed below. It is a
necessary part to promise reasonable results. First step is called dataset refining, which
talks about how to reduce the data size in order to expedite processing speed. Second
step is called data quality control, which is essential to promise unbiased results.
Details are discussed below.

3.1 Dataset Refining

The data used in this paper comes from a city’s Transportation Management Bureau.
The device used to collect the data adopts advanced photoelectric, image processing
and mode identification technology. For each vehicle passes by any device, a picture of
it is captured and all related data such as vehicle license, vehicle logo, vehicle type is
extracted automatically. Once a vehicle pass the device, a group of data is recorded and
kept in the database. Each day, 20,000,000 new data groups are transported into the
database and each data group has 21 attributes.

As the size of each day data can get to 20 GB, in order to expedite processing
speed, all those unnecessary data such as vehicle logo, vehicle color should be
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eliminated in the first step. The final dataset consists of 6 columns, which includes
vehicle license, time, location, location ID, location latitude and location longitude as
shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1 shows the columns of the dataset. Vehicle license is the license of the
detected vehicle. Location is the place where the picture is taken. Time is the time when
the picture is taken. Location ID is the ID of the location. Accessary information,
latitude and longitude are tied to each location.

3.2 Data Quality Control

After refining the dataset that is going to be used, the second step is about to improve
data quality. This is a big and important part. Because bad data can lead to biased
results and biased results come across wrong conclusion. As the result of this paper is
to help policeman to identify those licenses that might be copied, wrong identification
results definitely waste the time and disturb regular management.

There are two typical types of bad data. One are those with meaningless vehicle
license. Another are those with incomplete information. For this two kinds of data, they
are just deleted from the dataset to make sure each data group has all six attributes.
After this, the whole dataset is sorted first by the vehicle license, then by the time. All
the work is done by using a computer language-Python (https://www.python.org/)
which is especially designed for processing data.

4 Methodology

Usually when people talk about CVL, what people could think about first is two
different vehicles with the same license appear at different places at the same time.
However, it is rare to see this situation happens. Another way to test whether a license
is copied is to see whether it can make the distance given the exact time difference. For
example, vehicle A appears at L1 at the time T1, vehicle B appears at L2 at the time T2,
A and B are carrying the same license. What needed to be test is whether A can get to
L2 from L1 within the period of T2-T1. If it can, then it is Ok, otherwise, the license
might be copied. The idea is the same as the one proposed by Xiaochun Lu [4]
However, in this paper, travel speed is selected as the threshold instead of the time. As
the whole dataset has been sorted. So all the data groups of the same vehicle license
should be listed together. From top to bottom, for each pair of data groups, calculate the

Table 1. Dataset attributes

Vehicle license Location Time Location ID Latitude Longitude

…… …… …… …… …… ……

…… …… …… …… …… ……

…… …… …… …… …… ……
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time difference. As the time information is given, just do the subtraction directly as
shown below.

Dt ¼ ti � ti�1 ð1Þ

In the Eq. (1), ti denotes the captured time of the second data group, ti�1 denotes
the time of the former one. i (i > 1) denotes the index of the data group under the same
vehicle license (once it gets a new license, i changes back to 1), Dt denotes the time
difference.

For the distance between the two locations, it can be known by using location
latitude and longitude information as shown below.

C ¼ sin MLatið Þ � sin MLati�1ð Þ � cos MLoni �MLoni�1ð Þ þ cos MLatið Þ
� cosðMLati�1Þ ð2Þ

Distance ¼ R � Arccos Cð Þ � Pi=180 ð3Þ

In the Eq. (2), MLati denotes the changed latitude of the second data group (if the
location locates on the north part of the Earth, MLati = 90 − Latitude. Otherwise,
MLati = 90 + Latitude. The same rule is applied to MLati�1), MLati�1 denotes the
changed latitude of the former one, MLoni denotes the changed longitude of the second
data group (if it is located on the east part of the Earth, MLoni is the positive value,
otherwise it is negative), MLoni�1 denotes the changed longitude of the former one,
R is the radius of the Earth which is 6371.004 km [5].

The distance calculated from the equation above is different from the real path.
Actually, it is the shortest one between the two points on the Earth. Once distance and
time difference become available, speed can be calculated. Then some speed threshold
should be set in order to do the screening. As for the city where all the data are
collected, the speed cannot get higher than 100 km/h from the survey feedback. So 100
is selected to be the speed threshold. If the speed is higher than 100, the vehicle license
from which pair of data groups is suspicious. To further increase the accuracy of the
results [8, 9], another step is needed. For each license, count the time of being sus-
picious. After all the data groups under the same license have been checked, the license
should be considered copied only if it has been considered suspicious for more than 3
times [10]. The test results are shown in the next section.

5 Results

After implementing the methodology above, two result tables are acquired. First one
gives the results about how many times a license has been considered suspicious as
shown below.

Table 2 shows the number of each license considered suspicious. Because of some
privacy issue, some information needs to be kept as secrets. Authors do not have the
right to publish the vehicle licenses and locations. However, this does not affect how
we explain the results. In each row, five attributes can be seen. First one is the vehicle
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license of interest. Second one is the time for the vehicle to arrive at location 1. Third is
the address of the location 1. And then is the time for the vehicle to arrive at location 2,
followed by the address of it. Actually, through the methodology, it is impossible for the
same vehicle to get to Location 2 from Location 1 within the period of Time2–Time1.
So this license is considered being copied once. As scrolling down the table, it can be
noticed that license × × ×1266 is considered suspicious for 5 times, which satisfy the
requirement (more than 3 times). So license × × ×1266 is selected by the final dataset.

The second dataset is also the final dataset as talked above. This dataset lists all the
CVLs as shown below.

Table 3 lists all the possible CVLs based on the data collected on some specific day.
52,919 vehicle licenses are identified to be copied from 800,000 in total. Previous
authors have concluded that the number of vehicle with copied licenses can get amount
to 10 % in China [3]. So 52,919 from 800,000 is a reasonable quantity. The results can
be used by the policemen directly to penalize such bad behavior instead of sitting in the
office and waiting for some victim to report. Such bad behavior should be reduced
since the policemen are able to take positive action, which could result in a better traffic
operation environment.

Table 2. Times of being suspicious for each license

Table 3. Copied vehicle licenses

Copied vehicle license

× × ×1266
× × ×1272
× × ×1305
× × ×1340
× × ×1345
× × ×1346
× × ×1381
……

……

……
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6 Conclusion

Due to fast development of technology and enhanced global connection, the number of
vehicle running on the road in China increases with an amazing speed, while related
illegal behavior appears and increases as well. Nowadays, most illegal cases are noticed
and prevented by the policemen who patrol outside. This is an old way with low
efficiency. In order to improve traffic behavior monitoring speed and build up a healthy
traffic operation environment, data mining skill based on big data is needed.

CVL is one of the illegal cases that become popular in recent years. A spatial
distance based method is pointed out in this paper to deal with this problem. By using
this way, monitoring process can be done by the computer automatically with good
speed and accuracy instead of low efficiency on site human patrol [11]. The results turn
out to be clear and can be used by the police department directly. This is good for the
police to better regulate the healthy traffic operation.

However, in order to avoid the punishment, some “smart” driver tend to buy an
exactly the same vehicle with a copied license [12, 13]. In this way, no one can see any
difference just from the outside appearance, unless the ID of the engine is checked. This
also gives a challenge to validate whether the algorithm is reliable or not by using the
pictures captured by the devices. How to better validate is the number one future work.

Acknowledgement. The work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (No. 61100066).
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Abstract. By using RFID technology of the network, device label can storage
the basic information and necessary information about devices. And system
manager can use the IPv6 network protocol to achieve unified management of
these labels. Through these methods, it realizes standardized management of the
equipment information. The RFID technology and IPv6 design have been
researched to provide a modernization, information and intelligent method of
substation inspection.

Keywords: Substation inspection � RFID � IPv6

1 Introduction

It is a headache problem for many traditional substation or power factory enterprises to
manage the equipment inspection and fixed assets. Because most enterprises still rely
on using the original paper records manpower to deal with most of complex and
cumbersome work, such as the equipment check, maintenance, repair, self- examina-
tion and scrap management work and so on [1]. Besides workers must be very familiar
with the preventive maintenance project, it will lead to the large difficulty for education,
training and work handover. The early equipment management was unable to auto-
matically summarize and analyze the important data, such as electric equipment tem-
perature each hour, voltage change, oil is sufficient and so on. It led to the emergence of
jump power or other non-expected loss in production, and derived various industrial
safety problems. These data copying, relying on manual data collection by paper way,
may become a mere formality, become routine work, lead to greatly reduce the accu-
racy of the device data, such management behavior has no reference value. Moreover,
because the range of equipment inspection is too wide and excessive, the inspectors
may not arrive at the designated location, if the inspectors did not fill out the infor-
mation accurately, industrial safety risk coefficient will increase, so manager must
make sure the equipment inspection manage strictly [2].

Therefore, electronic inspection system was born out of necessity. Electronic
inspection system is a kind of device for monitoring patrol, inspection process.
Handheld devices and inspection label is this system mainly involved in the equipment.
Inspection label is used to bind the machine equipment, some information of the device
will be stored on the label, such as the device name, device enable time, equipment
maintenance records and so on. Handheld devices obtains information from the
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inspection labels through thrift (Radio Frequency Identification) or NFC (Near Field
Communication) technology, and communicating with the center server completes the
inspection task [3]. Workers can manage enterprise equipment inspection by using this
electronic inspection system, Apart from achieving the paperless acquisition, if system
can make each inspection label unique, it can ensure the inspection workers arriving at
exact place, data collection can also be more accurate, and the collected information
can be used as credible analyze material, and can also be used as inspection planning
and intelligent dispatching. At the same time, workers can use the handheld devices
electronic, such as mobile phone, tablet computer and so on, data upload and operation
is also very simple, inspection workers can operate directly, for example recording the
repair of equipment, real-time usage, equipment operating parameters, and can be
combined with the background database for more extensive management.

2 Research on Application of RFID in Station Inspection

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is a kind of wireless communication technol-
ogy, can identify specific target, read and write data by wireless signal, there is no need
to establish a mechanical or optical contact between recognition system and specific
target [4].

The radio signal is transferred into the radio frequency field, and transmit data out
from the attached label on the items, then identify and track of the goods automatically.
Some labels can get energy from the electromagnetic which is emitted from recognizer,
when they are at recognition time, so it does not need batteries. Some labels also have
their own power, and can emit radio waves (tune into radio frequency electromagnetic
field) [5]. The label contains electronic storage information, can be identified within
several meters. Unlike barcodes, RFID labels do not need in the recognizer sight, can
also be embedded inside tracked objects.

Many industries use radio frequency identification technology. The label is attached in
a car which is in production, it is convenient for factory to trace this car at the production
line. And the warehouse can track the drug where it is. RFID labels can be attached to the
livestock and pets, it is convenient to positive recognize livestock and pets (positive
recognize means prevent number of animals using the same identity). RFID of identifi-
cation card can enable employees to enter the locked building part, a radio frequency
transponder on the car can also be used to collect toll roads and parking fee.

In the process of substation inspection, the use of RFID played a crucial role, the
use of RFID in the station inspection is shown in Fig. 1.

The inspection workers arrive at the designated place and begin the inspection
work, first of all, the workers use the short distance radio frequency technology of
RFID to get the inspection equipment list by the mobile terminal [6]. After the com-
pletion of getting, workers call management system to provide inspection equipment
for matching which needs to be inspected in this inspection, if the equipment is lost or
label damaged, workers can discover and report timely. System generates reasonable
inspection route according to the important degree and the distance of the inspection
equipment, the workers carry out effective inspection work according to the route. The
workers can use mobile RFID reader in the process of inspection, when they arrive
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each device, it can read the RFID label attached to equipment, gets a series of basic
information about the device [7]. Then equipment inspection, after inspection, the
mobile terminal upload the inspection results to the management background.

3 Advantage About RFID in Substation Inspection

RFID is an easy to control, simple and practical application technology, and it is
particularly suitable for automation and control. It can work in a variety of harsh
substation environments freely: short-range radio frequency products are not afraid of
grease, dust pollution, high temperatures, high winds, fog, snow, hail, thunderstorms
and other harsh environments, it can replace bar codes, such as equipment’s location
records used in the stations inspection. In terms of stations inspection radio frequency
identification system mainly has the following aspects of the system advantages:

Quick and easy to read: read data without light, even though the outer packaging to
carry out, identify a greater distance effectively, while using the built-in battery of
active labels, effective distance up to 30 m.

Fast identification: once label entered the field, reader can read the information in real
time, and can handle multiple labels, achieve mass recognition; it can penetrate the
snow, fog, ice, paint, dirt and other harsh substation environment to read the label, and
read fast, in most cases less than 100 ms [8].

Fig. 1. The use of RFID in the station inspection.
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High Data capacity: the maximum data capacity of two-dimensional barcode (PDF417)
just can store the most 2725 figures, if letters are involved, the amount of storage will
be less. RFID label can be expanded to dozens of K according to the user’s needs.
RFID can store the basic information about inspection devices, such as type of
equipment, model and serial number, GPS, and so on.

Label data can be changed dynamically: workers can use program to write data to the
label, then RFID label is given to a function of the interactive portable data file. And
RFID is less than barcodes in writing time; once some basic device information be
changed, such as location information, RFID data can be modified immediately.

Better security: not only RFID can be embedded or attached on different shape and type
of product, and can provide password protection to read and write label data, which has
a higher security [9]. Outside speakers will not be stolen the device information with
such station protection, and even modify device information. Then improving the
security of the entire power substation.

Dynamic real-time communication: label communicate with reader 50–100 times per
second, so when the label appears in the range of effective identification, which RFID
is attached to, system can track and monitor their location dynamically. When the
inspection workers arrive at the designated location in the substation, they can identify
device location effectively, and see effective inspection equipment’s line through
mobile devices. As well as emergency situations arise, workers can reach the equip-
ment area quickly.

4 Research on Application of IPv6 in Substation Inspection

The ways of existing label marks are too simple. In the case of MifareClassic label by
using RFID/NFC technology, the use of the label itself mostly distinguished from other
labels only by product identification. In other words, when devices use label, workers is
not concerned with “what label is’’, but pay more attention to the content of label, which
the label key information is missing precisely, then it is difficult to manage the labels
effectively [10]. So workers need to mark the labels by means of a method, using IPV6
can provide a good solution for this technology. IPv6 (Internet Protocol version 6) is the
latest version of the Internet protocol, as network layer protocol for the packet-switched
network, designed to solve the problem of ipv4’s dwindling address pool. IPv6 address
is 128 bits length, 16 bit as a group, can provide about 340 trillion trillion trillion
(i.e. 2128) IP addresses under the binary system. IPv6 address has a huge pool, is ideally
suited for a variety of network which has a huge number of tiny devices. By means of the
huge capacity of IPv6, if workers use IPv6 to mark for labels, then inspection labels can
be managed easily, so that inspection work can be carried out more efficiently and
accurately.

According to the existing inspection label mode, the purpose of this paper is to use
IPv6 addressing mode, system binds the virtual IPv6 address with specific inspection
label, so that the inspection label is incorporated into the network of inspection system,
communicate in all the network, make the inspection label manage effectively, and
enhance the accuracy and effectiveness of the inspection work [11].
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Workers use IPv6 technology as marked way for inspection labels, it can solve
unmanageable problem, such as how to manage existing inspection labels. To solve the
above problems, This paper presents a method for label to mark itself, its content is that
inspection labels are addressed by the use of IPv6, the virtual IPv6 address binds with
specific inspection labels, So that inspection label is incorporated into the network of
inspection system, then manage the inspection label effectively.

To achieve the above objectives, technical scheme adopted in this paper is: One
inspection system apply for a piece of IPv6 address pool, then it will be divided into
sections and addressed address according to geographic distribution of enterprise
equipment and department [12]. Then workers mark the label, attached on the equip-
ment, according to the classification of IPv6 address, so the network address label on
the device can reflect which department or where it belongs to. Then labels can be
brought into the scope of network management system and achieve full network
communication. Including the following steps:

(1) Apply for IPv6 address block;
(2) Develop IPv6 address assignment scheme according to the distribution of busi-

ness equipment;
(3) IPv6 written to the label;
(4) Distribution of the actual address records to the label database;
(5) Label be managed according to the IPv6 address.

Technical innovation:

(1) Use IPv6 to respond to the huge number of labels that may arise.
(2) Incorporated into the scope of network management, strengthened the labels’

management, and obtain a more accurate device feedback.

Through the way of the whole network communication, strengthen the inspection
system, so that scheme is developed more accurately.

5 Application of IPv6 in Substation Inspection

Network topology graph (Fig. 2) shows the way to build a possible electronic
inspection network. The inspection label use IPv6 addresses as identification, the
inspection label has also become a device in the network. Taking 1 K MifareClassic
type of label as an example, the label has 16 partitions, each partition has 4 blocks, and
each block can store 16 byte data. Because the binary length of IPv6 address is
128 bits, so it is just right to store the IPv6 address in a block for label. Based on the
IPv6 addressing mode, described in RFC 3513, Assuming that the electronic inspection
network can manage 4000000000 labels, so the company applies for 32 bit address
pool which starting address is 2000:1234:5678:9ABC: DEFF: FFFF:: a/96, and power
facilities in the area is allocated 28 bit address area which starting address is
2000:1234:5678:9ABC: DEFF: FFFF: 1000:: a/100. Assuming the area has A, B two
town. For all the substation in A Town, they will be allocated 20 bit address area which
starting address is 2000:1234:5678:9ABC:DEFF:FFFF:1010::/108, for a substation in
A Town, and they will be allocated 16 bit address area which starting address is
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2000:1234:5678:9ABC:DEFF:FFFF:1011::/112. Then manager will have about 65000
IPv6 addresses to mark the substation inspection labels. For all the substation in B
Town, they will be allocated 20 bit address area which starting address is
2000:1234:5678:9ABC:DEFF:FFFF:1020::/108, for a substation in B Town, and they
will be allocated 16 bit address area which starting address is 2000:1234:5678:9ABC:
DEFF:FFFF:1021::/112. Then manager will also have about 65000 IPv6 addresses to
mark the substation inspection labels. It can be saw, prefix of IPv6 address is allocated
according to the geographical location naturally t, and it is different from the subnet of
IPv4 address, the use of IPv6 address is more intuitive, and it has a larger address pool.
Based in huge address pool, address allocation of each device can have much room,
and can have significant section. For example, for the main transformer equipment, the
last bit of IP address were 000 for first three bits, For 220 KV interval equipment,
the last bit of IP address were 001 for first three bits, so IPv6 address information in the
labels can reflect location and subordinate about the label.

Label management in Inspection process is shown in the Fig. 2. Through the above
example, it is very intuitive to show the storage of IPv6 on the label. At the same time,
the content of inspection equipment labels add some important information about
equipment. For example, equipment manufacturers, equipment type, equipment name,
service life of equipment, the temperature and humidity of equipment for the normal
operation. Some information about the use of equipment, such as the usage time, GPS
information, people who are responsible for the equipment, dangerous point of the
equipment and notice. It also need to record the repair person and related equipment

Fig. 2. Label management in inspection process.
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number, when equipment occur problems. Using high capacity RFID, it will record down
comprehensive information of the entire equipment. Workers use handheld devices
according to the different inspection process, operation and manage the equipment
through the RFID reader. This information can be classified into MifareClassic type of
label partition, each kind of information data can have one or more blocks. And some data
in the label may need to change, workers can use RFID to access and modify the contents
quickly. As mentioned above, the workers use the short distance radio frequency tech-
nology of RFID to get the inspection equipment list by the mobile terminal. Then we can
use the GPS information in the label to locate the equipment on the map and display them
in real time. Workers can use this to generate inspection route, when one equipment is
inspected, system can hints the next place and equipment [13]. So it can improve the
inspection process, and realize the efficient inspection process.

In short, manager can use inspection handheld devices as the intermediary to
manage the inspection label. Instruction is sent and stored in the handheld devices
through the network. When workers carry out the inspection tasks or management
tasks, instructions will automatically be executed which is stored in the handheld
devices, workers can use the handheld devices to communicate with RFID labels,
inspection labels can be read and written, then workers finish inspection task. The task
execution results will be send to the center server by the handheld devices, so that the
system can judge and record the inspection task results.

6 Conclusions

The power industry is the premise and guarantee in people’s daily life and national
industrial production. With rapid economic development and the improvement of
people’s living standard, China has increased investment in the power system to
enhance technical and managerial levels to ensure safe operation of the power system.
This paper study on the device label for substation inspection process, mainly related to
RFID and IPv6 technology, and propose the use of RFID in equipment label. RFID
manages some of the basic information about equipment, and provides real-time
monitoring functions for equipment. Because workers need to manage existing
inspection labels, this paper also propose to use IPv6 technology as marked way for
inspection labels. System binds the virtual IPv6 address with specific inspection label,
so that the inspection label is incorporated into the network of inspection system,
communicate in all the network, make the inspection label manage effectively, and
enhance the accuracy and effectiveness of the inspection work.
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Abstract. Based on the field-operation requirements of electric power com-
panies, the servers and mobile terminals must be combined. In this paper, a
field-operation mobile platform has been developed. This platform can improve
field-operation management of electric power companies, achieving a new level
in aspects of informatization, real-timing performance and paperless. According
to this platform, the safety and quality of field-operation system could be
improved significantly, and more social and economic benefits could be created.

Keywords: Field-operation mobile platform � Electric power company �
Real-timing � Informatization � Paperless

1 Introduction

Currently, patrol officers use the method of paper registration to inspect with their
experience in the grid field operations. The operation is tedious and easy to make
mistakes, so missing and wrong inspection may happen. The staff assessment cannot be
put in place by the consciousness of patrol officers, and information management
cannot be achieved. State Grid Corporation has asked to use a standardized manage-
ment in the electrical equipment inspection, maintenance and test site. In order to
achieve information and modern management of the grid field operations, urgent
demand makes field-operation mobile platform emerged.

Field-operation mobile platform can improve the efficiency and quality of
inspection, and achieve electronization, informatization, standardization and intelli-
gentizein the substation equipment inspection. It also can minimize the missing, wrong
inspection and ensure the planning, execution, completion confirmation forming a
closed loop for patrol officers. Therefore it will ensure the safety of the facilities and
stability of the power system, and achieve long-term, stable and efficient operation of
substation equipment. Currently mobile terminals become more and more convenient
to carry, high performance, easy and efficient to use, and real-time communication, so
in the field-operation platform, the staff can complete specific tasks of substation
inspection and overhaul by mobile terminals and its application. The field-operation
mobile platform makes the staff get rid of the use of paper and make workflow stan-
dardized, so the user complete the job by following the prompts of the mobile terminal
[1, 2]. Platform passes job information and provides browse, query and approval
services for users by the communication with the mobile terminal.
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2 System Architecture

The field-operation mobile platform is divided into two main parts, mobile job server
and mobile terminals. Platform uses a mobile terminal as a tool to perform the job, and
the mobile terminal communicates with the mobile job server and exchanges job
information via the 3G network and Wi-Fi network. Substation inspection, substation
maintenance, line inspection, maintenance and other operations can be completed by
mobile terminal. Of course, users can also directly land the mobile job server and
perform related operations by network [3]. The structure is as follow: (Fig. 1).

The role of mobile terminal in the figure: it is mainly used for communication with
the mobile job server, performs job-related processes and saves relevant results; finally
it uploads the results to the mobile job server via 3G network or Wi-Fi network. The
role of mobile job server: it provides job-related data to the mobile terminal and
provides functionality which is needed by jobs for users. “Substation” is the object
where you want to execute the job, “communication station” provides basic network,
while “user” is the user of mobile job server.

3 System Functions

3.1 Functions of Mobile Job Server

The mobile job server is an important part of the platform, its function is to: (1)
communicates with the mobile terminal and transfers job information; (2) the users

Fig. 1. system architecture of the field-operation mobile platform
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apply and approval work orders, browse and query operations results through the
mobile job server.

Based on the work plans and specifications of inspection and repair, the server
generates annual inspection and maintenance programs. Certainly users can also add
new work plans, that is to say plans generation, according to the current situation.
Work plans include inspection plans and maintenance plans of substations and lines.
Users of the relevant departments login mobile job server to audit generated work plan,
after that is adopted, the server will automatically generate plan and execute the plan; if
the plan is not passed, the reason why the approval is not pass need to be filled out and
the result is passed to relevant user by the server, namely plan approval. For unplanned
operations or tests such as special inspection of substations around thunderstorms, new
jobs can be applied through the server and new work orders will be generated, namely
work order application. Then users of relevant departments login the server to audit the
work order that is applied and determine whether implement the work orders or not,
namely approval for work orders. Mobile terminal needs to perform data transmission
and information exchange with the server and the mode of transmission is HTTP,
namely data synchronization transmission. Mobile terminal can be added, deleted and
modified and its software can be upgraded in the server, namely management function
of the mobile terminal. The information of substations, such as the increase, modifi-
cation and deletion of the substation, can be configured in the server, what is more, the
personnel, equipment, and location of the substation can also be configured, namely
substation management functions. Users of the server and mobile terminals can be
added, modified and deleted, namely user management functions. Workflow of the
services can be added, modified and deleted, namely workflow management functions.
Users can manger work condition of the mobile terminals through GIS function [4],
which can show the locations of the mobile terminals and substations, That is to say
GIS services of the server. The mobile terminal can take the way of problem ticket to
communicate with experts on difficult problems by pictures or voice, namely expert
diagnostic functions. Patrol officers need to take photos of equipments and positions
which need to be checked. In the future inspection, patrol officers can check the picture
and the current state of the equipment. If current state is in accord with the picture, the
equipment can be considered to be normal; if not, the equipment needs further diag-
nosis. That is to say processing of inspection image function. Users can look over
tested content and conducted operations of the substation through the server, namely
display of job logs function. Users can inquiry the job records that users want to view,
namely search of job function. Users determine whether the device of the substation
needs an overhaul by the evaluation of the equipment status. Then the server generates
initial evaluation report of the equipment, by which experts whether the equipment
needs to be repaired or not, namely assessments of equipment condition function.

The main functions of the mobile job server are shown in the following figure:
(Fig. 2).

3.2 Functions of Mobile Terminal

The mobile terminal is a equipment used by on-site staff when they perform specific
operations. Through an application on the mobile terminal, the staff can accomplish
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specific work of the inspection and overhaul of substations. It gets rid of using the
original paper work orders and standardizes work processes. Following the prompts to
the user’s mobile terminal process, you can complete the job [5].

The user is able to log on to the platform, namely the user login function by entering
the user’s name and password assigned by the platform at the mobile terminal screen, after
which the mobile terminal is connected to mobile field operations through a network
server. The mobile terminal obtains substation inspection work orders from the mobile
work platforms and displays, the user can operate the work orders, performing various
tasks of substation inspection, which is the substation inspection function. When the
mobile terminal performs operations or experiments, there will be some problems difficult
to judge and solve. At this time, the mobile terminal can communicate with experts
through pictures or voices by way of issue tickets. After the problems are photographed by
mobile terminal camera and photos and related information uploaded to the platform, then
experts diagnosis through photographs and related information, gives feedback and add
advices to this homework and tests’ results, namely the expert diagnostics.

The main function of the mobile terminal is shown in the following figure: (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. server functions of the field-operation mobile platform

mobile terminal

user login
substation
overhaul expert diagnosis

substation
inspection

Fig. 3. mobile terminal functions of the field-operation mobile platform
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4 Conclusion

This paper describes the design and implementation of the power company’s Mobile
Field Operating System. Application of the mobile field operation platform has greatly
improved the efficiency of field operations. It has been implemented in the inspection,
fault repair, on-site inspection and other aspects. It is expected that with the continuous
development of mobile terminal products and communications technology, mobile
field operations platform will play a more important role in information technology,
meticulous management of the national grid substation inspection.
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